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INTRODUCTION
Improved technological methods for attaining high ideals of safety are
available today.

-The methods spring larg;ely .from the U.S.- military, aerospace

and atomic energy mdustries, 'tmere a high goal has been set:

The U.S. record of the liea.pons, space
effectiveness of

~he

"First Time Sare lt •

and reactor prograrlls attests to the

methods.

System- safety analysis concepts have been highly developed by the U.S.
Defence and Space agencies and existing specifications require forms of
analysis l-lhich protide a high degree of' protection of both systems and
personnel, "mere necessary by complex and soplti.sticated methods.
On the other hanel, U.S.

occ~ational

injury rates in general, after several

decades of dcn-mv;rard trends, have been on a plateau for the past decade, and have
sh,?lm same signs of turning up in recent years.
programs have not found that

"more

Large COl~1panies l,dth the best

of the same" lnll renet-; progress.

The

situation has been the cause of widespread concern in business and government.
A full industrial application of systems techniques 't'Tould be costly and

.impractical at present, that is, lie cannot redesign and rebuild the plant.
a considerable number of

essen~ally ~T

concepts and procedures are available

today for use individually.2!: collectively to build a fuller system

ot control

over 't'Torlc hazards, and thereby upgrade conventional industrial programs.
net-I products, net'T machines, nen materials provide a steady
for innovation and

But

nOli'

And,

of opportunities

in~rovement.

The emphasis in this monograph -vti.ll be on occupational safety applications,
but applications of system safety

to

'product, public, and transportation accidents

are also desirable ancl practical. -

In Sections II and III ot this monograph

~

have, 't-Iith the kind permission

of the National Safety COmlcil, reproduced two recent publications of the
Council:
1.

Systems Safety Analysis, J .L. Recht, not-r Uanager, Statistics and
Library Department, NSC J June, 1966.

2.

System &.i'ety and Industriall-ianagement, Robert Currie, Assistant to

the GeneraJ. Hanager ~ liSC, July, 1968.
These

trIO

doc'Uraents- are used as basic material in- a one-week course in
_.

System Safety Analysis n01'T offered by the Council
The ideas discussed in the
thi.s material.

tti'O

syster.l papers

-

seve~al

are

times a year.

treated as integral with

Consequently" their separation as Sections is avIla-Taro.

However,
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one larger aSSllrIlption may be even more burdensome, namely, l-le have assumed that
the content of an excellent basic manual, such as NSC IS Accident Prevention
Hanual for Ind.ustrial Operations, constitutes' a usable distillation of the wisdom

and experience of the indUstrial safety movement in the U.S.

And there is

nothing to be gained by at'oompting a restateI,lent in ne1'l Hords of ideas uhich
eJ~erienced

have been so thoroughly reviewed b,y a host of

experts.

Net-I ayproache's to safety' in ~dustry are assumed to be grafted onto and
melded l"1ith the basic, t:iJ!le-tested approaches l-lhich have proven so effective in
the inclustrial development of this count~J.
There are signs and vlarningS that the past safety methods may not be fully
adequate to cope IT.ith present and future challenges.
that nevI

Dlet~lods

Also, there is the hope

may give us improved insi@it into the safety process.

Some concepts more or less nevI to safety can be borrowed from other fields
of control of l-1orl{, such as quality and error control.

Sane have

~ot

been fully

tested as safety concepts, and require an experimental orientation in a safety
application.
The nevr a!)proaches hold great promise for renel·1ing the safety progress
~corded

prior to this decade.

They are more sotmdly based in management

incentives and the management, process, as l-rell as techn:ically superior.

They

are likely to deal more realistically l-1ith the exasperating human variable.

1·lost

important, they may give us insight into the safety process v1hich lti..ll pemit all
of us to more rapidly evaluate our

Olm

experiences and those of others.

If 1-16 say that safety is just one specialized aspect ,of reliable controlof'

-l-Jork lie h:lve taken a
objectives.

giant step tat-lard a usefu+. orientation toward management ~ s
~-".

And 'tmen 1"1e incorporate the

of the broad. family of

~rrors

conce~Jt

that accidents are one menfuer

and m.alfunctions, lie tal;:e tuo additional steps -

first, we continue to shm-l al-lareneSS of Iilanagement' s problem of control, and
second, 1-1e open the literature on error and error control for safety adaptation.
Errors are, in some respects, easier to study than aC,cidents

~d

there are more

of them to study and develop control ideas.
A brief enumeration of some of the :facets of .the concept lie call "safety"
(and shall be developing in more detail) may be helpful.:

A. ' Safety is mission oriented.
In business this' orientation puts long-terril profitahili ty first.

The

constraints of time, budget, and l-Torl: performance are the tlpractical It
~ide.

rie seek

to make

th~

place

~

more efficientlyl

- 3 B.

Hazard identification is 1'10. 1
The rapid pace of technological change and the inf oma tiOD explosion
require that 1.1e develop an efficient· infortlation nett-rork, and use the
kinds of analytic techniques ..1hich

c.

CllIl

help Guard against oversiGht.

Risk evaluation and. control employ concepts of:
p~cess,

1.

The full life cycle of the

2.

Relate errors to accidents, and consider anythinG vIhich degrades

operation, or product.

or upgrades the process (quality, l"J'aste, reliability).

3. vJhat.2!!! haypen, ~ happen - G'iven st1i'ficient time.
4. First things first - catastrophe and l:lajor hazard analysis are
primary.

5. lUnoun t and qua.li ty of analysis and plannin;:; equated to the hazard
and carried to the point lihere additional ste!.)s have been evaluated
but cannot be recor.1Ii1ended due to tine, cost or technical problems.

6.

The solutions thus give management data for judgment of the
residual risks to be acce!;ltecl.

In other 110rds, ..mere to nback

ofilt in control.

7. Open-mindedness.
8. Engineerinr;, l1here feasible, is the preferred method of control.
9. A concern for neoole suggests h'UIilan factors engineering study, and
adequate procedures, trainin~ anel supervision to :minimise the
stresse.:: irJlerent in ;:.lal1-rllacb.ine-envlroru. ~ent, Dyster.ls.
1.0.

The concern for people also dictates ir.lproved camnunications to

build acce?t~ce of'innovations.
D.

The accident is conceived as a complex series of events, energy
transfer lilodes

all{1,

barriers, and involves error (unsafe acts and

unsar e c onc1.itions ) al1(~ chanGe.
E.

Accident investigation is multi-factorial and seeks to trace all
sequences and factors to their organizational roots.

F.

I\leasurement of perfOn"!i2JlCe Boes beyond accident rates and att61i!pts to
quantify

v~;rious

aspects of the safety

pror:;r~l

and the actual operations.

Even though the marl~ of the SystelilS a)proach is thorough anG. complete

coverage of hazards anc: potentials, the concepts are separable and usable
individually.

Donlt reject t,her.: just because you can't use all.

Begin l'l'here

you are, and build.

In the National Safety Council's one-ueek Il]'undar.lentals l1 course\ it

- 4Some

was long customary to use interest cards.

c~~on

questions voiced by

the students were:
HOl'1 can I ·sell management on safety?
of employees?

Harl can I maintain interest of supervisors?
Are safety COYllIilittees a good idea?

Are posters any good?
Are contests 't-l0rthul'lile?
Hml to inspect for safety'?

Are USA. -ABA rates meaningful?
We shall sugGest that these may not be the right questions!
may lie one step' further back and be in a general. fona:

The real questions

"Hhere is your organiza-

tion in the planning and execution of a prograIil of reliable control of 1-lork? It •
The program features' (ani even gimmicks and slogans l1hich have been common in.
the U.S.) all may have their usef1.Uness.

But for the future they should be seen

as only parts of a broad, 11ell-based process 01" getting acceptance of safe and
sound procedures.

A more useful point of departure may be to ask, "Botor and why

do people change their behaviour? It
be useful.

There are some scientific findings which can

Then the program features can be designed as a cOIlIprehensive plan to

attain an objective at all levels in the organization.
In general, as one examines the I iterature of industrial safety, one finds
. .
a liellnigh ovenmelrning mas's of topical material, rather than method or urinciple.
"

It rlould seem fair to urge an emphasis on Method versus Content, or perhaps more
appropriately a use of Uethod to h2.!ldle Content.
Our concern for improved me.thods stems not so much from any failure of the
old methods as fran a desire to attain even greater success.

l-iany U.S. cOlnpanies

have attained a high degree of safety, but they seek '-lays of further improving.

A pictogrmn of a mountain has expressed the idea:

lr-le
Hazards
\

Hot-I

can lie reach the summit?

- 5 REVIElrT OF OUTSTANDING IT.S. INDUSTHIAL

SAFETY PROGRlllfS

Management Policy and Direction
·There is 'broad agreement that vigorous top management lea(;.ership is an
essential and conspicuous feature of the 'best corporate safety programs in the

U.S.
Recent National Safety Congresses have featured presentations of just such
corporate programs, and it has been common for the president or executive vicepresident to lead off the presentation.

Both nords and attitude' c.1.is::>layed

leadership, and the manazement position 't'ras almost invariably crystallized in a
policy statement or statement of corporate objectives uhich either put safety
first or raruced it side-by-side vuth ·the other principle corporate objectives.
The report* of a working party on U.S. safety practices (an excellent and
concise reference) says:
ltSafety policy is based on the absolute convic.tion that; for maximum
profitability and efficient operation it is necessaljT to reduce damage
to people and property, lmether through accident or fire, to the
m:uu.mura.
Supporting this viet-; is the be lief that management has a
responsibility to its employees to prov:i.de a safe place to work."
This summary

statement:touc~es

on three motivations of top management:

1.

Uelfare of the employee.'

2.

Costs of accidents and injuries.

3.

Effi~iency

and effectiveness of the organization as a

sy~tam.

Although all three of these motivational forces are CQlTli'nonly fO'Wld, the
statement of a particular organization is not likely to contain all three, but is
more

li!~ely

to eli'lphasize one or the other.

The NSC I S Industrial Conference

collected a substantial group of such policy statements
to derive a general consensus.
examples,

rathe~

SOIne

years ago to attempt

Hot-rever', the outcome was publication of many

than a consensus.

IT any given combination of the three motivat.ional forces has in fact in a
particular organization produced the requisite top leadership, all vTell and good!
Hot-lever, i f 1'1e are concerned. 1"Iith.
other

org~za tions,

developin~

and building such top lea.dership in

we can profitably examine the nature and force of the three

motivations.

* Safe

and Sound, British Chemical Industry Saf'ety Council of the Chemical
Industries Association, Lim:i ted, 1969.
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The attitude of concern for the
\vonderful thing.

welf~re

of the employee is a fine and

Its history began in 1906 't-Then Judge Elbert Gary, president

of the United States Steel Corporation, wrote:
tiThe UniteL. States Steel Corporation expects it~ "s..msidiary companies
to make every effort practicable to prevent injury to its employees.
~enditures necessar,y for such purposes lull be authorized.
Nothing
.,1hich 't.nll add to the protection of the lJ'orlcmen should be neglected. It
And a strong tradi. tion has been built ll!' in U. S. Steel l-lhich has one of our

country1s best programs.

Certainly duPont, A T & T, Kodak, and Generall-iotors,

just to cite a £e1-1 other' pror,Unent eXar.1ples, have po't'Terful concern for employee
1'1elfare.
The welfare motivation cannot be depre~iated lmere it is strong, but what
i f it is weak?

vlill it be easy to change such an a ttitude?

It seems more

clifficul.t to change than a less emotional, nl.ore rational r,lotivational basis.
An interestL.'"'2g :insight into Iilotivation 1'1aS given by Cravrl'ord Greenewalt,

l>1hile President of duPont.
for 150 years.

He said that his company had had a safety program

The prograu vms instituted as the result of a

requiring an explosives manufacturer to live on the premises

Fren~h

,nth

law

his ,.family!

Some change in management.attitude might· be brought about by peers in other
companies, as for example in safet,y activities of trade association.
safet.y professional in a £avourable position to change an attitude?

But is the
Not so

likely.
The costs of accidents and injuries and the motivation to reduce them are
pOl-rerful, as far as they go.
all direct costs,

includin~

But there are problems in getting complete data on
damage, and even greater problems in measuring

indirect costs.
Costs are highly variable by industry (e.t;., high in lumbering, mining and
construction) •

Costs may be overt-rhelming i l catastrophic (e. g., a chemical plant

or refinery, or major fires in general).
liability is involved.
p~rerful

Costs may be high i f public and product

In all such organizations, cost reduction I11ay, be used as

motivations.

HOl'lever, in a typical lou or medium hazard organization, the cost reduction
motivation may not be strong enough to do more than get a program started_.
Consequently, cost data and even insurance savings must be used cautiously that is, they may boanerang to place safety well dOl-m on management's list of
concerns.

- 7One seemingly effective

tecl~que

has been to equate accident losses to the

a.ilOunt of sales needed to recoup the losses.
The efficienqy motivation is more difficult to define and describe, even
though studies as early as 1922 sbOl-led productivity and safety jointly varying accidents dotm and productivity up, and vice versa.
here is something more tban just cost reduction.

Certainly "mat is meant
Perhaps it is better stated

as the correct, efficient and error-free way to operate and control.
A. Canadian ,-rood proc.:ucts company says, "Safety and efficient operation are

They emmot be separated. It

one and the same thing.

Certainly the companies cited as
recognize tlti.s aspect.

eX~ilples

of strong 'trelfare motivations also

For example, the General Hotors policy also emphasizes

that a good safe ty record is clear evidence of good management.

And the duPont

philosophy clearly reflects a belief that the safe ":Jlay is the only proper lray to
manage.
A duPoint plant manager spoke of safety as his. sharpest tool to measure
supervisory performance.
The objective of sa.f~ty 't~as essentially
unqua.l.ified in his company.
(Cost and quality objectives are muturu.ly
qua.l.ifying.)
Therefore, if .a supervisor couldn't manage to get safety,
he probably couldn r t manage anything else.
A highly illuminating story lias told by a Shreveport, Louisiana, plant

manager at the tlme he was receiving a safety award.
Some five years
previous the plrolt had been at the poor end of the corporation's ratings
of all of its plants in profi tabili ty, quailty, lfaste control, employee
turnover -- and safety.
The plant had a fatal accident.
The manager
received a "[dre from the president nhich asked, "Can't Shreveport do
anything right?"
The manager decided to have the best safety program
he could mount.
By the time 'Shreveport got the safe ty allard, the plant
had moved near the top in the ratings on profitability and efficiency.
It could do trJUags the riGht way.
A past president of the American Society of Safety Engineers, John V. Gr:ullaldi,

has given considerable study to the role of management in safety.
dral'1S, in part, on
describin~

Britis~J.

experience, may be particularly helpful*.

A paper l-lhich

liter

pre-lior1d lvar II emphasis on' physical safeguarding and post-vlar

emphasis on training, he says:
lRlile American industry consistently improved its '-lork injury rates·,
sai'ety s,eeialists studied and discussed the reasons.
One expert, a
member of a British study group published his observations in the
magazine of the British Iron and Steel Federation :~~

* Grimaldi,
Nov~aber,

**

John V., 1'14anagel11ent and Indust:rial· Achievement, 11 Journal of ASSE,
1965. .

Barry, R., ItThe Real Difference", Safety, No. 14 (Autumn 1961), a publication
of the BritiGh Iron and Steel Institute.

- 8UIf guards in themselves prevented accidents, we would be in a position
to show the Americans a thing or two.
One fOI'L1S the impression, rightly
or wrongly, that they are lagging far behind us in this field.
If
org~zed training in itself led to good safety records, we could act as
their advisers.
And vlhilst they can morr us a feu tricks in the
protective clothing and equipment trade uhich lie haven 1 t yet picked up,
they cannot tell us a great deal about the quantities in t-rhich it should
be issued.
In a good many cases, we
,-ray ahead of them in this
respect.

are

ttHow, then, .do you a.IlS'rler the British safety officers' questions: tvJhat
have the Americans got lihich would explain the1T superior safety records?'
n ••• the

ansiier is ••• that the" Americans have the right attitude of mind
to create good safety records. 1t

Ttrl.s singular attitude merits sane philosophical inquiry since it is basic
to safety achievement.
The question is, does training :impart such
wisdan?
When it is. recalled that the British expert reported his
colleagues "could act as ••• advisers" to the Arilericans 1 training programs,
doubt is cast on the likelihood that training in itself is responsible
for any notable differences between the observed work injury rates.
However, there may be one distinguishing feature in iunerican safety
programs.
They usually are intensive.
The inescapable conclusion,
therefore, is that :it is the intensity of the United States I training
activity which generates the noted 'stronger safety motivation and the
inducement probably is the easily recognizable implication that manage. ment wants its ii'ork done safely.
If one were to examine closely the safety motives of American 't-Torkers,
it is possible that in addition to a personal wish to avoid injury, there
also is a distinct desire to work safely because the employer expects
theIil to.
This stimulation is subtle in many instances.
Employer safety activity in America largely:is voluntary.
Although the
states and the federal government regulate certain hazardous exposures,
the implementation of safety requirements generally is left to the
employer.
He initiates and 'directs the activity according to his needs
and judgment largely t-uthout governmental persuasion.
Therefore, while the programs teach safety principles they demonstrate
management's voluntar,y interest in accident prevention.
The effect
doubtless is inestimable.
The employer1s action in inaugurating a
safety i't1nction and staffing it, usually with qualified junior-type
executives l-Tho have been delegated the responsibility for safety, clearly
suggests that he 't'1ants an effective safety perfomance -' and it is a very
dull employee indeed who does not respond accordinglY.
Later Grimaldi has these observations:
Safety specialists intuitively recognize the m.otivational effect of
management's interest in safety and'repeatedly assert that it is the
basis upon which safety achievement is founded.
In their efforts they
urge management to give more tangible eA.;;>ression to its desire for
accident prevention.
Hot-rever, it is not often realized that at the
employee level, the mere fact that a safety activity .is in place is a
clear expression of managerial interest ,(except for instances where the
activit,y is obviously deemphasized by organizational and.economic
impositions) •

- 9 Therefore additional expressions of managerial interest, alone are not
likely to have a significant, i f any, further influence.
Amplifica tion
of the desired managerial effect is more certain when managers apply
the same vigorous, and positive amuinistrative persuasiveness that
underlies success in any business function.
There is good ev~dence that a close relationsbJLp exists between management
effectiveness and safety performance.
We fi.l1d that "men management
operates its enterprise with taut controls, the measurable elements that
contribute to business success may' be noticeably ir.1proved.
Somehm·J' we safety professiol1als are still rleak in the language and conceptional
development to state the true significance of accidents in the overall perfonaance

The fact that accidents interrupt work, or have human and econOlni.c

of a company.

costs, is not the i'ull measure of their relation to efficiency.
is seen as

a managerial failure

If the accident

to establish reliable control of work, as an error

resulting from poor management or managerial omission, we shall be closer to the
mark.
The principle that tiThe Safe Vlay is the Right fIay't is not based in morality, /
ethics or a rlelfare attitude.
Pope and

Nicolaj:~~

It is a principle of good lrl3.L"1.agement.

had this to say:

Io/lallagement must be educated to, the fact that the function of safety is
to locate and define operational errors involving incomplete decision:making, faulty judgments, administrative miscalculations, and just plain
stupidity.
These expressions are well understood up and down the ranks. C,,'}
Success with this approach is possible, but it will require considerable
study, discussion, and change of v:i.e'upoint before being accepted. n
General

,~Iotors

system approach.

has described safety as "plarmed order", 'tihich is really a

And when we examine the role of "change lt in accidents we'll also

see some interesting relations to efficient production.
other motivational forces \'lhich appear to helve been potent with U.S. top
management are personal 9ride in safety accomplishments and pride in· a corporate
image of safety.

It follow's from

t~1is

that opportUluties should be sought for

management to speak of its successes at trade group meetings and in the business
press.

Trade association progrmtlS in the U.S. have been seen primarily for their

values in reaching smaller employers, but their effects on leaders from larger
organizations has probably also been great.
Further, it is cammon for r.laIlE.gement, to take an active part in community

* Pope,

H.D. and Nicolai, E.R., Safety f ... ids Decision-Halting, U.S. Dept. of

Interior, Persormel l-ianagement Publication :r~o. 13, August, 1968.
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safety af'fa.iJ:;'s as civic leaders.

And it appears that such participation has

reinforced in-plant safety by supplying a strong', comprehensive pb:i.losophy.
A factor in U .3. safety not l-ti.dely discussed is management I s concern for its

employee relations in a time when so :many aspects are union dominated and vlhen
Safety is an area of clear

such delicate matters as prod.uctivity.are L,volved.

mutual concern and is said to be the topic on l-rllich it is easiest to "get along
on lt , not that safety grievances and Ul'l..i.on issues may not at times also be sore
points.

But, 'particularly as on-the-job programs have been extended to off-the-

job concerns, safet,y has been the basis for a real bond of mutual concern of
manager and employee.
'-Ie. cCllnnonly say that safety Itbeginslt lnth top management.

But it may well

be that the concepts and practices of leading U.S. businessmen are the end of
several decades of evolvement and 'mutual influence, rather than the beginning. ,
And i f

t-le

t-ush to take a management group from a more primitive to a more enlight-

ened state, 1-1e may need a r.lcst carefully dralm, long-tel"m plan for building
understanding and acceptance.
Line Organization Responsibili 0/
The safety responsibi;Lity of the line organization from the Chairman of the
Board d01ID through the fi.rst line forenlan to' the individUal employee is made
amply clear in the outstandi."lg corporate prograrals.

l~ritten te~s

consistent lnth ·the safety policy, are aJr,lost universal.
safet,y perfonnance is a consideration in promoting an

of reference,

And it fo1101'1S that

i.~dividual

to a better

position.
Although 1-1e talk of the role of the supervisor as the IIKey llanll and discuss
supervisor training, l-1e should be auare that the chain of responsibility should
be unbroken at all levels of supervision.

In principle, the supervisor training

program has reached all levels· because the higher ranldng 3xecutives came up
through the ranks, or were affected by peers in safety camnittees or decisi.on
making.

Therefore, "management training U r.rl.ght be more appropriate.

For.mal training programs are universal in the most successful companies.
The programs car.. be seen in three

t~es:

1.

General progrmus in ·m.anagement and supervision,

2.

Human relations and cailIilunications,

3.

Safety.

- 11 -

Most of the larger cOI.lpanies have their

o~m

training programs.

The

National Safety Council has produced a variety of programs "t-rhich have been.
widely used;

instructional methods mclude films and text, class and horne study,

and progrB.1i1lned learninG

8

Same HSC courses combine humnn relations

~nd

safety,

vrr.!.ich has been a "two for one n deal.
Manageraent associations, vocational schools, community colleges and state
labour departments make avtilable a vrl.de variety of courses.

Recently" cor,lIl1unity

safety councils have intensified their supervisor tI;"aining offerings.

RelieVer"

fran comments J it appears easier to make training conveniently available m
England than in broader reaches of U.B. geography_

ConsiderinG the critical

importance ?f the training needs of smaller establisru',lents, there is no
substitute for a comprehensive ne"t1-rork of training opportunities.
In seeking full participation in the safety pro grBl",1 by the entire management
organization, there are -three mutually reinforcing a:9proaches:
1.

The basic line responsibili ty •

2.

Clear assignment of functional responsibilities for appropriate
elements of the safety program to

v~ious

depar'b':lents, e.g.

engineering, maintenance, research, training, finance, transportation, etc.

3. l1anagement safety conunittees, chaired by senior executives, ldth
revolving representation fraa first level supervision.
"These three kinds of arrangements, ldth top leadership, can create a team
approach.
Safeguarding the l'fork Place
In U.S. progralus it has been zenerally agreed that physical safeguarding and

control over environment, facilities and equipment are pril",laT"J for t"t-l0 reasons:

1.

Engineering is the preferred solution because it is easier to define
standards and maintain continuinG observation and permanent control.

2.

A safe l-Tork ple-ce is evidence to employees of managelilent I s sincere

interest in safety.

u.s.

Steel's plans for attaining physical safety are typical of the best.

They say:
~Safe

physical condi tiolls can be established anc:. maintained only :if
three basic requirements are met:
(1)

Safety standards are established and enforceC: in the c.lesit:,n
and specifications of eqttiyment and facilities;
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(2)

Ne~lly installed or changed facilities

for

(3)

safe~-

are insper.ted and approved
before they are released for operation or use; and

Specific-responsibilities are established for periodic
and for prompt correction of deficiencies or
iIm-,lecli.ate shutdolVIl of equipIl1ent i f a serious hazard is found tt •
il~s~ection,

Then follows a lengthy listing of standards relevant to corporate operations
and covering such areas as ventilation, sanita.tion, lighting, e:h.-plosion and fire,
and toxic :,';.aterials.

Some organizations have adopted all applicable public

standards and have gone so far as to prom.ulga te NSC J S comprehensive Nanual as its
intej.. .nal guide (altilough it. is not 'tn"itten in standards fashion).

Provision is customarily established for safety engineering review of all
plans.
Inspection programs are carefully scheduled as appropriate - SOIile daily by
operator or supervisor., others vleekly or at some other suitable period:ic intervals
and by management and by technical specialists as required.

Checklists are

desirable.
Tool maintenance must be covered by

~llumed

arrangements , either departmental

or plant wide.
The role of standards is a cause of concern in the U.S.
development has been

t~o

The pace of

slo't'1 under the voluntary systeru, and there are strong

governmental pressures for :l.m.;?rovement.

At the saIile time, the leading

corporations, whose personnel perforce do most of the work on standards, meet
many of their orm needs 't-r.L th internal standards' capable of more rapid development
and modification.

Further, they use their internal standards nationldde and are

little concerned overlol-T minimum public standa.rds in a great number of the states,
because their internal standards are higher.
More recently the long-term role of standards has been called into question
from another source -

syste~s

safety analysis.

As tdll be seen, the Goal here is

a. desired degree of safety, ra.ther than simple confonnance l1ith some standard.
The day is not near l'lhen standards "rill not be needed, but the day is here lihen
they can be seen as Iidlrlmal.
Governmental regulation 'and inspection of uorl~ing conditions is primarily a
state responsibility in the U.S., and all too many of our states have ueak laws
and regulations and inadequate inspection forces.

The Federal government is

rapidly moving into this area.

Certainly adequate Governmental controls over

miniLlal conditions are a must.

But,

th~

b:igher goal.s of safety are not attainable

- 13 by reg-Illation, at least not by the conventional regulatory methods.

Some ne1"l and

potentially better regulatory methods have been discussed, but have hardly had
serious thought in !Ilost circles.
It has frequently been sa.id that guardinG is sUTJerior in England and several
European countries.

For example" the chelilical industry 'Horking party said:

ItFinally, the lack of guardinG on mach.ines is particularly noticeable,
and is all':lost certainly due to laclc of legislative requirel.lents.
Although the "u.S. 1-Torker is indoctrinated. in the need to avoid contact
1-r.ith machines, 1-1e believe that the U.K. system of p~1ysical protection
is betteru.
It is dif'ficult to reconcile this comparative condition v-lith the generally
lOHer U.S. rates.

It is said in the U.S. that European managertlents tend. to

comply with physical standards applied by govermilent inspectors, but stop 1n.th
that action.
programs.

lfuel"eas U.S. canpanies have stronger management and supervisory
Obviously our goal should be both, but it may be that the compensating

effects betvleen government and private initiative prevent both beine; maximized.
Directing the Emnloyee
Directing the

el~lployee

and motivating him are not l7ithout inter-relations.

For example, the participation of leading craftsmen in the developlilent of a job
safety analysis lrl.ll not only contribute to the analysis but also help build
acceptance.

But for analy.3is and planning it seems 'Hise to separate the tvJ'o

aspects - direction and hlotivation.
The leading U.S. corporations develop a high degree of control over work
practice~

by a three faceted program:

1.

:illvery job 'should be subjected to safety analysis.

2.

Every employee should receive instruction in perfonnint; each. task
in accordance In th the l·rri t ten analysis.

3.

The supervisor should not only see the man do the ta.sk safely the
first time, but have a planned observation prOgTaIn to continuously
monitor performance.

For convenience we shall refer to this as

J~l-JIT-SO,

that is Job Safet.y

Analysis" Job Inst/ruction Training, Safety Observ-ation.
Despite the Ir'..anifold task::: to be, studied and controlled, some of the companies
have, over

time, attained a

remark~ly

high degree of coverage and control.

'.

- 14 Thus Generalliotors is able to direct:
"Develop safety instructions "for every job.
Put these instructions in
rrriting for every job in the plant.
The supervisor should reviel-T the
safety l:leasures of· each job before the el~~loyee starts to Hork and then
follov1 up to ma!ce sure he understm1ds. n

u.s.

Steel said,
"List all the occupations in the depari:lnent, and the jobs perfonned by
employees on those occupations.
Then single out the jobs l1hich represent
the greatest injury potentials.
The se are to be analyzed. first. n

Importantly, U.S. Steel says that JSA.~JIT":'"SO (uith other features of their
prograLl) are applicable to all the eliverse opera tions of the· company.

It is not

a prograr.l for just hiC;h hazard operations or big operations.

The advantages of the JSA-JIT-SO plan are numerous, but certainly include:

1.

The potential to get started, and build as you go.

2.

The potential to measure
a.

perfor..~J.ance

in three ,-rays:

By accidents - rlas the job covered?

Or, rmere did the system

fail?
b.

By inspections - i f an unsafe practice is observed, l-las it

covered?

c.

Or l-There did the sy-sten' fail?

By supervisory reports indicating degree of coverage.

ItThe four bcsic steps in r.1aldng a job safety analysis are:

1.

Select the job to be analyzed.

2.

Break the job dmm into successive steps.

3.
4.

Identify the hazards and potential accidents.
Develop l1ays to elirllinate the hazards and prevent the potential
accidents. n*

"The U.8. Steel analysis fom for identifyinG the hazrirds in each step or
operation uses a three-part cla.ssification of hazards --

~aught-Bett-Teen,

Strike-

AGainst, and Struck-By -- to prompt enumer2;tion of all possibilities :for injurious
contact.
The Job Safety . \nalysis
.
and the Safe Job Proceaures ar~ developed by the
forerum 'Worldnr; l'1ith a small Group of" his most sldlled craftsmen, and their 't-1ork
is revie'tlTed by a

~-

li1an~.gement

cornmittee.

Accident Prevent,j_on Hanual for Industrial Ooerations, National Safety Council,
1964, ,-mch contains substantial sections e1aboratin~ techniques for JSA.-JIT-SO.

- 15 Obviously JSA. may reveal needs for guardinG, displays or signals, better
equipment or' physical arranJements.
are preferred..

And it is mlderstood the physical revisions

Or, the- task may be eliminated by improved controls or equipment.

JSA offers valuable opportunities for twing the safety motivation to support
non-safety, ef~iciency'controis and proced~~es.
For example, the NSC Manual
uses the job of planting a tree as one ej::al1lple for analysis:.
that

tt'10

results could steg from JSA - first, no injurtJ;

It seems clear

and second, the tree

might be more likely to grOltl!
The four basic steps in Job Instruction Training are:
1.

Prepare the rTorker to receive the instruction.

2. 'Present the operation - perform and describe.
3. Try out his perfomance.

4. Follol'I-UP •
Again v1e see not only the elements in tlpgrading a supervisor's ability to
train, but also the anatomy lmich enables us to measure and to trace a breal::dol-m
in the S"'S'stem.

There are a 1-7ide variety of corporate pl;;:ns for safety observations.

By

definition, we are tallcing about safety observations by the first line supervisor
(not inspections, audits, or SCl1:1plillg by observers) •

The plans can be seen in

the folloldng eleIiients ~
. 1.

The COlil!i1on sense, hour-by-hour observation of a depar"bnent to knol'1
lmo.t I s happening.

2.

The special follol-I-uP to observe ne't-T employees, or nell or changed

tasks.

3. A. req'Uirecl nlL"llber of recorded safety observations per t:ime period,
e.g.,

a.

Two per employee per month, or

b.

Two employeez per day.

Again ue see the opportunities, not only for management guidance' and
direction of supervisors, but

~lso

the op-portuni ties for analysis of system

break-do'tffiS and the meastU'ement of performance.
Nar-T, i f l-re

h~othesize

the highest degree of control of nork by a JSA.-JIT-SO

plan, and actually set out to measure and document a departmental situation,
have to face a very real problem - the supervisor 1 s time.

v16

An entry of j.J.D. T •

(No 'Damn Time) should be a legitiLlate answer for a harassed supervisor, at ieast
until management has deve10pecl
.-~-

---~.'--

SOlile ~"perience

;/.,,'._ .r-

and standards as to spans of

- 16 control and results to be gained from authorizing higher degrees of control
(more time and,budget).
One :i.ln!?ortant point that is j."Uplicit in the JSA.-JIT-SO system is that
transfers to ne..l jobs. are tlne..J employees lt to that job.

Lie still see accident

reports v1hich provide for total e:::perience 't.Jl. th the company, but not experience
on the task.

And transfel"'s or changed jobs

a~)pear

to be a more prolific source

of errors than totally neu employees.
lve came finally to the matter of rule observance and discipline.
companies l·1ith strong prograr&ls have some disciplinary
violations of rules.

~Jstem

All

for repeated. or major

Obviously, the JSA.-JIT-SO plan eliminates much need for

discipline by ai'firmative prior action.

But, when discipline is 1-1eighed, the

plan provides a back-ground of clear rules, clear understanding, and a limited
tolerance for variations.
Motivat~~g

the Ecnloyee

It is in the area of motivation of employees that we encounter great
difficulty in briefly summarizing the best U.S. practice.

vIe encounter a well-

nigh overwhelming mass of specific program features, each 't-ri.th a substantial
group of proponents.

Recipes for developing enthusiasm, maintaining interest,

etc., are as nunerous as the corporate entities themselves.
Tt-10

conclusions seem tenable:
1.

Each corporation .-rlth a

suc~essful

prograril has put together a

related series of activities lJ'hich have had pragmatic success.
2.

Little or no basi.s exists for testinG the significance and value of
a specific activity separated i'roril the context in '\mich it Has
utilized.

These two conclusions, in tum, lead to tuo cbsel'"Vations:
1.

The corporations are intensely practical and pragmatic, but also
include a complement of the scientific - medical, social and
psychological specialists.
progTaras are made in a

Decisions to introduce specific

~ecific

context of prior programs, and are

not scientific decisions, but neither are they \dthout scientific
backgrounq..

Often they have been tested. in one plant or one

division.
2.

There is a' considerable void bett-reen the practitioners of industry
and the scientists - in safety.

Even some' companies

't~hose

corporate
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success 'is founded in research have not seen a need. for safety
research, nor even that safety is researchable 1 •
Therefore,
1.

l-1e

seem - to have a. choice of several courses:

Adopt the entire complexity of same GOoc.:. corporate program - rThich
~lould

ignore the considerations l1hich made the program justifiable

to that cOT2.)ol'ation r s management.

And no two companies are the

same.
2.

Or, r1e could

pic~:

and choose prograr;ls until 1-1e had a ji'g-sali

puzzle solution 1'1hich nlooked good".

3.

vIe could try to develop a method of progra."i1 analysis 1-mich l-lould

be more systematic and ,analytic, and noulq. provide some rationale
for program synthesis and evaluation.
The last alternative seeIilS preferable.

But before we are ready we shall

l-J'ant to exar.dne some concepts of system analysis, innovation, change and error,
so that whatever motivational complex we select "t'rill reflect lVhat

lJ'e lmO't'1

about

accident mechanisms and controls.
Program Auclits
Audits of all aspects of the safety program of a plant, or of a typical or
a high rate department of a plant, are a camnon featurE? of large company
programs.

One carl1.pany reports tuo to four DlaIl-weeks as a norr.lal requirement for

a biennial audit.

Host audits use corporate· head.quarters personnel" but some

also use operating persoxmel from. similar plants.

He. turally, either type of

personnel would bring to an audit a thorough 1010uledge of

~ol~orate

practices

and expectations.
Unfortunately it is clifficul t to see ho't-T a one-plant company could provide
itself l1ith an equivalent audit.
Role of the Safety Professional
The NSC Industrial Hanual says that the duties and responsibilities of the
safety director ordinarily include:
ttl.

Formulating, aduinis tering , and making necessary changes in the
accident prevention program.

2.

Submitting, directly to the officer in charge, regular monthly,
l-1eekly, or daily reports on the status of, safety.

3. Acting in an advisory capacity on all matters pertaining to safety
as required for the gUidance of managerllent, the general manager,
superintendents, foremen, and such deparilT,lents as purchasing,
engineering and personnel.
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,

4. liaintaining. the accident record system, maldng necessary reports,
personal investigation of fatal or serious accidents, investigating
accidents through his stafr, securing supervisors· accident reports,
and checlcing corrective action taken by supervisors to eliminate
accident causes.

5. Supervising or closely

cooper~ting

't-ri th the training supervisor :L't'l

the safety traininZ .of employees •.

6.

Correlating safety 11"ork 'tuth the 1-lork of the medical department to
ensure proper selection and placement of employees.

7. MakinG personal inspections

and supervising inspections by his staff
and by special employee co:mm:ittees", .for the purpose of discovering
and correcting unsafe conditions or unsafe uork practices before

they cause accidents.

8. Maintaining outside professional contacts to exchange infor.mation
'tdth others and to keep the program up-to-date.

9. Haldng certain that federal, state or local lavIS, ordinances, or
orders bearing on industrial safe ty are complied l-r.i th.
10. Securing necessary help or advice from state labour departments or
insurance carriers on matters pertaining to safety and health.
li.

Starting activities that "1ill stimul,,--te and maintain employee

interest.
12.

Directing the activities of his staff so that the accident prevention
program will be ef.ficiently operated.
It is expected that the
safety director may 4elegate certain responsibilities to hi.s staff
engineers, such as acting as secretary for certain safety cOlillid ttees.

13.

ControJ.liriz or supervising fire prevention and fire fighting
activities where they are not responsibilities of other departments.

14. Setting standards for safety equ:i.plUent to be used. by plant personnel.
15.· Approving designs of ne'tv equipment to be used in plant l-Torlc areas.
16. Recommending provisions for safety in plans and specifications ofnew building construction and repair or remodelling of existing
structures."
.
A more functiOnal enumeration of safety tasks to be perfon~led "£-r.ill be found
in Section III (Currie), pages 39-42.

Grimaldi, cited earlier, .continues his observations on the role of management."
and establishes same directions for development of the safety professional:
Itl suggest, therefore, that safety achievement cmmot rely on such
conventional approaches as employee training a.nd plant inspections. The
accident problem appears too caaplicated for such simple methods to solve.
r t is also toe extensive to be dealt 't-r.i. tIl casually.
The basis for effective control it see~I1S is finuly fixed in the manageThe method essentially is a disciplined
ment decision making process.
approach to risk evaluation and control.
Its application is basically
the same uhether the concern at the L10lilent is to eliminate employee
injuries, safeguard the olant iror.l destruction or make a -orori table
decision in the r:lB.rket piace.
I believe the steps "to take are:

- 19 Investigate the operation, process, project or system aggressively
to identify each inherent risk to individuals and the enterpr~se.
EvalUC'.te each risk to determine those 't'dth no purpose or merit.
El:iJr..inate the purposeless risks.

Ascertain that the tolerable rislcs are controlled to prevent accidents
or severe consequences i f an accident shoulc occur.
Correct

~~y tmcont~olled

hazards.

Follol-I-UP periodically to assure tha t the controls are maintained and
no nel'1 intolerable risks are introduced.
In these considerations it may be evident that the role of the safet.y
specialist r1ill 'change in character.
The customary inspection, safety
promotion and trajning activities trill be more or less subordinate to

his. loss prevention counselling of the plant J s managers.
The degree to l-lhich the conventional approaches engage the specialist
doubtless 't-1ill be a func tion of his ability to analyze and marshall
facts, his experience and the opportlmity given hilil to provide such a
contribution.
His value to the safety effort 'Will depend significantly
on his abili ty to:
Develop loss control information 't·rhich enables ma.nagers to T,lalce sound
decisions, rather than endeavouring personally to convince employees
to have a greater safety a't-Tareness.
Persuade management action rather than attempting to correct
hazardous si tuations on his mm.
Teach the methods for solving safety proplems, rather than
providing the ansrrers. It
Because the duties of a safety director are so manifold. and diverse, and.
because ILis is a position

0; considerable force and indirect authorit.y

rLln company, the indirect nature of the authority must be made clear.
Hotors has as one of its seven principles:

It

in a well-

General

Ope rate throUCh superVisionlt •

The British Chemical Industry l-lork:mg party !'lade a correct and concise
statement:
"All the large cQmpanies have corporate safety departments.
In four
of these they report to the member of the board responsible for
industrial relations or personnel, in the fifth to the chief engineer.
In every organization the top safety wan has ready access to the most
senior level of management in the company.
Dm1m1ards, there is an
outflol'1 of advisory and consul tative services, coupled 1'1ith an aucli ting
service.
The central safety department also operates a clearing-house
for the reception, classification and dissemination of inforraation.
The conunlll'lications system, on 't-J'hich the success or failure of a
department operatinG in this "lay depends, is very good.

At plant level, the larger plants have a safet-,f Dlanager or director,
one or more safety engineers, a fire chief aJ.l~ staff assistants.
The
smaller plants may have a safety engineer only.
rIlla.rever the set-up,
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functionaIiy there is no difference.
The safety· staff ~dvise, guide
and counsel local manageIi1ent, hel) prepare safety codes and practices
and supervise t~e fire protection service.
They feed information
and co-ordinate activities.
They do not play any part in the day-today operation of safe ty progranunes, although they ,iill help in their
preparation.
They do not perfOnil the bread-and-butter vl0rk of accident
prevention by ma2dng out requests for maintenance 'tiork to be done to
remedy unsafe physiCal 'conditions, by arranging for obstructions to be
mO'\.'"ed from gangvlays, and oil patches to be cleaned from floors.
The
only exception to this is vmere a Isafety inspectorl is also employed a lOlier-Ievel member of the safety department staff involved in the
issue of nenr.i ts to 'Work and suoervision of worl~ v1here ·the hazards are
high.
Sarety staff are involved in accident investigation, but not
solely responsible .for it.
One plant manager e~ressed it in this way,
II look at our safety supervision as our consultants, our experts, our
missionaries, our follon-uppers, our conscience, and many other things.
And they are very necessary.
But they alone can 1 t get safety.
Plant
safety is not their prime responsibility.
The prime responsibility
belongs vdth the line - the people l~O supervise others.'
Besides
placing the responsibility firmly on manageiilent, this philosophy
prevents any over-ln9ping of accountability on the part of employees. II
Ti tles
t'M~ager,

l"Llay

or may not be important.

Safety Department" are common.

The tenns "Safety Director" and.
Both carry COIUlotations of authority.

But when managements 'in the better cOIilpanies refer to roles, they cOIIlIilonly use
1tour safet-of B.dvisor u or

ttO".lr

safety consultant".

Perhaps such terns, which

conSistently clarify the' role, uould be preferable.
Similarly, lie hear safety directors refer to !tmy safety programme".
this lvise?

Is

Or even correct?

Considerable er..phasis, and some sue-cess, in the U.S. and Canada on
professionalization of safety has ster.uned from the 't-Tork of the American Society
of Safety Engineers.

Further progress 't-Tould seem to hinge as much on improv.ing

safety concepts as on an upgrading of personnel.
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SYSTEH SA17ETY ANA.LYSIS

The U.S. Air Force pioneered many concepts and techniques of system safety
analysis.

One landmark l-laS the ,oTorl: done on the l-iinuteman inter-continental

ballistic missile.

a very small number.

The probability of an inadvertent launch of a missile was
But lvhen you multiplied the small probability per day

by tlorenty years and a thousand missiles you got a probability of an entirely
different magnitude - an unsatisfactory magnitude for the "life cycle of the
system. It
Bell Telephone Laboratories developed and Boeing applied the "Fault Tree"
analysis technique, r:rhich measures probabilities of various undesired events,
and thus tells 'tvhere

prevent~ve

measures l'lould yield the greatest additional

safety •
.. Tvro important principles 1"1ere involved - first, calculate or estimate
probabilities, and second, do this for the "life cycle" of the operation.
The man-in-space program has employed many system safety techniques fror,l
its inception.

A high degree of protection for astronauts (and others) lias

attained.
The Apollo V fire which took the lives of three astronau.ts ShOl-Ied that all
human efforts are fallible and led to not only a reexamination and improvement

of the particulur procedures involved, but also brought about a reorganisation
and strengtheninG of the space agency1s safety organization for manned space

flight programmes.

The manned space flight program involves an essentially ne't'l idea:
Time Safe.

First

The missio!! is simply not one lV'hich can be accomplished on the

"old fashioned tt premise that things al"'e "pretty good tt or Uvery good", and we '11
investigate the ashes of OUI failures (~ Fly-Fix-Fly routine).

simply impossible if done by conventional

The job is

metho~s.

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission has employed systematic analysis of the
nmaximum

credible catastrophe" to assay the desi[;n of atomic reactors.

Also

the AEC program for control of routine radiation hazards exemplifies, not only
desib~

and p:. . oce(~ures-' but also the important principle of monitoring.

Today, system safety requirements in military procurement are spelled out in
detail.

Increasingly, COli1panies -rri th aerospace experience are applying the

techniques to non-r.d.litary proj.ects.
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Systems safety analysis has not only improved o:ur technological capacities,
. but has also begun to raise public eX!;>ectations as to what is possible in product,
transportation, and occupat2onal safet,y.

Therefore, the corporate future holds

both the threat and the promise that system safety 'procedures must be applied.
, System'safet,r analysis is as.much a logical process as a mathematical
process.

Therefore, there can be no excuse for failure, to begin using the

concepts, even though the

researcl:.necessar.y.fo~

available for the analysis are both

exact numbers and the time

inadeq~te,.

L"i order to provide adequate naterial for initial study lie have incorporated
two pre-existing documents.
Recht, in Section II, gives a brief background of systems safety, SOIile basic
definitions and

eX~i~les,

and then provides an

elemen~

(l) Failure Hode and Effect.

specific techniques:

discussion of three

(2) The Fault Tree, and

(3) THERP (the human error rate prediction).
Currie, in Section TIl, bOITOli'S text material from Charles C. I·tiller,
Institute of Aerospace Safety and }lanagel1lent,. University of Southern California.
Currie presents discussion on the

follov~g

topics:

1.

Defini tions.

2.

History •

3.

The ttKno\-m Precedent" concept, ,-1hich has legal as well as safety
implications.

4.
S.

Safety management.
Dealing

lrl. th the

n infonnation

explo sion n •

6. Life cycle, that is, the scope of safety covers all phases:
concept" definition, design, production., operation (inclllding
training and maintenance) and ult:imate disposal.

7.

System effectiveness, and the relation of safety to reliability,
quali ty, operability, maintainability, etc.

8.
9.

Failure analysis.

Relation to law.

lQ.

Safety tasks.

11.

ComIi1-w::dcation of safety

inf~rmation.

12. Anatomy of systen safety.
13. Innovation.
14. An extended list of references.
(It is suggested that ,tnese tuo basic presentations be read and studied.
The ideas these
follows.)

~iO

men have discussed are not repeated in the

ma~rial w~ch
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At same point we can anticipate the question, nls that idea really new, or
is it just new jargon?n

The a.IlSV1er, in many instances, ldll be, "No, it ' s not
But the principle" is made explicit rather than hidden in content or

new.

context. It

And the explicit principle or method helps us in subsequent analyses

of different subject matter.
Ue can proceed in this discussion by borrowing liberally from a paper on
System- Safety (undated) produced by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
A.drainistration (NASA) to describe its

OlID

program.

"System Safety means different things to different people; in fact, it
has probably been defined a little differently by every individual who has
ever made the attempt.
It may be generally described, hOlieVer, as 'The
application of sound technical and management techniques and principles to
the safet,y aspects of a s,ystem or program throughout its life-cycle liith
the objective of reducing hazards and risks to an acceptable level.'
But
semantics is an age old problem, and as a result, others words are frequently included in the definition such as 'optimum degree of safety, f
1within constraints of cost, time, and operational effectiveness,' or
'consistent rti. th program goals, resources, and tme constraints. 1 These
vTords and others are all pertinent, but rather than quibble over such
wording, let1s concentrate on a list of System Safety basic objectives.
These objectives may be stated as follows:

1.

Identification of all potential hazards throughout the preJJlnina.ry
analysis, definition, design and development, and test and operations
phases of program, through application of engineering and analysis
techniques.

2.

Positive action to eliminate, reduce, control, or compensate for
the hazards as sQon as they are identified.

3.

Development of emergency procedures, techniques anc:. systems to
handle the residual risks.

4. Knowledge of those resicl'ua.l risks v1hich must be accepted

by line

-management after all other recourse has been exhausted.
In manned Space Flight a safety program has been jmplem.~nted which includes
System Safety as a management s,ystem to integrate all those technical and
-management ef£orts designed to eliminate and control hazards and thus meet
these objectives. 1t
In a. section on evolution of the program, we find this comment:
"A. method to accanplish early identification of hazards, take positive
action for their elimination or control, and provide management risk
visibil1.ty for decision making lias needed."
.

The headings under Safety ProgI"mn Elements are:
.1.

-System Safety.

2.

Safety Research.

3,,_

Accident Investigation.
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4.

Information.

s.

x.lotivation.

6. .Training and Certii2cation of Personnel.
7. . Safety Appraisals~·
Items 2 to 7 do not sound greatly different than a conventional. program,
l~th

the exception of specific provision for the needed research.

programs are deficient in this respect.
and often l-Torl<:s 1-1ell enough.

Most corporate

Pragmatic experience is usually

~edJ

But as time goes on, and problems become more

complex, lie have few solid facts to guide us.
Later iri the paper we find this statement:
ftEffective application of Syster.l Safety requires careful. planning
and the preparation of appropriate documentation. 1t

Is this different than the emphasis on written instructions which we have already
seen in outstanding U.8. programs'?
Yes, it is.
The documentation of stages
(preliminary analysis, definition, design and preliminary development, and
development and operations) is more likely to 9X9OSe assumptions (or hunches)
which get lost in the final document.

Additionally, there is greater emphasis

on the importance of detailed documentation.
The pr:imary System Safety Requirements are defined as:

1.

A system safety plan.

2.

Hazard a.nalyses.

3. Hazard· reduction sequences.
The system

safe~J pl~

study and development.

!~

is essentially "who does what .and w?en tl in analysis,

detailed listing of specific safety tasks to be

performed and scheduled milestones to measure performance are . provided.
Specifically, there is provision for safety assessment in all program reviews.
Hazard analysis, of course, covers the life cycle, and has· three phases:
1. nPreliminary hazard analysis involved a comprehensive qualitative
study of planned systems and equipmen~s in the intended operating
environment.
Ene~gy sources a...'1d inadvertent release of materials
should be areas of emphasis in this analysis.
Th:is analysis should
provide the basis for establishing safety criteria for inclusion in
the performance and design specifications. tI
2. ltDetailed hazard analyses employing sui table analytical techniques
must be employed in the definition and design phases to further
identify potential hazards and to determine methods for their
elimination or control.
These analyses must cover the planned
systems and subsystems w.ith emphasis on the interfaces between

- 25 these systems and subsystems.
The results of reliability, timelir.te,
huruan error, and trajectory analyses must be used and extended
wherever appropriate in the detailed hazard analyses. 1t

3. ttOperating hazard analyses must be conducted to deternti.ne saf'ety
requirements for personnel, procedures, and equipment used in
installations, maintenance, support, testing, operations, eIilergency
The results of these analyses
, escape, egress, rescue and training.,
will provide the basis for design changes to eliminate hazards or
provide safety devices.
They also will identify potential hazardous
operation time spans and determine the need for special procedtlres
to be used in servicing, handling, storage and transportation. 1t
The hazard reduction precedence sequence is listed as:
1.

Design for Hinimum Hazard.

2.

Safe'ty Devices.

3.

Warning Devices.

4.

Special Procedures.

5.

Residual Hazards.

The first step, design, is intended to cover physical safeguards.

And the

statement on residual hazards is especially good:
--The remaining residual hazards for which countering techniques are
not developed, shall be specifically identified to line management
for decision-making as to the acceptability of the associated risks. n
One authority on systems safety has said that the four major aspects of

systems safety are :

1.

A set of specialised analytic techniques.

2.

Concern for the full life-cycle of the product or activity, including
data feedback and re-study, re~cal1, or re-design.

3.

Open-mindedness concerning all practicable solutions or ameliorative
factors - ttTake off the Blinders! It

4.

Assigned responsibility for safety to specialized personnel.

Another exPerienced system safety analyst listed some principle analytic
techniques as:
Gross-Hazard Analysis
Classification of Hazards
Failure Nodes and Effects (soriletimes caJ.led "Hazard Hodes and Effects")

Hazard eri tic ality Ranking
Fault Tree

l~lysis

Energy'TranaferAnalysis
Catastrophe Analysis
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Systera-Subsystem Integration (Inter-Face Ana.1ysis)
Haintenance Hazard Analysis
Human Error Anal.ysis ,
Transportation Hazard Analysis
We shall want to discuss some of these topics ·below.

-(The failure mode,

fault tree and human error ana~ses,were treated by Recht.)

It is clear in the .military and space documents that

Mission Orientation.

system safety is "mission-oriented, If that is, the goal must be accanplished.
And the goal for a corporation is obviously long-term survival as a profitable

organization.

Thus, even though a corporation says that employee protection

is the first and primary consideration, survival cames first.

Survival does

not mean sacrifice of safety - it does mean better management, better safety,
and above all, a premium on Imowledge, skill, energy and jmagination.

These

are the crucial challenges to the safety professional.

Constraints.

In the military documents, the constraints of time, money

and mission performances are assumed to be defined by the government agenc.y.
These constraints pose real dilemmas for the private sector.
or other goverrmlent proGrams, the

constr~ts,

are

def;~ed

In the military

by government and are

therefore supplied externally to the contractor.

In ordinary business,
management must eventually, by act or by anission, place the time, budget, and
production and marketing Umits on the safety 'Uork.
Lingerie l-rhich liOuld give
the housewife's morning coat the same degree of protection in the kitchen as
liOuld a survival suit in space 'trlouldntt sell for a variety of reasons.
Particularly. .in

pro~uct

safety, there .may be no more difficult decisions

than, "Ho't"J' much safety analysis is enough?tt and, "How much safety will sell?n
Certainly "None n 'is the wrong anal-ler to 'both questions.
enough? It

But,

ItHOli

much is

In product safety in the U.S., only the courts will' give final answers

to specific

situation~.

1-1e do

Hazard Identification.

kIlO,\-1

judicial. yard sticks are going up fast.

This has been said to be "Number One n •

The task

can be seen as having three elements:
1.

Practical experience in the operation,

2.

Inf'onnation on ttlmo't'n1. precedentstt ,

3.

Systeraatic analysis.

There is no substitute for practical experience in the oneration.

amount, of library ini'onna tion or systems analysis

can 'substitute

No

for the Imowledgeable

- 27 fellow who inspects and observes carefully.

One

1~ter

described the present

day safety man as Italmost intui tive lt in detecting hazares - and this is both a

compliment and a lirlU tation.
professional is so.

high~

The compliment is justii'ied because the skilled

effective.

But the limitations are:

(1) His analytic process is not Dlonitorable.
(2)

His analytic process usually cannot quantify the relative merits
of alternatives.

(3)

His process breaks dOvID in complex situations.

(4)

Graphic analytic forms are unavailable, ~cl therefore teaching
and persuasion are 't·1e~.
Thousands of combinations of potentials must be learned.

After an accident it I S common to hear someone say, ''l-fuo would have thought
that would happen?"

The tIVfuo" is the person l-rho had the same acciclent earlierl

Or better, the safet,y engineer.

The safety engineer must have effective access

to infonlation, or his organization is condemned to make all the mistakes for
itself.
Information scientists today talk about 1tinformation net1-Torks lt capable of
The safety professional must ~~ve thought
handling the infor.mation eA~losion.
to the nodes in the nett·rork upon 1-1hich he will rely.
.I;.. basic netl-rork l·rould
appear to have the folloldng minimum essentials:

i

The Safety

Ii .Professional
"

1

The organization's I/~

I accidents/incidents

/j'//

Li terature and
Training

I

IScientific and technical !
I

literature

. "-.'" AccidentS/incidents

Safety methods,

ifunctional departrnents
i

... ~

of others

/

i The organization ts
1

\\

)

1

- 28 The pictogTam suggests reliance on others for general infor.mation - the
flow is too great to monitor for saf~ty alone.
The diagram also suggests the need for rapid and effective communications
through trade association or similar channels and through safety groups.
Each safetY'professional should develop a detailed and specific set of
infor.mation

arr~ements.

The system safety, analysis procedures, seen one vlay, are simply a methodical
waY,to guard against oversight -including oversiGht stemming from habit,
prejudices, or failure to measure and estimate.
Life Cycle.

This concept has to be lived l-ti. th for a time to fully

appreciate its tremendous potential for changing action.

guards against

iNTO

Essentially it

weaknesses:

1.

Failure to see subsequent events as a responsibility - e.g.,
reliability of components, maintainability, and safe disposal.

2.

Failure to see the true size of a hazard. over time.

lie have all met designers rrho say, "Itls not· my fault. It's the damn fools
who use them".
But the ne't-1 concept (and it is finding its way into law) says
the designer or the decision-maker can do something about hazards throughout
the life-cycle.
The life-cycle also produces numbers of potential accidents which are an
order of magnitude larger than the so-called normal expectation,
or the uncalculated risk.

or the tthunchlt,

And, i f 1-1e equate action to raagni tude, as we try to

do, we'll get a lot more action out of life-cycle estiIi1ates.
First Things First.

Nat-r - this can't be a nel'; ideal

b1.:siness said, ItTackle the major hazards firstn.
great effort

eA~nded

on a little problem!

u.s.

But, how many t:imes we see a

and how many times lve see people

ttlive 'h""ithff a risk vIe ItCan It do anything about".

The systems approach suggests'

that management always have before ita list of residual
risk on top of the list.

We sali that

riSY~,

l-ti. th the . largest

Action is more likelyl

Equate Analysis to Hazard.

VIe do not now have a:rry easy or sjmple way to

equate analysis (and action) to degree of hazard.

VIe can put a floor under

minimum analysis vuth a premise that every hazard identified and every change of
importance should have at least a scrap of paper on which.analysis and review
(if there was any) is recorded.

practical experience guide us.

Beyond that only the constraint of ~e and

1:> ~17> ~c..A- --- Ue...:....;;"
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If' we 'tvant posters for safety engineers lie can try these tno:

lilien

No

Analysis stops

Analysis

Trace

All Else

:I

is

all

Hunch

Hunch

Causes to Roots.

Itt,£-<;-v:"lA..
cj

-~

=

IX\. .)~~

Ue (.;. '")' -/r-, c.

I

~.;:..A_

·The s,ystems methods help us trace causes to roots.

He must ask vmy a c oncli tion came into existence and why it ..Tas permitted to exist,
find

o~t

on tihat basis a manager at some level decided to accept a risk, and

cumulate a factual basis on the need for broader programs (such as a supervisor
Theoretically, every accident is traceable to an act or

training program).

OT:ussion of management, and it should be so traced, or pin-pointecl at another
point of breakdown.

We are constantly trapped by the old

Openmindedness.

Yet, the history of man-in-space
be reduced or

elir.~ated

ShatoT

by a combination of innovation and research - and money!

List the causes.

light is off.

Ask,

Then describe the concepts of :instrumentation necessary

to control ladder hazards.

control placement.

of doing things.

that "insunnotUltable tl hazards can consistently

For ex&uple, truce same ordinary ladder accidents.
l'1-lhat happens i f __?It

liaYS

Ue 1 d probably start l-Ii th

II

Til t" lights and bells to

We could install a gate which won1t 'open until the tilt

lIe can ring a bell 1-Then a man reaches out too far.

Or, since displays and signals require training, engineer a non-tippable
ladder, or install a fixed ladder.
Someone 1.n11 say, "The ladder lreighs too much,
Heavy?

Pick it up with a lift truck.

Costly'?

and.

is too expensive".

Start a list of tasks on

l'lhich ladders are used, and then list "lays to eliminate or reduce the tasks.
Fun?

Inter-face

.i~nalysis.

The· formal term for this aspect of analysis is

"system-sub-system" integration.

This is systems jargon, but good jarGon.

asks lihat happens vlhen tl'TO parts of the system inter-act.
hazard "dropped betrleen the chairs?U

It

Has any problem or

An example ,\iou1d be an insulated ,·lire too

close to a heater vihen the product is assembled.

Or, .controls too far apart

- 30 for the smaller operators.

The history of systems safety is heavy with

evidence that problems cluster at interfaces and, therefore, that integration
analysis is highly productive.
It is illuminating to examine some accident case histories or reports
to see at what interface tpe theoretical controls broke down.
Indenendent Safety Review.

Although design and production people

perform major safety functions, there is ample evidence that safety will not
get the attention it requires unless there is independent safety review.
This is hardly news in occupational safety, but it was re-discovered in
military development, is still news in product safety, and to a degree in
transportation'

s~ety,

e.g., the railroads.

Risk Reduction Te.chniques.

There is nothing new about the idea of

designing things so people can use them, but the full-scale application of
human factors engineering is still too rare, particularly in occupational and
product safety.

There is nothing new about the idea that, when things go

wrong, we can be protected by redundancy, fail-safe devices, and monitors
wh~ch

signal, but again full-scale application of such principles is far from

complete.
Residual Risk.

This concept has three important aspects:

1.

The residual risk is a management decision.

2.

The number and type of residual risks is known and ever
present.

3. The risk acceptance was

a decision based on analysis and
quantification to the degree practical.

The notion of ltcalculated risk lt is old, at "least in the U.S. military
establishment.

The next t:ime you hear the statement, nIt was a calculated

risk", after an accident, just ask to see the calculatiOllS!
l~ll

human activity is fraught with risk.

absolute safety.

There is no such thing as

But we are all entitled to lmow what risks have been

J.eft in an ac tivi ty, by whom, and why.
Conceot of an Ideal System.

To hypothesize a system of full control of

hazards has tl.fO advantages:
1.

It may turn U? some things we can do tomorrow, and haven l t been
doing.

2.

It gives us a goal against which to measure our present status,
effectiveness, and performance, and in so doing it helps determine
what to measure.

- 31 Attaining

Maj~r Goals.

parallel and sequence

In a canplex industrial situation, many steps in

~T.ill.have

to be tru{en to reach a major goal.

The charting

of such steps, their relationships and their time requirements have COl11e to be

PERT Charts are a

called PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique).
tremendous aid in planning and in measuring progress.

Most safety professionals

who have used PERT charts swear by them.
PERT charts are particularlY useful on one-time projects, or change-overs,

or other neli goals - for example, a forty-hour safety training course for all
supervisors.

l'lhat steps

Milestone~,

needed?

l'Jh{"t carnes first?

Second?

The safety effort moves along on the basis of trying to

Or, short-range program goals, such as startirig a contest, or

developing an inspection schedule, become the focal points of efforts.
stones - for

Etc.

points at which progress is assessed, are sometimes lacking in

occupational safety.
udo better".

are

exml~le,

Mile-

annual or phase review of a five year plan - can provide

the essential measuring points.
Goals.

The system approach clearly implies that short and long range

goals have been established for safet.y.

The setting of defined goals, qualified

qy numbers where at all possible, has a number of advantages:
1.

It makes visible the risks we are l-lilling to accept.

2.

It helps measure progress.

3.

The degree of challenge in the goals helps determine the ldnd and
arllount of resources we will need.

If a goal is a one percent reduction in accidents next year, we can make

a plan.

. If the goal is a 75 percent reduction in 5 years

rather different plan.

~le

shall make a

The latter goal is likely to involve major changes

and will therefore demand maj or study and plans.
PROGRlu'1S
have

i
t

~

GOALS

which will attain
. OBJECTIVES

which contribute to

Shorter
Range

j
i

I

"-

THE llISSION
\

,;

Longer
Range
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ACCIDENT CONCEPTS
One callInon defini tion- of an accident is an n~plarmed event 'tmch results
in personal injury or property damage tt •

But an accident is much more canplex

than Ilan eventtt •
lie are concerned here, not so much with trying to establish a single, precise

definition of an accident, as to examine the anatany of accidents to see where
a variety of

concept~

suggest different ldnds of intervention and prevention,

or amelioration of results.
Schulzinger has offered two descriptions of accidents:
1.

Ila dynami.c·, variable constellation of signs, ~ptoms and
circumstances which together determine or influence the
occurrence of an accident."

2.

"a synthesis of environmental, psychological, physiological,
characterological, and temporal factors. II

One of the most useful attempts to show the multi-factor background of an
accident was the rtDynamics of Home

l~ccidents"

Conference in the mid-SOls. (See Figure)

developed by NSC I S Home Safety

Unfortunately, no parallel occupational.

diagram has been developed.
From this concept, a national conference concerned ruth home accidents
developed the

follol~g

definition:

"An accident sequence is a chain of events, or a series of interactions
betvreen a ~)erson and the envi:roment or agent, including the measurable
or recognizable consequences.
The consequence may be, for example,
a slip or fall l"rhi.ch does not result in any injury, or it may include
unintended injury, death, medical expense, or property damage lt •

The purpose 'of exploring these concepts is to:
1.

Establish the multi-factorial nature of accidents.

2.

Suggest that there are usually a number of points at which the
sequence could have been interrupted (the accident prevented) •

ExaIrination of occupational accident case lUstories suggests that the .
accident's antecedents often develop in a number of sequences involving physical
and personal elements.

Because the occupational setting is more highly

structured and controlled, we can look for the sequences of events which affected
or changed the separate elements:
i-lork environment (including arrangement and signals)
Machine (including tools, and equipment and signals)

The Dynamics of Home Accidents
1.
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Task procedure
vlorker
Fellow worker (or other third party)
Supervision
Frequently we find that a number of

seq~nces

of time before the culminating interaction.

were developing over a period

Events in retrospect were on a

Itcollision course tt •
There are clear implications then for bo.th accident investigation and
prevention..
probably

The overly simplistic attribution of accidents to "human error"

doe~

safety more harm than good.

Energy transfer
Another useful set of concepts

'\-las

developed by Gibson and Haddon.

They

began with the point that an accident is an abnormal or unexpected release of
energy.

This led to a classification of sources of energy:

1.
2.

Kinetic
Chemical

3. Thermal

4.
5.

Electrical
Radiation

6. Exclusion of oxygen
7. Exposure t~ elements.
More

recently~

the U.'S. National Commission on Product Safety aU@llented the list

it is using in its studies by adding:

8. Acoustic.
9.
10.

Biologic
Distinguishing types of radiation.

This concept seems to. have several values:
1.

Simplicity,

2.

Suggests com.Ti1on approaches to a form of energy,

3.

Suggests that hazard modes for a kind of energy may be more
explicit than the ter.ms now used in most accident statistics
analyses,

4. Provides a point of similarity to systems analysis of energy
transfers;

5. Sensitizes
6.

us to energy

build-~s,

Reminds us to consider a product

or situation for all kinds of energy.

-34A little thought suggests that those accident studies which have involved
just one of these energy types, or one product or operation, have usually
produced more useful data than studies of all accidents.
Haddon added the concept that harmful effects of energy transfer could be
handled by a ,succession of steps:
1.

Prevent the build up

2.

Prevent the release

3.
4.
5.
6.

Provide for slow release
Channel the release away - that' is, separate in time or space.
Put a barrier bett-Teen the energy source and men
Put a barrier on the man

7 • Raise the injury threshold
8. Treat

9. Rehabilitate
He suggests that the earlier
the better.

th~

preventive steps can interrupt the sequence,

And suggests that the greater the potential damage, the earlier

should be the interruption, and multi-interruptions should be provided.
The value

jn

this concept seems to be the 'tray it provokes the imagination

to see the varied possibilities for safety.

For example, grinding wheel safety

practices reflect several of these kinds of steps.
The concept that a given situation (for example, a job analysis) provides a
Itmargin of safetyrt is useful 1.."1 combination with the concept of "margin of error".
If the margin of safety is srilall and the margin of error large, lore '11 have

numerous accidents, and vice-versa.
Error
Altznan and Chapannis characterize accidents as errors.*

,The usefulness of

this concept consists, not only in its value as explaining accident causation,
but also in the fact that errors, in some respects, are easier'to s't,udy, and
there is a body of literature l-rlrl.ch may be helpful.
Peters**" defines human error in the following tams:

nIn theory, lie would want 'to use a broadly oriented definition which

*

Unpublished papers ?repared for 'forthcoming NSC Symposium on ~~easu.rement of
Performance. '

** Peters,

George A. nHuman Error: ' Arialys:is and 'Control", Journal of ASSE,
January, ;1..966.
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a previously established, required or expected standard of human
performance, that results in unti'anted .or undesirable time delay,
difficulty" pr~blem, trouble, incident, malfunction, or failure.
In practice, the te~ may have any one of several specific meanings
depending upon the nature of contractual ag:ee.ments, the unique
requirements of a particular program, the customary error classification
procedures, and the emotional cOID1otations involved If.Lth the use of a
ter.m which might be incorrectly perceived as possibly placing the blame
on individuals or their immediate supervision.
In the reality of situations where arguments of precisely what is or is
not a human error are of less importance than ..That can be done to
prevent them, the operational definition may be restricted to those
errors (a) "Thich occur within a particular set of activities, (b)
which are of sonl.e significance or eri tie ali ty to the prjmary
operation under consideration, .(c) involve a human action of
commission or omission, and (d) about 'lhich there is some feasible
course of action which can be taken to correct or prevent their
reoccurrence n •
Peters describes some error investigation and reduction techniques, useful
in preserving mass market images, preserving a complex process system, or

operational. reliability of complex equiplllent, or in product liability litigation.
In more routine 'industrial situations, quantitative data are not likely to
be obtainable, but qualitative use can be made of the logic and practice of

error reduction, even. uhile further research is going fortiard.
Some example s of

p~ints

made by Altman may be illustrative:

1.

Fragmentary error cia ta are more likely to be useful than
fragmentary reliability or safety data.

2.

Error analysis is a factor in task analysis.

3. Value in error analysis comes in design and evaluation of errorreducing techniques.

4. Errors can be classed according to detectability, revocability,
and consequences - with obvious implications for kinds of preventive
action.

S.

Error aIlalysis leads often to re-design, automation, and use of
human factors engineering.

6.

Error analysis also leads to monitoring (a) to intercept and
ameliorate, and (b) to provide feedback to operator.

Cbapannis begins one of his papers l·7ith the following case history:

uIn I:iarch 1962 a shocked nation read that six infants had died in the
Inaterrdty "lard of the Binghampton, NevJ' York, General Hospital because
they had been fed formulas prepared lath salt instead of sugar.
The
error "las traced to a practical nurse ,-;rho had inadvertently filled a
sugar container w:ith salt from one of two identical, shiny, 20-gallon

- 36 containers· standirig side by side, under a lotv shelf, in d:im light, in
the hospi tall s main kitchen.
A small paper tag pasted to the lid of
one container 'bore the word rSugar l in ',plain handwriting.
The tag
on the other lid ,·ras torn, but one could make out the letters IS •• It'
on the fragments ,that remained.
As one hospital board member put it,
'I'1aybe tha t girl did mista1~e salt for sugar, bu1i i f so we set her up
for it just as surely as i f ue I d set a trap. tit
This tragic case suggests many preventive steps, but the one not acceptable
is to tell the nurse to read the labelS more careful~.

Yet the'solutions we

see even today on many occupational accident reports are equally unacceptable.
Further, Chapannis says:
''Lfuen a system fails it does not fail for any one reason.
It usually
because the kinds of oeople who ,are trying to operate ,the system,
vrith the amount of training they have had, are not able to cope lnth
the way the ;ystem is designed, follo~ring procedures they are supposed
to f011o\-1, in the environment in which the system has to operate1t •
fail~

Same other examples .of Chapannis l observations are:
1..

Many situations are error provocative.

2.

Given a population of human beings lath 10lOwn characteristics, it
is possible to design tools, appliances, and equipment that best
match their capacities, limitations, and wealmesses.

3.

The improvement in system perfonnance that can be realized fran
the redesign of equipment is usually greater than the gains that

can be realized from the selection and training of personnel.

4. For purposes of man-machine systems design there is no essential
difference between an error and an accident.
The important thing
is that both an -error and an accident identify a troublesome
situation.

5.

The advantages of analyzing error-provocative, situations .are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

It is easier to collect data on errors and near-misses than
on accidents.
Errors occur much more frequently than do accidents.
This
means, in short, that more data are aVailable'.
Even more jmportant than the first tt-10 points is that errorprovocative situations provide one l'n.th clues about what one
can do to prevent errors, or accidents, before they occur.
The study of errors and near-misses usually reveals all those
s1 tuations that result in accidents plus many situations that
could potentially result in accidents but that have not yet
done so.
In short, by studying error-provocative situations
we can uncover dangerous or unsafe designs even before an
accident has had a chance to occur.
This, in fact, is one of
the keys ,to d.esigning safety into a system before it is built.
If t-1e ace,apt. that the essential difference botween an error and
an accident is largely a matter of chance, it follo\-1s that any
measure based on, accidents alone, such as number of disabling
injuries, injJlI'Y frequency ra.tes, injury s~verity rates, number
of first-aid cases, and so on, is contaminated by a large
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In statistical ter.ms
the reliability of any measure is inversely related to the
amount of randan, or pure error, variance that contributes to
it.
It is likely that the reas'on so many studies of accident
causation turn up l-rith such marginally 101-1 relationships is the
unstable, or unreliable, nature of the accident measure itself.

6.

Design characteristics that increase the probability of error
. include a job, 5i tuation, or system lvhich:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

violates operator expectations,
requires perfonnance beyond 't-rhat an operator can deliver,
induces fatigue,
provides inadequate facilities or infonnation for the operator,
is unnecessarily difficult or unpleasant, or
is uzmecessarily dangerous. It

He can here only sample the kinds of insights
analy¢s may bring.

ane:

ldsdoms 11hich error

Recht's section, we remind you, contains material on error

rate prediction and categories of errors.
Change
For any SysteIil of opera.tion which has been going on satisfactorily (i.e. up
to some standard), Chanr;e is the cause of a Problelil, and vThen you find The Change
distinctive to the situation, you find Cause.
This provocative thesis, wt-.J.ch has considerable potential for safety, was
developed in the course of some studies for the U.S. Air Force.
were made explicit in a text

book~

The concepts

and a one-week training course which has been

lddely used in U.S. business for quality control and other control of uork.
The thesis has several

* Kepner

implicati~ns:

a.

A nel'7. and better method of problem analysis, particularly uhere
cause is obscure, or l·mere l·re l-rant to d:lg out underlying causes.

b.

Sensitivity to change (and the possible need for an offsetting
counter-change) is a mark of supervisor excellence.
Training to
build sensitivity to change is possible.

c.

Categories of 1,rork fraught "d th changes lull be high hazard
(e.g. construction and maintenance, or transfers to neli jobs).

d.

Feedback on actual conditions and operations is essentia.l to
detect change.

e.

In systems theory, review and counter-change theoretically follow
every change.

f.

On the negative side, change is continuous and many changes apparent
in accident reports sir.lply amount to truisms.
1:Je have much to learn
to sort wheat and chaff in our perception of changes, and our
subsequent counter-changes.

and Tregoe, The Ratioi1alI4anager, HcGraw Hill, 1965.
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course cited above were accidents.
A car manufacturer in the U.S. had serioUD quality control problems
on an assembly line.
Thisnel-r cause analysis method (KTA) traced
cause to weelcly transfers of employees on selliori ty to fill vacancies,
and the proof was sufficient to persuade the uniori to accept nonthly
transfers.
The improvement in quality was as expected.
An
unantici~ated dividend was a decrease in accidents.
That is, change
was the cause of both problems - poor ,quality and accidents.
An application of this method (KTt~) to the grizzly bear accidents fatal
to ~iO girls in Glacier Park in 1967 also showed that the method had

great capability to sort out pertinent information from irrelevant
facts, and. provided insight into preven-liive steps.

An

analys~s

of routine accident reports from a number of corporations

yielded 'tYro types of results:

1. Most reports

tiere grossly deficient in identifying changes they did not ask the pertinent questions.

2.

lfuere reports were, by chance, complete in the narrative section,
the number of changes was so great it l'laS amazing they didn't
kill everybody!

Rega,j.·ding the role of change, Altman said:
1twe explored briefly before the need in erl"'or analysis to allovl for
changing conditions.
The rapidly changing requirements and conditions
of modern industry have implications for learning and accidents.
Indeed, training for safety might sometmes be almost easy were it
not for contingencies and change tt •
What is the practical significance of this Change idea?

The ansrlers seem

to be:
1.

Ue can be sensitive to the nature of "change ,,-rork" - maintenance
and construction, R&D, etc.

2.

1-1e can be sensitive to change situations - transfers, new machines,

new materials"

nel-I

opera.tions, shut-dorm, start ,up, etc.

3. vie can strive to augment feedback to detect change.
4. vIe can explore training methods- to sensitize supervisors to
detect and react to change.

5.

\-Ie have some new ideas as to. what to seek in accident

investigation.

6.

If a maj or problem has obscure cause, lie have available to us a
sophisticated method (KTa) to search for the change rmich is
cause.

One experiment in supervisor training for sensitivity to change is reflected
in the three forms which f,ollo1'1.

(The blank form vIill be used in a class exercise).
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Some A"t-Jesame Changes.

Current.literature

increasing~

refers to the

directional and exoonential nature of change in 'lilodern society.
Directional means that change keeps on going, and doesn I t change back.
If you are hoping for a return to some

It

good old days", forget i tl

In safety,

this means more teclLOological challenges, not fewer.
Exoonential means that changes interact to compound the effects or exposure.
Larger railroad cars or trucks are filled ui th more exotic material and go
faster on roads 1-lith more traffic.

Neu materials and equipment must be

operated 1-uth less sld.lled and less motivated personnel.
accidents tends to move as E2, E4 , E8, or E16.

Thus, exposure to

The implications for the kind

of control l'mich will be needed are clear •
.A. Unified Concent?
*

If we begin to link together these concepts of energy, error and change, 've
see a sequence:
Energy

~

Risk

~

Change

~

Error

~

Accidents

~

Task Degraded

But i f 1-1e inject
JSl~-JIT-SO

/~ss

Barriers

Risk

-

_____

~

Change

-~

----~

.
fewer

Errc:(~

~cident --;..

Task Upgraded

Remembering our early concern for selling Inanagement, this concept seems to
have great appeal.
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In reviewing outstanding U.S. programs, l:re ducked discussion of motivational

programs until we had developed certain concepts.

We now have some inkling of

what systems safety has to offer, and 'tie Ive explored c'oncepts of error and change.
We had already seen rmat JSA-JIT-SO had to offer in designing and stimulating
wanted changes in behaviour and controlling unwanted changes.
Systems safety concepts run the risk of seeming to Ifde-hlmlanize tl the real
people involved.

Actually, they should have exactlY the reverse effect.

If

systems safety has given proper attention to h'UDl2ll capabilities, and sound
procedures,

'tole

can fairly deal with the people involved.

If h'QDlall factors have

not been carefully studied, we may be grossly unfair in deII1andin3 perfonilance to
a

high standard.

Failure to use mown human factors techniques vloulcl be

unethical, and could undermine a serious effort to train and motivate.
There are some further aspects of the human in the safety e.quation vlhich
need brief discussion i f we are to have a sound, COlJIllOn ground to analyze
motivational plans.
People.

They have their similarities and their differences, and we attempt. to

handle these vT.ith approaches varying from human factors engineering to good human
relations in supervision.

The person has a personalit,y

~rllich

gives him certain

needs (r10rth, achievement, acceptability, etc.) and these in turn give him goals.
Betvreen needs and goals, we find emotions and frustrations.
build in motivational programs

l~ch

Our task then is to

attempt to satisfy needs, and provide super-

vision to attempt to control adverse effects of emotions.
Attitude.

~here

has been a lot of gut! on attitudes in safet.1

ttGood attitude is all important".

l~ctually,

~ork,

e.g.

I could have a IIlionderful attitude 11 ,

and ld.ll myself or someone else in the next five minutes i f I don't know how to
judge situations.
Fortunately the scientists have more useful ideas on attitudes.

For example,

that safety attit,udes are information processing structures, and from this, that
attitudes -will be reflected in habitual reactions, good or bad.
This begins to tie back to our ideas of JSA-JIT-SO.

That is, the person

has been provided ldth same standards of safe behaviour (and can process information against those standards) and he has begun to form an attitude
safe performance of a task.

by

habitual

- 41 One of the f oremost driver trainers in the
about attitude.

u. S. said, II I don t t give a daIilL'1

If a man doesn I tImor]' what to look for, and. has no standards for

judging l-lhat he does see; he III have accidents".

This may be something of an

overstatement, but it does expose the fallacy in thinldl1g that some vague kind of
a ttgood attitudell produces safety.
Behaviour.

vfuat finally concerns us in safety is actual behaviour.

vIe might

then try a simple pictogram of the forces at 't'Tork:
Personality
'-V

Attitudes

JSA-JIT

---7)

t

~

..._" Needs
.

~

Frustrations

J

1

HabJts L -_ _-------------------------Emotions
SO -----~ Change -E-C01ll1ter-Change ~

t

Behaviour·----------------------·-----)? Goals
In this we imply that standards for habits 'have been'provided and supervision
has seen thenl in operation, so detects changes by observations and good, routine
supervision, and counter-change restores safe beha.viour.

lie can use pictograms to trace two divergent sequences:
f:.... Training

) Better Standards
~
Habi t begins .

_~

_ _ _ _ _~
~

r-

Behaviour

Emotions can intervene
B. No Training
"

~

~

Ill-defined

s~dards

_______

.
- Questionable habits

'"

~ Behaviour

if

Emotions nlay supervene
Innovation Diffusion.

From" studies of the introduction of innovations in U.S.

agricul t:ure and public health has emerged one simple l-lay of analyzing and evaluating
the mechanisms of change.
The process 10lovn1 as Innovation Diffusion is based on
revealed by the research.

lHl0

generalizations

The first is that the process by which people accept

ne1-l ideas is not a unit act but rather a series of complex unit acts.
mental process consists of at least five

st~ges.

This

The second generalization is

that the individual can distinguish one stage from the other and can designate
points in time 'tihen they 17ent through each stage.

The five stages are:

- 42 1.
2.

The al1areness stage
The interest stage

3. The evaluation stage

4.
5.

The test stage
The acceptance stage

If the program planner l01o.-J1ls the process he can use it to better identify

.mat stage the target person or groups has 'reached"
Al~eness.

At this staGe the individual becomes aware of the proposed
program.
He kno1-rs about it but doesn I t have the details concerning it.
He may knati' .mat it is called but not hOlT it ..OJ.11-10rk.

Interest.
Here the indiv:idual wants mol'E¥'"information about the program.
He l-lants to knoti what it is, hO't-l"i't uill l-1ork and .-mat results are
expected.
l~lso he may want to mOl-T hOt-I the program ldll affect him
personally or his group.
Evaluation.
IJ.t this 'stage the individual begins to ralake a mental trial
of the program.
He applies the knol-rledge obtro.ned from the previous
stages and begins to ask questions as to uhat the effects of the
program l-Till be on himself, his family and associates.
He t-Jeighs
the plus and mil1us factors.
~.

If he decides the program nill work, has value, and appears to
be the thing to do, he Hill test it, maybe on a small scale at first.
He may discuss it lnth colleagues or others lmO have tried it.
He
sees that it has worked elsewhere an~ learns that the idea or concept
of the program t-Jorks.

Acceotance.
This is the final stage in the mental process, the prO&Tam
is accepted and the individual is satisfied 1-lith the program and ..0.11
act in support of it.
NOli', two important and intensely practical points:
1.

For stages 1 and 2, one-way communication may do the job.

2.

For stages 3, 4 and 5, 'bfo-way communica:tions are almost allfays
necessary •

. One-way camnunications include posters, leaLJ.ets, uritten instructions,

ma.gazines, Ilellspapers, radio, television and meetings exclusively ..lith speeches
or films.
Tt-l0-uay caillmmications include canmittees.7li1eetings 1-lith ?articipation, job
analysis 'td th participation, job traininG (if the' supervisor gets t't-l0-l-lay, as he
should), day-to-day contacts' tnth management and fellOl-l-'1-10rl;:ers, family life
(a value in.off-the-job safety .activit..ies), bull sessions and gripe sessions.
If

we use

the 5-step yardstick of The 'Innovation Diffusion process, lie have

a "lay of measuring (mere a person or g,TOUP is in the process.
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ir.l~)Ortant,

ue have a uay of plarlIlinG subsequent activitil3s so that

the nature of the material and the fom of communication 'trill be effective in
a ttaining the next stage to't-rarei acceptance.

l'le nOlT see more clea.rly l:my

Participation.

particip~.tive

just an option - they are necessar.y to success.

activities are not

The case histories of successful

U.S. programs are replete 'uith references to need for pal"ticipation.

Participation can, obviously, take many

£Ol':.-:1S.

Conr,n. t tees are one of the

forms very cammon in U.S. coopanies - managerlLent cor,l1,uttees to build acce)tance
and teaIil spirit, and

COIllr,U ttees

l-ti. th elilPloyee participation (in some cases

In those lo't-T-accident-rate

union-selected and in others othen-dse selected).
companies

~ch

fro't-m on employee canmi ttees as such, there is most often great

stress on other forms of 'ti'orker participation ..

There are three COTIll;10n forms of safety cooliilittees in the U.S. :
1.

Corporate, or plant-uide - usually a mana.r.;ement committee.

2.

Departmental - usually a COIilriD. ttee of forer,len.

3. Area - a

c~,~ui ttee

of '!-1orl<:men.

HotieVer, there are ldde variations from this pat,tern, incluclin[; plant labourmana.gement camili ttees.

The functions of committees incl. .lde:
1. !.. rouse and maintain interest ..
2.

Promote personal responsibility (management and employees)

3.

Help integr4'.te safety in operations.

4. Provide for discussion.
S. Help rnanacenent evaluate
6.

su~gestions.

Develop teal.~_ spirit.
Fieetin6 s shoUlc:
Follo't'T up to secure action or dispositiol1 on recommendations

l-Iritte:i.1 terms of reference for cor.unittees are essential.

be 1-1e11 planned.

should be wLfailinGa

A record of accOlilplishIilent should be built.

Specialized cOli1IJli ttee s or s!,ecial functions of axis ti.~g car.m t tees may
include inspection ane'. accident investiJation - hOtiGVer, car,m ttee l-.Tork here is
de:initely no substitute for the

prim~J

line responsibility.

Because c0111l1littee

inspection and investiGation may :L;tpair line responsibility, such functions are
fr~r.neL

on by many_

In planning the par.j.cipation aspect of a safety program, the sa.fety
-

-

- 44 director ",nll uant to take account of other pertinent ·activi ties - ,,e. g., the
presence of a sUGgestion system;.

"

'f.

;

The duPont c<Jr.1!lany stresses the value of discussion in problelll solving
(safe.ty or other).

They have an interesting p:i.ctogram, t-rhich says that a

lengthy, full discussion

ma~r

duPont

I.

Others

i

The 5 Els.

~

be the .best nay to get there first.
Execution

Discussion

Execution

D:i.sc.

the U. -3. it has become caDlilon to refer to the 3 E 1 S

-

Engineering, Education and Enforcement - as the three fundamentals of safety

programming.

EOl'rever, a re-:.":!.e't·l of corporate prograral descriptions produces

many references to UI0 o.ther E IS

-

EnthusiaSl~l

and Exalilple.

Our review of

bacltgro~d doctrine (particularly innovation diffusion) tells us "Illy these are
not optional, but necessary.
Social System.

The plant or l"forlcs is a social system involving many l<:inds of

formal and infonoal relations.

This suggests maqy considerations in designing

For excunple, l-mo are the leaders among foremen?

a prog,Tam.

Among employees?

L..re they leading on safety?
Juran has dealt lti. th the resistance to changes in business organizations
and

dr&iS

on the social sciences to suGgest guidelines for diagnosis and

planning.*

Currie, in Section III,

T~le

5,

has provided "Thirtee~ Steps

for

Im"lov2. tion", and these deal priiilarily
,.ti.
th .social factors..
.
. .
1l.. liotivation Plan.

Considering the complexity· of an industrial situation and

the clifS.:iculties in !ilotivating human behaviour, it ,·rould be folly to proceed
l·ti.tLloUt an overall p~an

as l'lell-basecl as Pt?ssible ancl 'Hi th some preclic table bases

for success.
To just start firing auay 't'ti.th clever

~i111~~'llicks,

slogans, films, contests,

etc., and hope for the best, is about as likely to succeed as all: amy fightinb
rTi thout a ba t·~le map and a battle. plan.

*

Juran, J .ll1. l'iaIlac;erial Breakthrough, Ch. 9, IlResistance to Change - Cultural
Patterns," t'icGra1"1 Hill, 1964.
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~·iotors

representative listed three essentials of their program

as:

1.

Fomal training,

2.

Participation,

3.

A planned motivation program •

. Good points, but I'd put them together under a nlanned

progr~J

for behavioltr.

Let us begin 11ith a sheet of paper large enough for a war map - say
17 x 22 inches.

Rule it into four quadrants.

1

2

3 .

4

In quadrant 1, put a picture of the elements of the social system.:
Influences?--------~>~

Management

:>

Training?

~

Safe 1-1orkplace?

~ Enthusiasm?
Example?

1

Foremen .~,- ,JSA.-JIT-SO?

1

~Human relations?
Sensitivity?

FellorT Horkers

~

Example?

~ Pressure?

Espri t de corps?

In quad:rant 2 put the pictogrma of the individual from page

41 (tracing the

steps leading to behaviour) •
. These then, are some things 1ihioh loull influence the l'Torkers.
their status?

1ihat shall rle plan to do to improve?

Hhat's

't-lho are the leaders?

lIhere do they stand on acceptance of any innovation?
In qilacirants

3

and

4, list the communication modes used

in your prO:-:'Tam:

One-1Jay Cor.ununications

Tt-10-Uay Corilrllunications

Posters
Contests
Leaflets
Plant IvIagazine
I'ieetings - large, or
one-nay (fijrllS
and speeches)
Leai'lets to heme -----)~

Participation' in job analysis
Comroi ttees
Beatings - small, t1'10-l.;ay
On-the-job - enthusiama
te~"il spirit
Exanple of management
Infonnal
Family discussion
-

..

_--------_.- ..._-- _.-

....

--- ..

_-
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~iaIlt

to' analyze communications in more depth, we can take our three

or four major problerlls or problem units and make a sub-map for each special
emphasis topic, entering only those activities pertinent in content.
Ue can begin to weigh content, variety, timing, and appeal.
We can

measures.

nOli

go over the cha.rts again and. begin to insert quantifying

How much training?

committees?

HarT many meetings of each type?

How many

HOt·r many posters or leaflets?

Then we can go bacle over the chart once more' arid try'

tems of actual effect, and be hard-nosed about this.

to

assess quality in

rlbere possible measure

changes in behaviour.
We couJ.d even insert names of leaders and innovators of significance, or
write in names of ultra-conservatives who are special targets.

Examples, at a

management level, might be:

*Joe Cook, Chief Engineer, is on the Safety in Design Committee of the
Mechanical

~"ineers.

*Al Bonnes, Research Director, is preparing a paper on uses of x metal.

-wrhe Boss is mad over the errors in specifications for the rTidgets we
bought.
*The Boss is even angrier that Zilch l.[fg. Co. surpassed us in profits.
(They got a safety a't-lard last year).
*The plant addition is three months behind -

tt'10

small fires, and no ,PERT

chart.
*The net-1 training director is full of' fire.

Looks good.

~1ike

Peters; foreman, Area 22, a real innovator - asked for suggestions on
.
ht:,uroving ,his program..

Examples at the employee level might be:
~he

death of
, a real 1eader, ina motor vehicle accident is
being widely discussed (No seat belts). ,

*Some of the poster sketches sent in as suggestions are better than the
mail-order stuff.
Start a contest?
A time-line analysis of communications is also helpful in judging continuity and
variety.

Dr. Francis McGlade, Chief, Education Branch, Safety Division, u..S. Army,
prepared a most valuable summary of prinCiples for a safety management seminar1 :
tiThe canmunication: must be placed in a prominent position where
individuals are more or less 'forced' to look at the message, since
it cannot be assumed that people will .read the message simply because
1. HcGlade, Francis" "Psychology in Safety lIanager.lent", Journal of A.S.S.E.,
November, 1967.
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must be relevant to the activities engaged

in by personnel within the environment in which the canmunication is
presented; and should be removed lmen its effectiveness is considered
to be exhausted.
One research study indicates that S!2 cially designed
safety posters _,-rhicn contained definite instructions remained effective
for approximately three months.
There are several guidelines 1-1hich can serve to place safety cOlilIIlunications in the proper perspective relative to other safety management
functions: (1) mass conununications are most effective in a supporting
role, when used to enhance and support operational aspects of the
safety program; (2) safety mass communications should be presented in
a planned sequence to support specific aspects of the safety program
and specific safety promotional campaigns, rather than haphazardly
presented in a 1 shotgun 1 fashion; (3) repetition leads to retention,
therefore safety mass conmrunications should be repeated on a planned
periodic basis in support of specific safety program features; (4)
immediate benefits attract more attention and positive reaction than
remote or long-range ones, therefore safety mass canmuni.cations should
be activated concurrently l-li.th safety program procedures and activities;
(5) the familiar is grasped and supported more readily than the
unfa.m:iJiar, therefore, safevJ mass coml".llmications should link nel-l ideas
to accepted safety procedures or activities; and (6) the objectives of
a safety mass canmunication should be limited in number so that the
recipient can readily absorb them.
,

There is yet another ingredient which should be woven through the
communications fabric - the utilization of feedback.
Unfortunately,
. safety management has used this tool sparingly in the past, i f at all.
The engineering concept of feedback refers to the ability of a complex
system to check on its o't-m performance and to correct it, i f necessary.
In the psychological context, it refers to the checking and correcting
of behaviour.
All ~f us use the principle of feedbaclt in our day-to-day canmunications.
i·lost often this is done in a vague, careless, and sometmes expensive
manner.
Exper:iJnents have revealed that communications gain in speed
and efficiency as more. and more feedback takes .place.
Therefore, it
is imperative that safety lilanageinent make deliberate use of this
technique in collecting, studying, .and analyzina reactions of personnel
to safety mass catnr.lunications and the influence of such communications
on acciden~related behaviour".

In discussing motivation for safe performance, McGlade sugGests an
ttinternalized motivation lt approach where opportunities are provided within the

job itself to achieve satisfaction of needs.
ItInternalized Hotivation may ,roduce better results but it is more
difficult to administer.
il.dministration of this approach in safety
management can be made easier through application of some addi tional
motivational guidelines: (1) re't-rarcis, such as monetary compensation,
official recognition, and even praise; (2) immediate benefits are more
attractive than remote ones,. and therefore it may be 'Wiser to plan and
implament a series of short-range safety objectives than to establish
one long-range goal; (3) familiarity can enhance r.lOtivation; (4)
reciprocal interest should be included in motivational techniques
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rmenever possible; (5) the safety objectives should be cormnensurate
liith the abilities of the uorkers and relevant to the a~tivities workers
engage in,. .othen,r.ise 1fear of failure 1 may be .established as a motivating
factor; and (6) .motivation is facilita.ted by participation and in~olve
Llent.
This last point may well be first in the hierarchy of motivational
principles.
People appreciate the.opportunity to express .their ideas
and viewpoints and to have same part in the decision-malting that affects
them. and their llork.· Fir.st-line· supervision has employed this principle
. in accident prevention efforts·.to a mark-ed degree and lti. th excellent
results.
But. top r;"lana~--ement has sadly neglected the use of this principle.
How many safetY staffs irl industrial and business organizations solicit
the participation and personal involvement of other staff elements in
developing and :unplementing safety calnpaigns and accident prevention

measures?
This hap~ens infrequently and in those occasional instances
is more 'or less a chance occurrence.
There is a critical need for
greater utilization of this principle in safety management at the higher
levels.
A final uord in regard to motivation.

Too after! punishment is employed
as the prinlary motivational tool,· bid.den under the guise of 'discipline!.
Punishment usually results in avoidance behaviour directed toward
evading a given result, rather than in positive directed action tOt~d
the accomplishment of an objective.
This is especially true if the
punishe~ person perceives it as being unfair.
He then becomes hostile
toward the punisher (this can include his supervisor., the .foreman,
management, and the entire organization).
Such hostility spreads to
include all objectives of -the punisher, and not merely the objective
associa ted ~rl.th the specific plllti..shment1t •

It will be readily apparent that Qur tlbattle map" (or maps for problems and
problem departments) will hardly be adequate to contain all the needed analysis
as communications are integrated and carried out in an operating organization.
But lie 1d..11 have begun a substantive and valUable analysis of the 'overall program.
luld we shall be far fran the g~licks. and novelties.

In Summary.

Hotivation is complex and clifficult.
the experiences of others.
Have a plan.
If an idea ian 1 t l-10rld.nr; - drop it - even it it

BOrrOli frCEl the sciences and

l'1aS

:rour pe t.

Bel·lare of one-lTe.Y communications as anything but a start.

speeCh-Itlakers, even yourself.
Look for, praise, and help innovators and good ·examples.

Bel-lare of
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ACCIDENT Ii'lVESTIGli.TION AHD ANALYSIS
It 't'lorud be easy to -put accident investigation and analysis first- in a
discussion, because it is fund21,1ental to a good program.
I'1rJhat kind of facts do 1-1e need?"
and causation,

1-1e

Then we 't-Tould ask,

N01-r,_ having developed concepts of program

are in a better position to 10101'1 t-mat facts we need.

liTe shall assume multi-factorial causation, and ,. re want to identify causes
of causes "unto the tl:1ird generationtt •
It is not uncommon to hear, "He need more informationn, 1-Then an accident is
being discussed.

Less frequently do lore hear precisely 1-That adc1i tional infonnation

is needed.
v1hat facts to seek - level 1.

Here we want to trace, at least:

1.

Energy transfer and barriers.

2.

1rIhat "'Tas the

3.

JSA.-JIT-SO sequence.
If you do not have this strict sequence, you
have a loner grade substitute.
a.
b.
c.

man

trying to do?

You have some job procedure, fon.ru or infonllal,
You have same training,
You have sane supervision.

4. vJhat changes occurred, in equipment, arrangement and environment,
personnel, procedures, tasks; supervision?

5. lfuat vTere the specific errors
Facts - level 2.

vlhat did
tri~ger

~mnediate

1.

Re the

2.

Re precipitatinb factors?

3.

Re background factors?

by anyone?

supervision do or not do:

episode?

Facts - level 3.

\Vh~t

Facts - level 4.

What did staff' dopar"bnents do or not do regarding a.ny of the

did line management at higher levels do or not do?

factors?
Facts - level 5.

1'fuat could top managelilent have done to alter the contributing

factors?
Analyzing the Facts.

In analyzing the facts about c:n accident and tracing each

of several (or m~1Y) errors to organizational roots we can use a matrix to
challenge our rTork ~
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Factors

Proximate Factors

Background Factors

Equipment and 14aterial
Lrrangement & Environment
Procedure
Personnel
Training"& Supervision
He ought to have one entry in the first column and entries on most lines
in the other

U10

coluw~s - a total of 21 possible entries.

If lie do this separately for accident occurrence and injury severity, '\-1e

have

tliO ma tr.ices

and about 40 entries.

Something of this order should be our goal.

In the U.S. only the major accident reports of the National Transportation
Safety Board prC?vide numerous examples of this depth of study and anaJ.ysis.

Some

other governmental reports are ImOtID to be canplete in catastrophic matters.
Corporate reports are, of course, privileged documents, so v1e donlt really knOlv
how good they are.

It is
Could more or less routine reports approach this detail?
Yes.
fIlore a matter of ,-mat 1-16 look for and hOl'T we analyze, than it'is cost.
Stepping

on toes is probably more of an obstacle.
Perhaps people at higher levels must
be educ'ated to want to knOlT their errors - of or.U.ssion as liell as commission.
Accident Report For.ms and Questions
The standard Supervisor l1.ccident Report of l.J'SC asks these questions:

Length of Serv:i.ce:

\'Iith COliIpany?

On Present Job?

Occupation?
Nature of injury'?
Description of accident.
What Job was Employee Doin;;, Including Tools, l'1achine, and
l-laterials" Used?

BOli lias Employee Injured?
What Did Employee Do Unsafe if.

lihat VIas Defective, in Unsafe Condition, or Wrong \'lith Method?
1'1hat Safeguards Should be Use¢[?

lfuat Steps

~

Taken to Prevent Similar Injuries?

lfuat Other Steps Should be Taken to Prevent a Recurrence?

- 51 Our analysis suggests the follo't-T.ing kinds of questions:

(11. ttach)

1.

Does a JSA exist for this job?
correct?

Is the JSA complete and

2.

Did the injured (and others in the l'lork Crel'1) have JIT for this
job?

3. Was there· chanGe in the material?
4. 1~Ias there change in the equipment?
5. lias there chan.:;e in the job procedure?
6. 'Has there change in arrangement or environment?
7. vIas there change in the man?
-8. vias there change in supervision?
9. \fuen did the changes (above) occur?
10. 1'1ere the chan~s lmorm prior to the accident?
li.

l-lhen did the supervisor last see the er'lployee doing the task
correctly?
When did the supervisor last make a recorded safety
observation on this employee?

12. 1-lhen did the supervisor last see the ei:lployee before the accident?
JUly special contact or observation at that time?

13. 1-1here t-las the supervisor at the time of the ac ciden t?
14. I f there lias unsafe equipment involved, lmen 't-laS it last inspected?
What nas its condition then?
change?

If o. Ie., 't'1hen and

h01'1

did condition

15. lIhen l-laS the next inspection scheduled?
16. Uhat countermeasures should be introduced into the systelu to counter
the undesired changes that occurred?
Some eX)erimental 'use of these questions has
For example, an en~ineer used the question, ''t-fuen
job safely? II

In the first

'~10

ShOlID

thetil to be very revealing.

die you last see this man do this

accidents he got -the answer,

1tl~evern.

This occurred

in a company which thought it had a tight controll

i-lass Reportinl"{e

Ho accident report fom of practic.able length has yet produced

adequate reports of accidents - occupational, traffic, home,
accidents.

far-ill

or product

This has lead to the concept that vrhere mass statistics are to be

collected, a "bi-level tl system is needed.
an absolute r,linimum.

The routine report is boiled dot·m to

Supplenlental reports are then designed for specific ldnds

of accidents on l'lhich more inioTi.lation is needed.

1·1hen an adequate sample of

special reports has been collected, the supplemental report is discontinued.
1:...

Natural History?

It has long been Imo't-m that a blanlt sheet of paper is an

adequa te form for the sldlled investigat,or.

The present inadequacies of routine

forms, and the concept of sequences of developments of factors, suggests that a
detailed ttnatural history" of the sequence of developments provides the most
generally useful record for subsequent analysis and action.
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In

~tem

safety analysis a matrix of frequency

and severity of accidents/incidents is nore and more frequently used to evaluate

the degree ·of hazard.
Frequency can be grossly categorized (tihere stuctr data are not available).
Classes l-Jill normally va:ry on the order of e:A-ponents. - :that is an order of magnitude
l'lay be 10,000, 1,000, 100, 10,. 1.

Roman numerals are used belot-T. to sho't-T these

kinds of variation.
Severity can be categorized as to critica.lity by a Department of Defense
classification:
A.. NEGLIGIBIE: Condition(s) such that envirox:nnent, personnel error, design
characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or subsysteu"ls or cOl-nponent
malfunction l-T.i.ll not result in major B"JSteIil degradation, and 'Hill not
produce system functional damage or personnel injury.

B. MARGINAL: Condition(s) such that environ-alent, personnel error, design
characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or Subsyst&il or component
ma.li'unction IT.i.ll degrade system perfoI'mc'Ulce but l-nu.ch can be counteracted or controlled lUthout major damage or any injury to personnel.
C. CRITICAL: Condition(s) such that environment, personnel error, design
characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or subsystem,. or canponent
malfunction ~rl.ll cause equipment clam.ace or personnel injury, or ldll
resul t in a hazard requiring :imI!lediate corrective action for personnel
or system survival.
D. CATASTROPHIC: Condition(s) such that enviroment, persormel error, .
desi~n characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or subs.ystem or component
malfunction t-1ill severelydegrade system performance, and cause subsequent
systeIil loss, death, or multiple injuries to personnel.

Thus, we develop a matrix for asseSSl-.lellt of a hazard:
Severity
B

Frequency

I

x

. II

x

c

D

III

IV ~----------~--------------~------------~------------~
- x

V ~----------~----~--------~------------~------------~
x.

lie have placed· x in areas 't-1hich could be seen as representing some I1normall1
pattern of events in a poorly contro1led·sitUation.
l:lIatrices of this type are caning into use in product safety.
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OF PERFORHiu:CE
~~ven

A good deal of attention in the U.S. is being

to improved measurement

The standard ASA disabling injury rates almost universally

of safety performance.

used are good as far as they go.

But more accuxate and more meaningful (action-

oriented) measurement of the Ullderlying situation is felt needed.
"Industrial Safety Perfonnance Heasurementlt is the subject of tuo symposia
sponsored by the National Safety Council r s Industrial Conference.
been reported.
papers

011

The second is in process.

Eight scientists have prepared advance

specific aspects of the general topic.

Hritten and oral. critiques ,-lill

be received fran fort,y additional scientists prior to &ld during .a
Individual and gr9l.1p conclusions 't-1ill be published,

illCl·tldin~

~JmPosium.

recommended lines of

Hopefully a derllonstration project 't'lould develop in

investigation.

The first has

"tliO

to five'

years.
\ie can, perhaps, categorize our measurement problems under four hea.dings:
1.

Accident or incident rates.

2.

Progr&1l measurement.

3.

Situational rlleasurerilent - 'tmat's actually

4. Scientific

bOin~

on in the plant?

studies.

For present purposes

tore;

can dispose of the fourth group t-ri t~l several

reC01'lllilendations :

1.

Support independent research efforts better.

2.

In larger plants, conduct scientific studies.

3.

\~at~h

the studies for findings, princi?les, ane. methods you can use.

In the meantime, pending better scientific develo:)r:lent, ..Ie must use vThat
pertinent data

1'1e

Accident Rates..

have or can, in practice, obtain.
Ideally we l10ulu use rates 't-rhich included all accidents and near-

accidents to measure performance.

For a variety of reasons this is not feasible -

comparability of data and.._ availabili ty
Standarci.. Rates.

o~

data being primary.

In the U.D. the ASl'A. (later USl~I and nO't'T Al~SI) ·rates are

almost universally used.

There are a variety of quarrels on definitions, but

these are not significant, except to effect minor improvei,lents in the ASA. method.
The principal problem is the relative rareness of the disabling injury as an event.
And the second, related problem is that smaller units have uide random variations
in rates.

One year a unit looks good - the ·next yea:r it is a dogJ

This latter

HO't-rever, even for large corporations,
the standard rate has provided no naming of impendinG trouble, nor lmat to do
is correctible by statistical evaluations.

about it.
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indust~T

uorld.ng party report provided us lath a canpara tive

study of U.S. and British rate methods, t-lhich is very useful in attempting rate
comparisons.

Iio'H'eyer, for our present purposes, . the rethods are more nearly

the same, rather than different.
Serious Injury Index.

In the U.8. the use of a rate incorporating injuries

of types di.fferent or l~ss serious than the disabling :injury (as defined) are
coming into increasing ·use.

(One index includes medically attended eye injuries,

fractures, sutured 'Uounds, and nork restricting injuries).

This type of rate is

an improvement, but far froin an adequate Lleas ure. of performance.
the same basic llla1i tations as the

It suffers from

il.Sll. .rate •

First Aid or Hedical Treatment Injuries.

Historically experience has shOlm

that i f ~Olilparisons of units are based on such reports, reports l-lill dl'r.indle, and
infections l1il1 rise.

If reporting declines, the loss of reports for prevention

analysis is serious.
Damage Accidents.

One U.S. com? any, Lukens Steel, has made outstanding use

of damage accident reports.
steel industry.

Its program ,-ras reported to the British iron and

Hot-1ever, here the primary emphasis is on the prevention use of

dal",lage incident reports, rather than loss rates.
reports provide importrolt grist for the mill, the

On the prelilise that all accident
~ge

considerable inIprovel:1ent over disabline injury rates.

accident 5,1stem is a
On .a premise that manage-

ment is cost-oriented, the measure is a valuable addition to management incentives.
Frequenc3r and Severity Rates.

The di.sablinr.; injury frequency rate and the

severity rate (days lost per unit man-hours 1'1ith tme' charges for
fatals) are standard U.S. practice.
corilbininS these rates.

Considerable discussion has surrounded

This is mostly nonsense.

The British method of using a

frequency rate and average severity is just as good.
have a

ft

1-Ieibhted Rates.

No combinc:tion tall do nhat

anc:

G.aLlage,

repeated accic:ents from the same cause*.
limitations:

measures l-r.i..ll do.

bu~

also for penalty provisions for

These ef.forts are 1-1ortht-;rhi1e, but suffer

(1) the factors measured are too limited, Sol""ld (2) the t-1eights

are arbitrary and untested.

Hcn-1ever, lmere. unifOr'iu.t"lJ of application can be attainee..

llithin an organiza-i.;ion, such rates can be very

* For example,

t"tiO

There ha-ve been proposals for vreighted rates - not· only for

frequency and severity of injuries
tliO

Hultiply the tuo and you

severi ty rate tl •.

Both measures are useful.

fran

peni~anents and

m~aningful.

C.D • .ll.ttanay, nSafety Performmlce Inc.:icator Fills a Flallagement
Journal of ASSE, l-iarch, 1969.
-

I~eedlt,
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1-Te must be a'toJ'are that our rate measurement efforts

may do harm as. v1ell as good.

Three. major problems are:

1.

Rate differences of a minor nature are taken se:-'iously,

2.

Com~)arisons

'3.

Rate definitions l'rarp programs.

C?f units

A plant l-lith a frequency of

frequency of 2.67.

are thought to be valid,

2.54 is 'said to be better than a plant lnth a

This is not necessarily so.

If any kind of statistical test

of significance lrere applied to such numbers the most likely anSVler would be:
liThe plants are probably the sarlle lt •

And i f the lOll rate plant

smaller, the statistician l-rot1.ld say:

trThe hi6h rate plant may be better".

lfuen rates are used foolishly and 'tD. thout safeguards,

l'1e

't-TaS

substantially

should not be

surprised i f ,they generate scepticism.

Dependent on the number of
Inter-unit c~parisons are another problem.
campe-Cinr; units 'tie subdivide into IIcampn.ra'01e u groups.
But comparable ldthin vrhat
llmits?

1i. plant uith a five-year rate of 2.0 is WilOSt 'Wlquestionably better than

a plant uith a rate of 6.0.

But, for one-year rates, and considering differences

in operations, age of plant, etc., is a plant l"r.L th a rate of 2.0 better than a

plant lnth a rate of 3.0?

In the U.S. the l'lide use of standard r.ates probably has three serious
disadvanta~-es :

;I..

The emphasis on return to 1-lork, in the opl.IlJ.on of SOIile industrial
medical specialists, may have undesirable side-effects on therapy, even
though the overall purpose of rapid rehabili ta tion :is sound.

2.

The emphasis on frequency rates l",lay Vlm.p attention to serious' hazards
accordinG to their iraportance, for example, fires or electrocutions.

3. It also

liaTpS

attention to minor accidents, drunage accidents, and near-

misses.
So rates can do harm, as nell as good.

PrOgraril Heasurement
A. first step in program measurement is to have accurate data on the degree of

covera.ge of the program.

l'fuat percent of supervisors have had uhat land of training?

1'!hat numbers and kinds' of hazards are turned up in the rerrular inspections of
different ld.nds?

often?

!lovI

many

.forenl~n

hold itS-minute tool boxu meetirigs, and

~lot'1

The se measurements nould be numerous.

The second step in an ideal program is probably best represented by U.S. Steel.
Safety Observations are scheduled.
or unsafe act and by employee.
re~"Ulb.r

supervision.

L.ll results are tabulated by types of viola.tion

So are accidents anc1 other incidents o0served in

Entries are made daily, cumulated monthly, ane;. fonrarded to
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Thus, both the supervisor and: his sllpervisor have a. continuous baro-

meter reading on hazards., or as their forms put it, nSaf'e·ty li.v7areness n •

Advance

lJ'arning signs of troUble are Given, and in accident investigation there is some
ldnd of a system l-1hich can _be studied' to' determine the point of failure.
A third step in progralil measurement is to fully utilize and integrate program

data.

This is to say that accident

re~orts

are, in effect, a test of the inspection

system - -vmy 1Tasn It· a hazard detected, or if detected, not corrected.

And, i f

inspection data. are inter-related, do l'Te see repeated violations of the sarlle type
or in the. same place.

A chronic problem l-rith inspection reports' is failure to seek

and deal -vuth the cause behind the violation or condition.
l1.ccident reports are really a harsh audit of the
reflect in

prog~am

breakdo'tm?

l~ncl

prograIi~

system.

'tfuat do they

l1hen lore refer to the cause behind the cause

1'1e

are tbinldng of such questions as ,-mether supervisors really have the tiLle to do
'tmat is expected of them.
Situational Measurement
It is axiomatic that actual,. operating systems deviate from uanuals or other
theoretical ideals.

And second, that systems can only be operated effectively i f

there is sOtile appropriate infomation feedback for control.purposes.

u•S.

railroads are a case in point.

accidents result.

But, management has no reliable, independent information system

to find out l-rhat is really Going on.
observation.

Operations do deviate from manuals, and

SuperviSion has first responsibility for

But manageIilCnt must question a'Yld audit the direct program data.

The U.S. National Transportati~l1 Safety Board fOr1llally recanmended the railroads
reappraise their programs in this respect.
A generalization is possible - no matter "hon small a sarllple
must be because of budget, there must be a

s&~Dling

obs~rvation

plan

system or there is no.control.

Sam!>ling methods in the U.S. are not far advanced.

Tarrants applied the

Critical Incident Technique in one plant as a scientific study, but the method has
not been widely repeated nor adapted for routine use.*
n't~alk

through" sampling method, but

t~~

The NSC Hanual describes a

would have many

bia~es.

Probably the best present ansuer is to begin ,-T.ith a purely random method,
e.g. every 20th or 50th name on the hourly payroll.

If you can only go once

a year to find out what a manls tasks and perfomance may be - GO.

Preferably,

go more often for better data.

*

Tarrants, Um. E., 1tApplyin~ Heasurement Concepts to the A~)praisa1 of Safety
. Perfomance lt , Journal of ASSE} Hay, 196.5.

- 57 Naturally the observation method is pertinent.

and undetected or direct?

Shall it be casual or detailed,

If the latter, '-1hat intervierT technique rlill be used'?
~re

All these are good questions, and

l-Tant to be as scientific as possible.

But,

remember the comment, that fragmentary error data are useful.
Set up some sampling method, apart from the inspection system.

.Li.udit the

auditors!

Summary
A variety of measurements of performance are needed.
measurement should be established.
management and control.

A planned program of

The program can provide invaluable data for

At least until more experience is gained,· no plan can

provide valid inter-plant and inter-department comparisons - the probler,ls are too
varied.
Heasurernents of four principal types should be utilized, and have the effect of
monitoring operations from divergent vie't";rpoints.

The four measurements provide

cross-checks on one another.
Sample
Observations

1

f",\

"This Can Happen"

~----------------,

Actual

Accidents
"This happenedII

'""

)

Plant

r ".lI System Safety
1(

Operations

" ,,"----------'~ Safetyl'Program

Heasurement
(especially JSl~-JIT~)
~.

Perha~Js

the biggest fault in safety planning is the failure to establish

goals and plans 'tmich challenge and yet are attainable.
can do bettern is "not enough.

The vague hope that "we

A prO{;TaIrl must be directed tot-lard attainment of

measurable goals - program goals as an intermediate step, and accident reduction
goals as a final step.
1'le should have a picture of an ideal program

planning and to mOl"] hOl'T far we have to go.

to help in measurement and

SYSTEMS
SAFETY
ANALYSIS
a modern approach
to safety problems
Developed in the aerospace industry to assure safe performance of hardware, the method can be extended to include
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Systems Safety Analysis: an Introduction
Methods developed in the aerospace field
hold promise for all industrial safetymen
By J. L. RECHT

W

E ha\"\.~ all hCl.lrd that thi:-. is thl?
:-.pacc age. But. except for following the exploits of the astronauts
and looking at pictures of the moon
and Mars. most of us have not felt
the impact of the new technology
which has madc the space age a
reality. This new technology has
produced new hardware - rockets.
missiles. and supersonic aircraftbut these products are only the tangihlc results of the new analytical
methods and new theoretical concepts which form the core of our
advancing technology.
For those of us in the safety field.
this situation is likely to change
rapidly. Concepts currently in use
in the aerospace industries-which
can be described by the phrase

Svstems safet\' analysis is not an
ill-d~fined appn;ach t;) safety or a
ph rase that masks the same old approaches-it is in fact a concept so
v.ell-developed in the industries
c10selv involved with space program; that recent Department of
Defense military specifications require the application of systems
safety analytical techniques as part
of c~ntract. terms, and it appears
that such requirements could spread
beyond the aerospace industry. Systems safety approaches are al50
being utilized to analyze product
safety in a few private industrial
establishments.

The author. assistant manager of the
NSC Statistics Division. recently attended
an intensive two-week course in systems
safety analysis conducted jointly hy The
Boeing Company and the University of
Washington.

In the vears to come, safetvmen
will hear ~ore and more about sys'terns safety-and most of what they
hear wiJl be couched in the special
vocabulary that has developed

"svstem:-. safetv analvsis" - are hcgi~ning to hav~ imp(;rtant ramifications in other industrial fieids.

At the left is a generalized model of a system showing the
"environment" combined to perform a task. The model at the
accident on a system: the task performance is interrupted
be impairment of the system elements; .for elCample, injury

elements "peaple," "tools," and
right illustrates the effects of an
or degraded, and there may
to .people or damage to tools.

To date, the systems safety
analytical techniques alluded to
in this article hove not been
utilized directly to solve occupational safety problems. They
have been used almost exclusively to control the safety of
very expensive and potp.ntiolly
very dangerous products of the
aerospace industries - rockets,
aircraft, etc.
It remains for the concept of
systems safety, and those of its
related techniques that are practical in the industrial safety
arena, to be implemented by
industrial safetymen.
In this and future articles we
will attempt to open the door to
the possible woys this implementation can be accomplished.
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aC'r()spac~

systems

sakt~

l.'n-

ginl.'~.'rs.

Safl.'tYllh.'1l will not ~)nly hL'ar
ahl'lIt thL'~l.' tl.'chniqu~s. thl.'~ will
havl.' w undastand them. for man:
will hl.' calkd on to find ways of
implementing them. And although
completl.' impl~mentati()n of systems
sakty analysis involves speciallytrainl'u c-nginec-rs and rathl'r sophisticatl'd mat-hcmatical manipulations.
~akt~ men will find that knowledge
~lf th~ most rudimentary facets of
tlk'Sl.' tl.'chniques can he of direct
hL'ndit in hdping codify and dirC'ct
their accident prevention programs.

EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM
(D':>~-:STIC HOT WATER SYSTEM)
HOT WATER FAUCET
(NORMALLY CLOSED)
FLUE
COLD
GASES WATER

t
PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

+
CHECK
VALVE

Why systems safety?
The history of systems safet\"
analysis rcally hegan in the aen;space industry. It was the result of
the cxtremclv hil.!h reliahilitv and
safC't~· specificati(;ns demand~d hy
thC' space and military requirements
and the fact that the time-honnn:d
production sequence was no longt:r
practical.
Until recently. when a new aircraft was developed. it was first dcsigned. then an experimental model
was huilt. and finally it was testflnwn to detcrmine its capahilities
and flaws: the information ohtained
indicated the necessary design
changes and the cycle was repeated
until the performance specifications
were met. Today's aircraft and missiles are so complex and costly and
the specifications are set so high
that this procedure had to he
changed. Moreover. missile flight
tests involve loss of the model with
only lim i ted te I em et ry data obtained. Today the "bugs" must he
found and corrected as far as possihie in the design stage using analytical techniques.
The result is the development of
the systems approach to safety. The
aircraft or missile is examined from
this point of view and the effects
of any failures or malfunctions
on the operation of the aircraft are
evaluated to determine the principal
design defects which need to be
fixed. For these complex systems.
sophisticated analytical methods
ha\·e heen developed using highspeed computers. Thus the test pilot
has been replaced by a systems
safety engineer and a computer. The
objective. uFirst time safe." is quite
different from the objective of in-

TEMPERA TURE
MEASURING
AND
COMPARING
DEVICE

CONTROLLER
STOP

VALVE
GAS ....- - -

vestigating accidents and preventing
recurrences.
For simpler systems merc1y ha\·ing an understanding of the system~
approach can have great henefits.
This article is an effort to introduce
and define systems terminology. In
future articles an effort will be made
to explain the systems approach ana
to show how it can be applied to
industrial safety.

What is a system?
To understand the systems approach we should first have a clear
picture of what a system is. Definitions tend to be restricting. but one
which might serve our purposes is
the following:
~ A system is an orderly arrangement
of components which are interrelated
and which act and interact to perform some task or function in a particular environment.

The main points to ke.C'p in mind
are that a system is defined in tcrlll"
of J task or function (it is ta"j.;-tlril.'nted ). and that the component~ III
a ~ystem arc interrelatC'd. that i~.
each part affects the others.
The task or function which a
system performs may be simple or
complex. Sometimes it is convenient
to break up a complex task into
simpler tasks and consider subsystems of the larger system. Suh"ysterns consi,t of part of the COmp(lnents of the over-all system and
perform a portion of the over-all
task.

System components
The components of a system can
cover a wide range including machines. tools. material (i.e. hardware. chemicals. etc.l. L'minHlmental factors. people. documents

- 3 (such as operating ins t ructio ns.
training manuals. 'or computer program~ ). and so on. As parts of a
~ystem. the components usually
complement each other but it is
essential to recognize that a failure
or malfunction of any component·
can affect the other components
and thus degrade the performance
of the task.
The environment is an important
~:onsidt:ratinn in a system since
most systt:ms will perform their task
properly only under a given set of
conditions. A component that works
wcll at normal temperatures may be
placed in a system near another
component that generates high heat
and thus the first component will
not function properly. The environment in which the, components operate must always. therefore. be
considered as a part of a system
and be included in any examination
of a system.
A sample system
An automatic gas hot-water heatis a good exer
ample to use in illustrating the
elements of a system. The task of
the syslem is to provide hot water
in our house at all times. In order
to perform this task a system is
used whose components consist of
a water tank, a gas he~ter, a temperature measuring and compatj!!g
device to regulate the system. a
controller (actuated by the temperature measuring device) to tum a
valve. a gas valve to control the
How of the gas. a pressure relief
valve (to permit excess pressure to
escape if the gas heater fails to shut
off). a cold water intake pipe. a
hot water pipe leading to the fau-'
eels. and an exhaust pipe for the
Hue gases from the gas heater.
From the view of task performance. we can examine the system to
see in what ways failure or malfunction of the components can stop
delivery of hot water when we want
it. or. more importantly, when the
system might get out of control and
the tank rupture or gas escape. The
interrelations of the components are
apparent to anyone familiar with
the operation of such a heater and
we can trace through the system the
effects of any component breakdown.
Another example which is not
completely mechanical is the system

for waking you up in the morning.
The task is waking you at the Lksired time. The system componenh
consist of an alarm clock. you. and
the environment. The clock (which
here is a subsystem) must· be in
good working condition to perform
the task. but this is not sufficient.
The clock must be wound. the time
set correctly, and the alarm button
pulled - you perform these operations,
In addition. if the clock is kept
under conditions of abnormal heat.
moisture. dust. and so on. it will
eventually fail to function as it
should and the alarm system will
not perform its task.
Again it is relatively easy to see
the interrelationships of the components and the effects of any malfunction on task performance.
Analyzing systems
Having established the concept of
a system, the next step is the analysis of systems-especially complex
systems such as aircraft. communications networks, or production
lines. It is in this area-the analysis
of complex systems - that great
progress has been made in recent
years in the aerospace industry
which holds great promise for application throughout industry.
It is not possible in an introductory article to describe in detail
each of the analytical methods
which have been developed. However, it might be helpful to indicate
brieHy the main techniques in order
to clarify the nature of the systems
approach to safety.
No matter which method of
analysis is used, it is important to
have a model of the system. Most
models take the form of a diagram
showing all the components. This
makes it easier to grasp the interrelationships and simplifies tracing
the effects of malfunctions.
Methods of analysis
There are four principal methods
of analysis: failure mode and effect.
fault tree. THERP, and cost-effectiveness. Each has a number of
variations and more than one may
be combined in a single analysis.
Failure mode and effect
In the failure mode and effect
method. failure or malfunction of
each component is considered including the mode of failure (such

as. switch jammcd "lm··). thL' dfcc t S 0 f the fa i I urI..' a r ~ t r a \.."1.." d
through the system. and the 1Iltimat~
effect on the task performanc~ j ....
evaluated. Failure mode and ctTCL't
analysis is straightforward assuming
that the analyst is thoroughly informed about the sy~tcm. J)n_c JJ..rr1\\back of this method, ho\\,l.'\,(:r. i ...
that 'it' considers' on)v one failurL' ~It
a time and thus so~e possihilitit: . .
may be overlooked.
Fault tree
In the fault tree method an undesired event is selected and all thc
possible happenings that can contribute to the event are diagrammed
in the form of a tree. The branches
of the tree are continued until independent events are reached. Probabilities are dete rm Ined for the
independent events and after simplifying the tree, both the probability of the undesired event and the
most likely chain of events leading
up to it can be computed.

This is a very powerful analysis
technique but has the drawback of
requiring a fair:1y heavy mathematical background and a good computer to obtain the maximum benefits of the method. Boeing Company
has refined the fault tree method to
a high degree and has found it
practical for analyzing aerospace
products.

THERP
THERP, technique for human error prediction, developed by Sandia
Corporation, provides a means for
quantitatively evaluating the contribution of human error to the degradation of product quality. It can
be used for human components in
systems and thus can be combined
either with the failure mode and
effect or the fault tree methods.,
Cost effectiveness
In the cost effectiveness method,
the cost of system changes made to
increase safety are compared with
either the decreased costs of fewer
serious failures, or with the increased effectiveness of the system
to perform its task, to determine the
relative value of these changes. Ultimately all system changes have to
be costed, but this method makes
such cos t com pa ri sons explicit.
Moreover, cost-effectiveness is frequently used to help make decisions
concerning the choice of one of scv-

- 4 aal systclns whi~h can perform thl:
same task.
In all of these analytical methoJ~
the main point is to measure quantitatively the cffccts of various failures within a system. In each case
probability theory is an important
dement.

Zero defe:~ts programs
I n the aerospace industry there
arc a numher of programs called
"zero defects" programs with such
interesting names as: Pride. Aware.
Esky. Project Sterling. and others.
These are primarily quality control
programs aimed at motivating greater attention to product quality. They
are not systems safety analysis programs in the strict sense. Safety
naturally should be improved but
this is a secondary rather than a
primary objective of these programs.
ZD programs are a consequence of
the extremely high specifications
now set for aerospace products.
The industrial safety engineer
might well ask what all this systems
analysis has to do with him. The
answer to that question. and the
major point of this article. is that
anyone can use and profit from the
systems approach to safety. The
systems notion helps to enlarge
one's viewpoint. Becoming oriented
in terms of task performance and
being forced to visualize the interrelationships of all the components
of a system helps to bring most
accident possibi1ities into consideration automatically and in an order1y manner.
The systems approach to safety
can help to change safety engineering from an art to a science by
codifying much of our knowledge.
I t can change the application of
safety from piece-meal problem
solving (putting a pan under the
leak) to a safe]y designed operation
(avoiding the leak itself). We can
apply the question "what can happen if this component fai1s" to the
various elements of the systems and
come up with adequate safety answers hefore the accident occurs instead of after the damage has been
done.

Failure mode a!"d effect analysis is one
of the four principal methods used by systems
safety engineers. This article gives a general
outline of its main aspects
L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By J. L. RECHT ----'

IN ou R FI RST article on systems
safety analysis
the basic terms and concepts were
introduced and brief descriptions
were given of the four principal
methods of analysis. In this article
one of the analvtical methods failure mode and effect - will be
discussed in some detail.
First. however. it would be well
to review the basic definition of a
system:
A system. is an orderly arrangement of components that arc interrelated and that act and interact to
perform some task or function in
a particular environment.
The main points to keep in mind
arc that a system is defined in terms
of a task or function. and that the
components of a system are interrelated~ that is. each part affects the
others.
No matter which method of analysis is used. it is important to have a
model of the sYstem. Most models
take the form ~f a diagram showing
all the components. This makes it
easier to grasp the interrelationships
and simplifies tracing the effects of
malfunctions. The system we shall
use for the purpose of illustrating
failure mode and effect analysis is
the domestic hot water system. A
simplified model of such a system is
on the facing page.

FM & E form
Once the model or diagram is
drawn. the only other paperwork
needed is a form similar to the one
shown. There arc many variations

possible in the layout. depending
upon how elaborate an analysis is
nceded. What is shown is a sug2ested minimum for practical use.
- The .entries in the various columns of the form should be as follows:
• Component - list the individual
component being considered. (It i~
sometimes important to consider two
or more component failur:e"StOgether
as well as separate~-• Failure or Error Mode - shO\..,·
the exact manner (or mode) _ in
which the component <:~}ail~ there
will frequently b~__ several failure
modes for a single .c.oiilponcnt.
• Effects on System Operation indicate the effects on the other
components in the system for each
specific failure.
• Effects on Task Performance indicate in detail for each' specific
failure how it affects the (werall performance of the system with respect
to the system's task.
• Hazard Classification - estimate
the seriousness of the specific failure.
A simple four-way hazard classification used by the military can be applied here:
1. Safe: Failure will not result in
major system degradatiQn. and \\ ill n,)1
produce system functional dam~lgc or
contrihute to systcm

h.~zard

~.!:...ye.:r

sonne.!J.!:WJ-ry .
-2 ... Mar!!inal: Failure will lkgrade
the s\'stem~t~-:;-~me e.xtcnt without major s~'stem dan~_Qt..Q.~~~nn!1~~ injur~ .
hut can he.: adequaleh ~t~ral:~e.:~r
contfl))kd. __ - ----~
I. -C'ritical: Failure \\ ill degrade the

- 5 system causing personnel injury, suostantial system damage. or result in
an unacceptable hazard necessitating
immediate corrective action for personnel and svstem survival.
4. Catastr~phic: Failure will produce
severe degradation of the system which .
will result in loss of the system or
death, or mUltiple deaths. or injuries.
• Fai1ure Frequency - estimate the
average time between failures for
each specific failure mode. An easily
applied classification is as follows:
I. Probable: one failure in less than
10.000 hours of operation.
2. Reasonably probable: One failure
in 10,000 to J 00,000 hours of operation.
3. Remote: One failure in 100.001
to 10.000,000 hours of operation.
4. Extremely remote: One failure
in more than 1O,OOO.~ hours of operation.
Estimates of failure frequency
can be made from accident experience, test results from component
manufacturers, comparison with similar equipment, judgment, engineering data, etc.
• Detection Methods - this column
can be helpful in indicating the need
for better detection in serious cases.
• Compensating Provisions and Remarks - this column is to be used
for commenting on what should be
done (or possibly on what has not
been done) in order to avoid the
consequences of the specific failures.
In the form shown we have given
a few sample entries for the domestic hot water system.
Analysis obiedives
When the fonn is completely filled
in, the objectives of the analysis beto determine the
come clear probable and reasonably probable
critical and catastrophic failures,
and to find ways of modifying the
system so as to redute the failure
frequencies or to offset the consequences of these failures.
In evaluating failure frequencies,
an important consideration is the
life of the system. Every system has
a limited useful life. This can be
estimated in hours of operation. For
example, we might say the domestic
hot water system can be expected
to last about ten years, or roughly
85,000 hours of operation.
A failure that has a frequency of
occurrence once in 500,000 hours
of operation is obviously a remote
possibility for a single hot water system. But for six hot water systems
during a ten-year period this failure

is likely to occur. For many hot
water s~ :-.t~IllS, for ~xampk in a
housing (.k\'l.!lopm~nt. the failurc i~
almost certain to occur.
It is important. therdon:. to l\eep
in mind the expected life of the system (and the number of such :-.v:-.tems, if you have more than Ol;~)
when deciding on the need for immediate action on the basis of failure frequencies.
It is also valuable to know whether or not there is any way of detecting that a failure has occurred in
those cases that can be critical or
catastrophic so that immediate countermeasures can be taken. Lack of
detection methods increases the likelihood that a specific failure will
lead to the worst possible consequences.
Any serious hazardous situation
unquestionably must be fixed and
there are many ways to do so. Looking just at the equipment (and
disregarding personnel, location,
etc. ) the various fixes might inc1ude: hazardous condition detection, failure sensing devices, failsafe devices, redundant components,
interlocks, protective devices, compensating equipment, self-repairing
or self-adjusting equi pmen t. and
escape subsystems.
Reliability VS. safety
A system is designed to perform
a task and therefore reliability of
performance is a prime consideration. In general, complex systems
are less reliable than simple systems.
Thus the more components there are
in a system, the more likely it is that
the system will have lower reliability.
This is also true of components
added to increase s~fety. The added
components may-increase safety but
will decrease system reliability. This
means --that -a--trade:-off '-must be
made.
From the systems safety viewpoint an especiaJJy important type
of fix for a probable or reasonably
.probable failure !s redundat:l.£Y. This
refers to component duplicat!on,
tha~ i~, having two components in
the system to perform the sam~
function so that failure ~of_
the two will not interrupt the ful1£:.
tion of the syst'em. A common tenn fOrtflis arrangement is having a
•~' component.
In order to maximize both safety
and reliability without impairing

dth~r.

n:dundant comp(llh.'nh "hll\lld
h\.· Ill'ld ttl tW(l fpr a "int!k flllll.'linl1
ThL' actual component with llnc

had-up eompOIlL'1ll pro\ id\.'" 1111.'
best trndL'-otT. Additipnal ha\.·~-lI [1
componcnts may _~I.!lJm)\c th\.' k\\.,1
of safet\' somc\\'hat hut h\ inLTL':I"ing th~' _~~)~pTcxit~'---(l'ftli'L' '~''-!L'!ll
thc" will red-liC~-TilL'-i-cfJ:-lhilit\ (11th\.'
svstem to perform Tt.~-jask p~(lPLTI~ .
• Similar considerati()I1;'--~irrl~ ll)
the other metho~~_yf fixing 1.l<~~\T(J
ous situations.
They should be built into the system in such a way as to increa:-.c
safetv without impairing task per-

fonn~nce.

Cost factars
The cost of fixing a hazardou:-.
situation and the effectiveness of the
particular technique used to fix it
should be evaluated. These clements
may be added to the FM & E form
as additional columns. A more elaborate modification would be to compute: I) the cost of a particular failure, 2) the estimated reduction in
the failure frequency for that component after fixing the situation, 3)
the cost of fixing the hazardous situation, and 4) the net saving for
the life of the system.
The details of cost-effectiveness
analysis will be covered in a future
article, but it should be noted here
that such items can and are being
used today in various ways in FM
& E analysis.
FM & E limitations
Failure mode and effect analysis
has some limitations that should be
made explicit. In most insi;.'1CeS one
component is examined at a time,
whereas it often happens that malfunctions of two components at the
same' time can result in far m.orc
serious consequen~es than each COIIlponent failing separately. -Thcre is
no restriction on the number of
components that can be considered
simultaneously except that the number of combinations quickly becomes prohibitively large. This also
applies to very complex systems
with very large numbers of components even examining thelll
one at a time can be enormous)y
time-consuming. In both cases it is
possible to overlook somc possibilities that should be considcred .

On the other hand. failure IlHldl.:
and effect analysis has thc mh-anta~~
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Sample FM&E Form

This partial analysis of a home hot water system illustrates the
typical format taken by failure mode and effect systems analysis.
.'

COMPONENT
-

I

FAILURE OR
ERROR MODE

EFFECTS ON
OTHER COMPONENTS WHOLE SYSTEM

Jammed open

Increased operation
of temperature
sensing. controller.
and gas flow due
to hot water loss

loss of 'hot
water, greater
cold water input,
and greater gas
consumption

Jammed closed

None

None

HAZARD
CLASS.
"1 2 3 4

COMPENSATING
PROVISIONS
AND REMARKS

FAILURE
FREQUENCY

DETECTION
METHODS

x

Reasonably
probable

Observe at
pressure-relief
valve

Shut off water
supply, reseat or
replace relief
valve

x

Probable

Manual testing

Unless combined
wlather component
failure,
this failure has
no consequence

Reasonably
probable

Water at faucet
too hot. Pressure-relief
valve open
(observation)

Open hot water
faucet to relieve
pressure. Shut off
gas supply.
Pressure-relief
valve compensates

Remote

Observe at
output (water
temperature
too low)

Remote

Observe at
output (faucet)

Remote

Observe at
output (faucet)

x Remote

Possibly sme 11
products of
incomplete
combustion

No compensation
built in. Shut
down system

x Probable

Manual testing
of relief valve.
Observe water
output (temperature too high)

Open hot water
faucet. Shut off
gas supply. Pressure
might be able to
back up into cold
water supply,
providing pressure
in supply is not
greater than failure
pressure of system

,---

Pressure
relief valve

I

I
Burner continues
to operate. Pres·
sure-relief valve
opens

Water temperature
and pressure
increase.
Water·steam

Jammed closed

Burner ceases to
operate

System fails
to produce
hot water

Fails to react
to temperature
rise above
preset level

Controller, gas
valve. burner
continue to func·
tion "on." Pressure-relief valve
opens

Water temperature
too high.
Water·steam

Fails to react
to tempe rature
drop below
preset level

Controller, gas
valve, burner
continue to function "off"

Water temperature
too low

Flue

Blocked

Incomplete com·
bustion at burner

Inefficiency.
Production of
toxic gasses

Pressure·relief
valve
&
gas valve

Jammed closed

Burner continues
to operate,
pressure increases

Increased pressure
cannot bleed at
relief valve.
Water·steam.
If pressure cannot
back up cold water
inlet, system- may
rupture violently

Gas valve

Temperature
measuring and
comparing
device

Jammed open

Jammed open

x
,

x

x

I

xI
j

!

I
+

I

I
I
I

I

I,
I

of being quite simple to use and
provides an orderly examination of
hazardous situations in a system. It
forces the safetyman to ask new
questions, to obtain new information, and most important, it focuses
his attention on the really critical

Pressure-rei ief
valve compensates.
Open hot water
faucet to relieve
pressure. Shut
off gas supply

i

reasonably
probable

I
I

reasonably
probable

=

!I

I

I

weaknesses in the system that require action. On the whole, the
advantages far outweigh the disadvantages and it is evident that FM
& E analysis can 'reduce the safetyman's failures and increase his effecti veness.

.
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Systems Safety. Analysis:
The Fault Tree
I N OUR second article on

systems
safety analysis one of the four principal methods of analysis--failure
mode and effect-was discussed in
some detail. In this article a second analytical method - the fault
tree-will be described.
Although the fault' tree method
of analysis is only four years old,
it has already been successfully applied to some very knotty safety
problems in the aerospace field. Its
success has gained it acceptance not
only within the aerospace industry,
but also by the Department of Defense. which has made fault tree
analysis a requirement in its contracts for design of new missiles and
aircraft.
At the present time fault tree
analysis is being used exclusively
for product safety - safety of missiles, aircraft, and automobiles. The
technique is used by the design engineers in the design stages of these
products.
Potential for safetymen

Although it is a new technique,
it seems to have great potential for
application in a much wider area.
The safety engineer (possibly with
an assist from his own product engineers) can certainly find uses' for
this analytical method not only with
respect to existing systems in his
plant but also for setting specifications on new or replacement equipment.
Fault tree analysis was first conceived in 1962 by H. A. Watson of
Bell Telephone Laboratories in connection with an Air Porce contract
for study of the Minuteman launchcontrol system. Further development and refinement of the technique resulted from the combined
effort~ of the study team, which included A. B. Mearns. The problem

Of all the methods for conduding systems
safety analysis, perhaps the most promising is
the fault tree. Like other methods, it can be
a useful tool even without mathematics

By J. L. RECHT
Assistant Manager, NSC
Statistics Division

of determining the likelihood of an
inadvertent . launch of a missile was
successfully solved. The Boeing
Company later modified the fault
tree technique so that simulation
with high-speed computers was possible. D. F. Haasl, R. J. Schroder,
W. R. Jackson, and others contributed to this important development.
Because of this rapid growth in
sophistication, it is possible to consider fault tree analysis on three
different levels of complexity:
1. Simply draw a fault tree and examine it without performing any calculations;
2. Draw a fault tree and perform
the calculations with a desk calculator or slide rule;
3. Draw a fault tree and devise a
computer program fOT performing the
calculations.
In this article the first two levels
will be discussed and the requirements for the third level will be
indicated.
What is fault tree analysis? According to A. B. Mearns, the first
fault tree ana1ysis was made to study
unlikely events in complex systems.
This view can be expanded: a fault
tree can be constructed for any
event that can occur in a system. It
is important to remember, however,

that only one event is analyzed in
a single fault tree.
To do a fault tree analysis. first
an undesired event of sufficient importance is selected-this could be
a catastrophic event (such as inadvertent launch of a missile) or an
undesired event of smaller magnitude (such as failure of a power
press interlocked guard). Next it is
necessary to reason backwards from
this event to visualize an the ways
in which it could occur. These
'~causes" or contributing factors are
in tum broken down into the events
which lead to them, and so on. The
events are diagrammed in the form
of a tree with the undesired event
at the top. The branches are continued until either "independent"
events are reached or there is little
reason to continue due to lack of
information or insignificance of the
contribution of additional breakdowns. An '''independent'' even~
would be one which does not depend upon other components in the
system for its occurrence.
Making the tree

.

A fault tree is really a logic diagram that .g?5~s. all_~h~. eV~!lts a.nd
combinations of events that can lead
to the undesired event:-Po'r uniform'
representation· 'oT th~se events certain symbols are required.
One group of symbols, called
"gates,~' indicates whether a single
event or a combination is required
to produce the next event higher
up the tree. They also may indicate
whether or not limiting conditions
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A Sample Home Fire Alarm System
ar~' il1\ oh·ed.

;,uch as one event h8pr','nin; hcforc anNher when both
ar~ rC4uin:d tn pass thnmgh a gate.
()thcr s\'mhols an: needed for the
~\cnls'thcmsel\'es to indicate
\\11I.'thcr thcy are "normal:' "independent.·· or ·'insignificant."
The real strength of the fault tree
'\'Tllholism lies in the fact that the
"~'mhnls can readilv he translated
j~t(1 al~ehraic terms' so that the tree
ean be~ simplified. It can he mathematicallv reduced. so to speak. to
its hare -bones. All duplications can
he eliminated and the most important independent events identified.
If the frequency of occurrence (or
prnhal)ilities) of the independent
events is known or can be approximated. then the relative importance
of the various independent events
in producing the undesired event
can he calculated.
A sample tree
For the purpose of illustrating the
fau It tree method of analysis we
will use a home fire alarm system.
As shown in the diagram there are
scnsinl! devices on the first and second n~)()rs with wires connected to
the alarm. which is powered by the
ordinan' I 10-volt commercial powcr supply. The undesired event selected tor analysis is "a fire with no
alarm."
Examining the tree, it is seen that
the undesired event can come about
jf there is a fire on the first fto~r
with no alarm given OR a fire on
the second floor with noalarm.
A fire on the first floor with no
alarm involves having a fire on
the first floor AND having ---the
alarm unable to re;pDnd to the fire.
(There is also an added condition
that the alarm fails prior to the fire. )
The alarm can fail to respond if the
first floor sensing device fails OR
the alarm is inoperative. The fire
alarm will become inoperative if
either the alarm itself fails OR there

1ST
FLOOR
SENSOR

TO 110V COMM'L
SUPPLY

ALARM

2ND
FLOOR
SENSOR

is no power to the alarm system OR
the sensing lines fail. There will be
no power if the power line fails OR
the commercial power is cut off at
the source.
Similarlv the branch involving a
fire on the second floor can be
traced. The transfer symbol shown
under "fire alarm inoperative" indicates that corresponding elements in
the first floor branch should be repeated beginning with the transfer
symbol.
This represents the simplest level
of fault tree analysis----drawing the
tree and examining it. Since it requires precise and detailed knowledge of a system to draw a fault
tree. completing the tree forces the
analyst to learn more about the
system.
For a complex system it is often
necessary to assign various branches
of a tree to specialists in order to
be sure that the event sequences are
correctly portrayed.
There are important benefits to be
gained from learning precisely what
can go wrong and how this will
affect the system. The analyst gains
new insight and sees new possibilities; he can see what new data is

needed for prevention purposes; and
he will come up with better answers
because they will be based on examination of the whole system rather than a single component.
Introducing calculations*
The second level of complexity
in fault tree analysis involves calculation. What is needed arc the frequency of occurrence figures for tht:
events symbolized with circles.
These frequency numbers are USllally MTBF figures. that is. "mean
time between failures." and they
apply to the s~parate components.
The sources for these numhers arc
varied-accident experience, test n:suits from component manufacturers, comparisons with similar equip*This description of the cakulation!'>
involved in fault tree analysis is intended
only as a glimpse of the pr(lcedurl!~.
Readers who want to pursue the mathe·
matics further can consult: Fault Trec
Al/llJ".'·;"': The Study of Vlllike/.\' El'CIl!\
ill C~"npl('x Systems. by A. R. l\fearn~.
Bell Telephone Laboratories. 1m: .. Whippany. N. J.: The A rl'licatiofl IIf FOIII,
Tree AI/a/"sis to D\"1ll1mic S-"Ht'III" h)
R. 1. Feut~ and T. 'A. Waldeck. HOl'in~
Co .. Seattle: Alil'all('('d COIIC'C'rt\ ill FIIIII;
TrC'e Allalysis, by D. F. Haa~1. abo ,,1
Boeing Co.
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Fault Tree Analysis of the Home Fire Alarm System
FIRE WITH
NO ALARM

FIRE ON FIRST
FlOOR WITH
NO ALARM

FIRE ON SECOND
flOOR WITH
NO ALARM

ALARM UNABLE

ALARM UNABLE
TO RESPOND TO
FIRST FLOOR FIRE

TO RESPOND TO

SECOND FLOOR
FIRE

FIRE ALARM
INOPERAliVE

FIRE ALARM

INOPERATIVE

FAULT TREE SYMBOLS

NO POWER TO

ALARM SYSTEM

o

EVENTS:
An event (usually a fault or mal·
condition) expressed in functional
terms.

GATES:-

a

AND Gat. - Requires co-existence
of all gate inputs for output.

Cl

OR Gate - Requires anyone gate
input for output, if more than one
input exists, output will still occur.

00

PRIORITY AND Gate - Same as
AND gate with the stipulation that
one event must precede the other.
Description is written in oval.

CrO

00

G

<=>

An event described by a bosic component or part failure (these are the
'independent' events).
An event at which foult sequence
is terminated for lack of information or consequences.

event that is normally expected
O Anto occur.

EXCLUSIVE OR Gate - There will

OTHER SYMBOLS:
A Transfer symbol used to transfer an
entire sequence of eyents to another
part of the tree (essentially a ditto
mark).

be no output if two or more speci-

\l

fied inputs co-exist. Description is
written in aval.

Another transfer symbol which
transfers the functional sequence
but the elements may have differ·
ent numerical values.

INHIBIT Gate - If input event occurs and the condition is satisfied,
an output event will be generated;
if the condition is not satisfied, no
output will occur. Description of
condition is written in rector.gle.

·NOTE: Inputs always enter gate at
bottom ond output always occurs
at top of gate so thot any event se·
quence moves upward from the
ends of the branches toward the
top of the tr...

- Ie ment. engincering data. judgment.
and so on.
Next the fault tree should hc eon\'crtcd into algebraic tcmlS using
Boolcan algchra. Boolean algehra
sounds strange and possibly difficult
until you realize that it is underst(lOO hy any 7th or Xth grader who
ha' .... lIljicd the "'new math" now
tall~ht in grade schools. They learn
the algchra of sets. which is a form
of Boolcan algehra. Actually all that
is necded arc about ten simple rules
that can bc learned thoroughly in a
couple of hours.
Thc AND relationships in the tree
are represented by multiplication
signs and the OR relationships are
represented by plus signs. Starting
at the top o~ the fault tree each of
the events is written in aJgebraic
form step by step until the entire
tree has been expressed in terms of
the "independent" events (those
symbolized with circles or diamonds ). The terms of this long algebraic expression can be greatly
simplified using the Boolean rules.
The MTBF figures or estimates of
frequency of occurrence can then be
substituted in this simplified expression and the relative importance of
the various terms evaluated.
Typically it willbefoundthatsome
event sequences are thousands of
times more likely to induce the undesired event than other event sequences. Thus it is relatively easy
to find the chief combinations of
events that must be prevented to
reduce the likelihood of the undesired event happening - even when
the MTBF figures are not completely accurate.
The calculations enable the analyst to determine the over-all likelihood of the undesired event. the
combination of events most likely
to lead to it, the single event that
contributes most to this combination, the most likely paths through
the tree to the top, and many other
relationships. In addition, if the system is modified in any way, the
fault tree can be changed to reflect
the modification and new calculations performed to determine the
effect of the innovation. In fact,
n u mer 0 u s modifications can be
made and the effects of all of them
can be simultaneously evaluated.

In

it~

original form the fault trce

wa . . confined to faults or malfunc-

tions (If equipment. But there i" no
neco to restrict thc method in this
manner. With sufficicnt information
on human error frequencies. human
as well as mechanical malfunctionscan be included in the fault tree.
Computer simulation
It is clear that the fault tree method is a powerful and efficient technique for systems safety analysis. It
is limited primarily by the skill of
the analyst and the availability of
the basic numbers needed to indicate frequencies of certain events.
However. if the system being analyzed is quite complex, the calculations can be tedious and ·the lack
of failure frequency data can become serious handicaps. To overcome both of these problems, Boeing Company has developed ways
of simulating fault trees on high
speed computers.
Briefly s tat e d, this computer
method requires that the fault tree
he constructed as usua1. Then either
the MTBF figures or figures obtained by sophisticated sampling
techniques applied to the frequency
distributions for primary faults are
used to designate time intervals in
the life of the system during which
a particular fault will occur. Coexisting faults ",ill form event sequences that will ascend the tree
and in some cases will reach the
top of the tree. These combinations
are recorded and after sufficient
computer runs, the same sorts of information about the events will be
obtained as would be in the noncomputer calculations.
The computer format has an additional advantage. however. in permitting a more realistic situation to
be used by allowing for repairs to
be made to correct some faults. In
the life of :my system repairs or
main tenance act i vi ties are performed and this reduces the likelihood of specific undesired events
happening: Introducing repair times
into hand calculations offers no
theoretical difficulties but it is mllch
easier to incorporate in a computer
program.
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Systems Safety Analysis:
Error Rates and Costs
PREVIOUS ARTICLES on systems safety analysis have described
the development of the technique in
the aerospace industries. and the
potential uses it has for industrial
... akty engineers. Two 'of the four
major methods used to accomplish
systems safety analyses-the failure
mode and effect analysis and fault
(ree analysis-have been described.
I n this concluding article. the remaining two primary techniques will
he covered: 1) THERP (technique
for human error rate prediction)
and 2) cost effectiveness.
Also included is a brief bibliography of some primary sources of
information on systems safety analy-.
sis for those who wish to further
investigate its possible uses in the
industrial safety arena.
THERP
Both the failure mode and effect
and the fault tree methods of systems analyses require that probabilities be established not only for the
hardware. but for the human factors involved in system functioning.
The most useful method of deriving these probabilities is embodied in the technique for human
error rate prediction developed by
Sandia Corporation, and abbreviated THERP.
I n discussing accident prevention
many people refer to the "human
element," and use this expression to
indicate that human behavior is an
unknown factor in any operation,
and therefore unpredictable. This
notion is only partly true, and recent
careful examination of it by human
factors experts has shown that there

By J. L. RECHT
Assistant Manager,
Statistics Division, NSC

is much that is predictable in human
behavior.
A single action or performance
may be difficult or impossible to
predict. but when an action or performance is repeated many times,
there are numerous aspects that are
predictable. For example. a person's bowling score for a single line
might be difficult to predict and, if
correctly forecast, would merely be
a lucky guess. But for an entire season. a person's average bowling
score can be predicted fairly accurately (given some prior information of his bowling skill). It is this
idea of being able to predict results
for repeated actions that underlies
the current analysis of human factors in systems safety.
Human factors specialists have
approached the problem of human
error by using a "behavior" as the
basic unit of evaluation. A "behavior" is considered to be a specific
step or action in a given task. Each
behavior is assumed to be analyzable into three prime aspects: 1) inputs or stimuli, 2). mediating or
decision processes, and 3) outputs

or responses. Examples nf inrut'
are: dials or scales. lahels. and
spoken or written instructions. ~1L'
diating processes include identifi(<!tion, recognition, and manipulation .
Outputs cover operating levers or
switches. positioning objects. and
giving oral Or written responses.
THERP is a quantitative method
for evaluating human error. It requires the use of a human error
classification system and probability
computations. The method of analysis was developed for reducing
production defects due to human
error in a manufacturing process.
But with only slight modification
this method is also applicable to
human error sources of accidents
and can thus be helpful to safety
engineers in devising accident countermeasures.
The human error classification
system developed by L. W. Rook Jr.
as a part of the THERP method is
shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of
this error classification system is
to provide categories suggestive of
the corrective action or countermeasures to be taken. Rules for
each category can be developed to
help determine the needed countermeasures.
Minimizing human errors in a
system can be accomplished by: 1)

Fig. 1. System of Human Error Cotegories

========================_. _--

Error due to acts which are:

A-Intentionally performed
8-Unintentionally performed
C-Omitted

Errorl due to behavior components of:
Input (I)
AI

BI
CI

Mediation (M)

AM
BM

eM

Output (0)
AO

BO
CO

Note: A-behavior that is properly a part of the task being performed: B-hchavior
that is not properly a part of the task being performed; C-behavior that .. hould
have been performed as a proper part of the task.
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The final article in our series on systems safety analysis discusses
.two more analytical techniques - THERP and cost eHectiveness

proper selection and training of personnel for the specific behaviors
involved in the system, and 2) redesigning the system so as to improve inputs, simplify mediation
processes, ~d insure accurate outputs. Careful classification of human
errors will point to the specific action or remedy required to reduce
future errors. For example, an AI
type error (intentionally performed
action with an input error) indicates that instructions are not clear
or that a necessary indicator (scale,
dial, or label) is difficult to read,
inaccurate, or not understood. Once
it is recognized that the error is of
this type, it is usually a simple matter to correct the situation.
THERP also involves the concept of a basic error rate, that is, a
human error rate that is relatively
consistent between tasks requiring
simi1ar human performance elements (or behaviors) in different
situations. The THERP method assesses the basic error rates in terms
of their contributions to specific
system failures.
Briefly stated, THERP analYsis
proceeds as follows: select the specific system failure (or undesired
event) to be, studied, identify a11
human operations (or behaviors )
performed that affect the event and
their associated basic error rates,
,and compute the probabilities that
specific human errors will produce
the system failure. The errors are
classified in accordance with the
error table (Fig. 2) and the system
is altered, i.e., specific corrective
actions are introduced. The' basic
error \ rates are adjusted by an
amount that might be expected from

Fig. 2. Representative Human Error Rates
(Compiled from various sources)
Task Element
Action
Observe
Read
Read
Connect
Torque
Tighten
Install
Install
Solder
Assemble
Assemble
Close
Adiust
Install
Machine

Obiect
Chart .
Gauge
Instructions
Hose
Fluid lines
Nuts, bolts
Nuts, bolts
O.ring
' Connecton
Connector
Connectors
Valve
Mechanical linkage
line orifice
Valve port

BER*

Error
Inappropriate switch actuation
Incorrectly read
Procedural error
Improperly connected
Incorrectly torqued
Not tightened
Not installed
Improperly installed
Improper solder joint
Bent pins
Omitted parts
Not closed properly
Impro~r adiustment
Wrong size installed
Wrong size drilled and tapped

1128
5000
64500
4700
104
4800
600
66700
6460

1500
1000
1800
16700
SOOO
2083

-Basic error rate (errors per million oPerations).

the new procedure and the probabilities are recalculated.
The process is repeated until an
acceptable level is obtained for the
probability of the undesired event.
In short, the system is changed on
paper and the effects on human error rates due to corrective action are
calculated until the analyst is satistied that the particular failure is
unlikely due to human error.
More' elaborate methods are also
available to determine by probability computations how critical specific human errors are for degradation of system performance. These
techniques, however, also depend
upon basic human error rates.
Basic human error rates are usually expressed in terms of the number of errors per million' operations
-based upon prior experience in
similar situations. Some representa-

tive error rates are shown in Fig. 2
to illustrate the range and magnitude of such measurements. (Warning: this data should not be used
for computational purposes without
additional background, information
-specifically, under what conditions these rates can be expected
to be valid and the probable error
in each rate.)
Unfortunately the .greatest restriction on the use of quantitative human error techniques is the lack of
sufficient error rate data. However.
now that the need for such data is
known, human factors specialists
are working to improve both the
quantity and quality of these measurements. Refer to the bibliography
for more detailed information on
how to use these important figures.
Cost effectiveness

Cost effectiveness analysis is the
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technique used to weigh system performance against dollars of cost.
I t can be applied to choosing one
of several systems that might perform a given task or to evaluating
various suggested changes in' a single system. Since money is always
limited, cost effectiveness analysis
can' be final in ruling out an otherwise desirable system or system
modification if the gain in performance proves to be too small to
justify the cost.
Cost effectiveness analysis, a way
of measuring performance versus
cost, helps the decision-maker to
make better evaluations and therefore better decisions. However, this
method should not be the only
element in making decisions-the
time' required to modify the system
or changes in personnel requirements may carry more weight than
a modest difference in cost.
Determining the cost of a new
system or system modification requires the use of the ordinary principles of cost accounting. A detailed list of the cost elements is·
compiled, the dollar value of each
element is determined, and the total
cost is cumulated. For systems analysis purpOses, however, there are
several additional considerations
that should be carefully observed.
Any cost comparisons of more than
one system must be uniform, that is,
the costs must be calculated on the
same basis and insofar as possible
use the same cost elements. Next,
for most system modifications, only
the "incremental" costs should be
evaluated and compared. Incremental costs include only those additional costs directly due to the'
modification and exclude the costs
that may be involved but would be
incurred if no modification were

made. Finally, it is important to include research and development,
installation, and operating costs (including indirect items). The tendency is to concentrate on installation costs since they usually involve
capital expenditures. But it may
happen that the operating costs of
the modified system are fairly high
and thus this aspect should not be
neglected in the analysis.
When cost effectiveness analysis
is applied to accident reduction or
prevention, the analyst needs detailed accident costs for the various
degrees of severity and estimates of
the probable reduction in accident
occurrence that will result from the
modified system. It is apparent to
any safety engineer that accident
reduction estimates are difficult to
ascertain. But the use of the three
methods of analysis described in
these articles undoubtedly will contribute greatly to more accurate
estimates in the near future.
It was pointed out in the first
article that methods of systems safety analysis can be combined in a
single analysis. Actually this is an
ideal-a combined analysis method
that embodies all the concepts and
aspects of these separate techniques.
But progress towards this ideal has
already been made. G. A. Peters
and F. S. Han have shown (see
bibliography) that it is possible to
combine failure mode and effect
analysis, THERP, and cost effectiveness analysis in a single "hazard
analysis table." Similar advances
using fault tree analysis are also
possible.
Systems safety analysis is firmly
established in the aerospace industry
with systems safety departments and
system safety engineers devoting
full time to the application of the

concepts and methods to product
safety. There is ample reason to
believe that these successful techniques can be equally useful to
safety engineers in their field. It
is hoped that the series of articles
of which this is the last, will encourage safety engineers to study
the methods in greater depth and
apply them in their plant safety
programs.
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The background of this document is not unlike that of the field it
attempts to describe.

It came ,into being, not because of some

preplanned effort to produce a definable result;

but rather as a

synthesis of thoughts that are gennane to system safety.

It is uhat it is -- a discussion of the role of system safety in
industrial Dlanagement.

The ideas in this document are not unique,

but are taken from those experienced in system safety -- namely the
aerospace industry and in particular, the U.S. Air Force Systems
Connnand.

Its text and references should be of value to safety prac-

titioners, managers of industrial systems, and students of either
discipline.

iii

ClW'TER

I

nfrRODUCTION
The Basi.c Challenge
Products produced by industry must be clesigned for consumer protection
and the products produced by industry for industry must be designed for
operator protection.

Of the many social

d~ctrines

developed during the

administration of President Johnson, consumer protection is one of the most
dramatic.

It has -- and Trill have -- a profounc. effect on the people and

profession of design

engineerin~

and s.ystem safety.

Congress, the courts, amd many consumer-oriented agencies are involved
in this Sl-1elling campaign on behalf of the cons-umer.

Their sentiments are

rapidly being translated into action by legislation and legal precedent.
Tl-ro key
over again.

l',TOrdS --

safe iiY and reliability -- are beinG repeated over and

The issues involved:

product liability, guarantees and

l'1'arranties -- and the staggering costs that Iaay acca',1pany theril.
litigation, based on

st,rin~ent

Expensive

products liability lalv, is an equally vital

factor.
To you involved in safety, these are iraportent, hiGhly volatile issues.

TheY'lull have an increasing effect on the products produced by your canpany

and may deterr.line the success or failure of your company.
Products liability represents a rich legal arer.a that attracts
lallY6rS just like California drel-1 the '4gers.
end there.

l~nd

the similarity doesn't

Bany of the legal prospectors l-lho mine the products liability

lode are just as rough and tenacious as the old sourdoughs.

L. $200,000

judgment against a cOlilpany is the vein 0:£ pure gold that many an aspiring
plaintiff' s counsel dreams of tapping.
Unlike the grizzled miner, the rllodern la't"'Yer isn1t operating alone in
an un-charted l'lildemess.

Plamtiffs r lawyers have a "trade asso~iationlt,

just as every seguent of industry does.
Lar1yers

l~ssociation,

Called the lunerican Trial

it has recently given sel"llinars in every State of the

Union on the subject of prouucts liaoilit,y.
In 1967, more than 100,,000 products liability cases vrare introduced.

A number of individual al-1ards exceeded $100,000.
designers
high.

'fmO ~lork

Fet'1 CG,lpanies, or the

for ther,l, can afford to gar.lble l-men the stakes are this
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The real question is 't-mat can be done to 'Orevent accidents and prevent
them in an evermore efficient manner.
Hypothesis
It is hypothesizecI that safety has become an effective and an
increasingly integral part of

ind~trial man~gement

-- especially systems

management.

Yet this role is by no

recor:,nized.

Thus, problem areas faced by the industrial and product

lile~s

canplete nor is it fully

safety discipline are:
(1)

Incomplete understanding of the meaning of safety in the systems
environraent.

(2)

Organizational and philosophical conflicts between safety ruld
other disciplines l-rl.thin the engineering and management hierarchy.

(3)

Difficulties inherent in evaluation, i.e., measuring, effectiveness of ·accident prevention effort.

(4)· Ineff:tciencies in cOii:munications·

flOl'T

pertaining to accident

prevention.
The principal hypothesis is threaded throughout this doc·LlInent and is
summarized in the last chapter.

True to the doctrineof accident

pre-

vention, attention is paid to r1hat occurred historically only to be more
productive, i.e., prevent accil:ents more effectively in the future.
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CHAPTER II

The Problem Defined
A number of representative definitions of Itsafetylf have been collected
to

ShOl"T

the extreme variability in general understanding of the term IIsafety".

(30:3)*

These are reproduced in Table 1.

Subsequently, inforrllal safety

definition quizzes have been given to scores of students routinely upon
their entry into safety' courses at the Institute of Aerospace Safety and
Hanagement of the University of Southern California.

Each time, the

result was' the same -- the variability of stooent response was equal to
that apparent in Ts.ble 1.
It may be concluded that safety and semantics is a fundamental problem
in the role of safety and.mana.r:;ement;

activity.

indeed, in safety as related to any

It should not, hOl-lever, be uneJq>ected.

is dynar,lic.

Industrial innovation

lfuen this is co~lecJ. ..1ith the complexity and the explosion

of industrial technology, it is obvious that definition of terms is of
major significance.

Safety Defined
To man, safety -- or lack of it -- is a cOlillnodity experienced since
bis conception in life.

To be sure, man lives in varying degrees of

IIfreedom fran dang-ern, the dictionary lileanin~ 'of the term.

(3)

But to

the human variable in our society, safety is a very personal thing.

It

is ingrained in each inc1iviC:ual' s psychophysiological make-up so deeply
that his life preservation behaviour is a constant contest betl-1een the
conscious

an~

subconscious mind.
en~~eering

To members of the enlightened industrial

and management

complex, safety has evolved to further meaninG, beyond the innate
abstraction canmon to all men.
characteristic of their product.

To such people, safety denotes a
It per'ta.L"1.s to the physical and

mission well being Of the :>el"sonnel involved in the development, test and
operation of the product rnd the product itself.

It applies also to

the product's related equiPffi1ent anc facilities.

* Numbers

in parenti1esis represent references and detailed location of
information i f appropriate; in this case :Reference 30, page 3 •

.
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Tabl.e 1
REPRESEH'.Il~TIVE

OF

DEFD'IITIONS

"SAFETY"

1.

Freedan from hazard.

2.

Freedau from those conditions l-rhich can cause injury/damage to personnel,
equipment, or property.

3. Freedom from those l:laIl.:.machine-media :interactions that result in:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Damage to the system
ne~adation of nussion success
Substantial time loss
Injury to personnel.

4. The protection of men
normal risks

't.n. thin

and equipment from the hazards that exceed the
the operational requirements of a heal thy conniluni ty.

5. Ha1ntaining efficiently, the physical and mechanical 't'1ell-being of men
and eQ'rtipment to tile degree acceptable 1-11 thin the opera tional requirements of. a heal thy community.

6.

The ellmination of preventable accidents.

7.

Confidence of mine:;, and reliance on equiJlllent that is sustained only
by active and aggressive pursuit of all paths to maximum proficiency

1n.thout

stint.

8.

The situation'tmich eJ::ists when humans involved in or affected by
the operation of a system are relatively free irom threats of death
or injury being inflicted by such system.

9.

The opt:imum degree of freedom from danger of hazard to life, health
or property; or fron the occurrence of undesired incidents or events
in any, eleuent of the system 1 s opera tions.

10.

l~ction

taken tm'rard the prevention of loss in

manpo~ler ,

material and

tj,me durinp; the system life.
11.

i~

12.

The professional

13.

Conservation of Systerll cap a1) ility •

specialized fom of overall reliability llhich involves actual or
potential loss of 'life; or actual or potential loss of the system.
l~y

to do things.

- 5 To the practitioner of the industrial and product safet,y discipline,
safety has still additional meaning.
philosophy,

inclu~g

I t entails canmon threads of a

limits of the discipline, and specific tasl(s to be

accomplished in the interests of accident prevention..

Such limits and

tasks are characteristic of one of management's basic principles

- division

of l-Tork.
Therefore, in the lndustrial and product safety field several cOl11Iilonly
accepted precepts appear.
(1)

These include:

Relative freedom from dnnger:

One may have a goal of zero

accidents, but he may choose to function ,'lith a probability of
~ofalethingless

desirable than zero accidents.

The criteria for

hazard acceptability are developed using factors present in any
managem~nt

decision process.

There is no logic that precludes

delineation of something as an objective so long as the methods
t . . acLieve that objective are subject to the compromises ever
present in society.
(2)

Hen

and eguinment loss or damaGe: Uhen one seeles or applies

accident prevention measures, it becomes obvious that cases
involving'equipment loss or daaage are perhaps as important as
cases involving only

inj~T

to personnel.

Fundamental categories

in the safety pl"ocess are hazards to equipment, tools and machines,

operators, property in the environment, and contiguous persozmel.
Taken in their broad meaning, these tems cover all possible
recipients of damage, both animate and inanimate.

(3)

Hission oriented:

There are pre-eminent jobs to do besides

savinG lives and equipment, l1hether it is a Illatter of m'.tional
defense or

producin~

a product.

This is, however, the least

recognized precept among non-professionals in safety.

It conflicts

l'ri th personal exposures to dangel"ous situations and does not

necessarily agree lnth precepts follolfed by

lilOSt

safety practi t-

ioners in other areas, (e.g. automobile or industrial safety).

(4)

Progressive activity: 1-lith either
there is a business involved,
dev~lop

~d

to exist in the future.

ressive, it l-ti.ll be an

mili~J

or inc.lustrial endeavours,

a business is a thing lmch must
If it is not healthy, i.e. prog-

ineffectiv.~

cripple or not survive at all.

This point is closely allied t.o .. (~) "mission oriented".

- 6(5)

Timeliness:

Time is a dimension often forgotten.

It becomes

° involved here in one1s ability to connnunicate and act on information
prior to

it~

becoming a statistic in accident causation.

This is

the before-the-fact, the "first time safe" concept, accident
prevention feature.
Thus it should be obvious that industrial and product safety goes well
beyond safety for safetyl s sake in the personal or traditional sense of the
word.

Assembled into one sentence, the foregoing canponents have been merged

into the following definition:
Safet.y is the objective conservation of men and equipment in a timely
manner, and ~nthin the operational and economic requirements necessary
in a progressive industrial community.

ItConservationll denotes, in a highly descriptive manner, the relative freedOm
from the danger of loss
attainment.

o~

damage;

and suggests the importance of mission

"\-li thin the (necessary) operational and economic requirements"

further identifies mission orientation.

The other parts of the sentence

structure are taken directly from the precepts as stated.
In recent years, the terms system(s) safety and Systel;l safety engineering
have been heard, but not well. understood.

This is a classic case where the

principles related to a given subject have been generated and a philosophy
developed by practitioners in the field, but it took development of a concept
in a related discipline (in this case, systems management) to lend substance

to the original thoughts.
The concepts and influence of systems management on
safety will be ~scussed later.
As an activity, system safety has been defined as "the

integra~on

of skills

and resources specifically organized to achieve safety over the entire life cycle

of a system".
AS a condition, system safety has been defined as 111jhe highest possible

degree of safet.y within constraints of time, cost and operational

e~fectiveness,

attained through specific application of management, scientific and engineering
criteria, techniques, and procedures throughout all phases of system life ll • (47:9)
Similarly, system safety engineering haso been aefined by the U.S. Air Force
(USAF) as "the specific ayplication of management, scientific and eOngineering
criteria,

~rinciples

and techniques throughout all aSJPects of system development,

to assure optimum. safety't.

(40:1.)

Note here the qualification of usystem

developmentlt which would °not cover the entire life cycle of a s,ystem.

Also,

- 7-

It

entt..neering" in this sense is a far cry from the parochial meaning

o~

the

term as may be used in the engineering department of a university or in industry.

It reflects USAF systems manage.·,lent terminology •. It is shown here because the
USAF has led the l~orld in customer identification of system safety as a separate

and im!>ortant discipline.
N~7

the semantics exercise indeed becomes a morass of

stic~

inflections.

For example, i f system safety includes the entire life cycle, and syste:a'l safety
engineering covers only the conceptual, definition, and acquisition phases of
system progrmllITling J * it fo1101'1S that there is another part of the vrhole ••••
operational safety •••• that is not included in system safety engineering.

The

above system safety engineering definition' should be paraphrased to include
system operational safety as "the specific application of supervision,
maintenance and

Crail

reguirements, standards and skills throughout all aspects

of system operation to assure optimum safety't.
Since the current state-of-the-art confines system safety eng;ineering to the
conceptual, definition and acquisition phases of the system programming, it follows
that sanething falls .bet\'reen the craclts be-breel1 the acquisition phase and the
operational phase.

Even thol.1.gh optimal safety for the hardt-rare has been

incorporated in the first three phases of the StJstem prograr.mdng within the
constraints of cost, schedule (t:ime) and performance, other necessary safety
in:?uts must be macle i f the system is to achieve optir.lal safety in the operational
phase.
11.. breakdovm

occurs because the software (personnel skill and training require-

ments, maintenance requirements, facilities requirements, operational procedures,
etc.) is either non-existent or is couched in the language of the designer.
Since the language of the designer is quite different from those ,mo will operate
the system, we mi.ght e:-:pect failures to occur in the operational phase.

This is

particularly true in the more complex systems.
ilnother fine point in safety and semantics involves the use of the term
system.

The literature reveals many definitions of a system.

Two of the

more representative definitions are:

1. 1~. group of things (man-machine-enviroIllllent) which aJ."e related to one
another in some dependent manner, so that collectively they represent
a whole and acc~uplish a task.

* As

differentiated from the toJGal life cycle of a S,ystem
the operational phase.

~mich

would include

- 8 2.

An orderly arrangement· of canponents that are_, inteITelated and act
and interact 'td.th one another to DerfoI'm a tcisk or function in a
particu;1ar environment. .(37)'"
-

Thus, the bounds of system safety application are best described in tems

of input and outputs at any level in the total hierarchy of system description
(i.e. systems, system, subsystem, assemblies, component, element, etc.).
This means system safety could be applicable to the environs of the
president of a company or a line maintenance man;
ing or a draftsman at a third tier level.

a vice-president for engineer-

It foll01-1s, then, that principles of

system safety are a.process and should remain the same.
the particular task at hand d.etemine the precise effort.
functional

meanin~,

Only the details of

They also have· their

as 'tull be shown later.

Host managerllent definitionsshOlf a close relation to that devised for
system safety.

For example, ItHanagement •••• the control, coordination, and

direction of personnel and resources to effect a useful product or semce n • ..
(12 :.325)

using personnel, s~ls and resources to

The pattern is the same;

achieve something.

But the ftsanethinglt in the management sense in the industrial

environment is a concrete product or service (hardt-rare or software).

The tasks

of system safety are utilized to effect a "product" of accident prevention within the prescribed objective of management.

The useful product or service of system safety is accident prevention in
a specialized technology sense.

This:is simply a further division of lmowledge

and application •••• that brings up one further 'distinction about the safety

discipline.

It involves the relationship between science, engineering, and

the professional approach to safety.
r

System safety today is not a science.

The distinction between a scientist

and an engineer is perhaps best described by the follovr.lng quote:

a scientist dif'i'ers fran an engineer in that both, working from
a given set of facts or data, apply logj.cal analysis and hopefully
reach conclusions; but the engineer proceeds to do something about
it, and the scientist is inclined to put his infoiiiiation away iIi
storage for some future use.
To the extent that a scientist takes
action, he is functioning as an engineer.
li.nd lmen an engineer
fails to act, he is revertine to the role of a scientist." (22:1)
11 • • • •

Certainly l-1hen one thinks of system safety as an act in preventing
accidents, it lfould entail doing sanething.
division of the

en~-ineerillg

discipline.

This argues for safety as a

- 9But logical thiru{ing, application of facts and lessons learned by
experience, a.nc:l a defined methodology including experimentation and analysis
are by no means unique to the engineer.

They are perhaps more descriptive of

the acts of a professional regardless of his specific area of training.
Since the practitioners in the SySter.l safe'by field are truly interdisciplinar,y;' since there are·specialized schools for safety education and
training,. as well as the hard' II school" of experience that cames ldth every
maj or accident;

and since sldlls exercised to prevent accidents are primarily

aimed at other than the safety man himself, it l-Tould seem system safety personnel

shou1d strive towards the professional concept as opposed to sub grouping l'lithin

a particular field of learning.
One final thour;ht is necessa,r:." to describe the scope and meaning of 'system
safety in the industrial community.

It involves the relation of system safety

to older forms of accident prevention such as industrial safety, traffic or
farm se.fety.

In theory, system safety would be a parent discipline ldth

sub groupings such as industrial, traffic, farm, etc.

This may come' to pass

for, once again, the truly fundamental principles and techniques of accident
prevention are not restricted by the systeIil to l'1hich they are applied.
System safety is non virtually confined to aviation, missile, and space
vehicle applications l1herein accident prevention mea.sures are aimed at the
vehicles themselves, their immediate equiprile11t and facilities, and the people
who operate, maintain or service them.

There is little reason to limit the

system safety concept to the aerospace industry.

The concepts ·are applicable

to any industry, to any product produced by industry, or any of the other

safet.y disciplines.
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CHAPTER III
EVOLUTION OF SYSTEI>i SlJETY

Key Historical Events
The recognition of the need to tru(e specific accident prevention measures
in our society occurred first during the industrial revolution.

In the United

States the first organized safety movement took place when the National Safety

Council was fotmded in 1913.

The next milestone was laws governing the safet.y

of explosives and did not appear until the post'1-1orld ,-rar I era.
1~

landmark !?aper in system safety principles l-laS given by

(7:l2)

l~os

L. \iood of

the Boeing C<r.lpany in 1946 at the Institute of l~eronautica1 Sciences (IAS).

(51)

Hood emphasized "continuous focus of se.fety in design", "advance analysis and
post accident allalysiR It , usafety ",ork •••• most effective "men it is not
fettered by adnlinistrative organizational pit£alls tt , "importance of

in~ident

or near accident reportingll, t1safet:v education programs tl ; Itaccident preventive
design minimize personnel errors lt ,

II

statistical control of post accident

analysis", and many more prinCiples and techniques used in accident prevention
today.

I·Ir. Hood 1 s paper is considered to be the first formal presentation

about system safety.
iUlother landmark publication -by Uilliam Stieglitz titled "Engineering for
Sa,:fety't appeared in 1948.

Stieglitz t s vie't-rs ,,-rere far sighted relative to

system safety as evidenced by a fet-1 quotations.
"Safety I:lust be designed and built into airplanes, just as are performance, stability and structural integrity.
A safety .5I'oup must
be just as iln?ortant a part of a manufacturer's organization as a
stress, aerodynamics, or a l-leights group •••• It
Itl~ safety prograr.l can be organized in numerous rrays
probably no one best nay. It

~d

there is

"Safety is a specialized subject just as are aerodynamics and
structures.
Every engineer cannot be expected to be thoroughly
familiar l-T.l th all developments in the fie1c: of safety any JilOre
than he can be expected to be an expert aerodynamicist. 1I
"The eValuation of safety t-lork in positive tenns is extremely
difficult.
l:fuen an accident does not occur, it is :impossible
to prove that sane particular design feature prevented it."
Here, then, we Bee the professional approach to safety through the medi:um
of technical society presentations.

-11-

Key events in the 1950' s marl(ed the accelerated understanding and growth of
the system safety discipline.

vlidespread formal reco&T.dtion of the specialty

was not in evidence, especially in custaner procurement areas, but major advances
in safety relative to management occurred.

For example:

1950 • • • USAF Directorate of Flight Safety Research (DFSR) was formed.

This

was followed by the establishIilent of safety centres by the Navy in

1955 and :J:'lT'rr.J in 1957.

Safety officers became an integral segment

of military operational organizations throughout this period.

1951 ••• The USAF negotiated 1·dth a number of major aircraft manufacturers
to have representatives of their engineering staffs serve liith the

(6:33)
These later became !>ennanent
liaison positions for all USAF contractors.

'DFSR on a temporary basis.

1953 ••• Courses introduced at the University of Southern California to train
aviation safety officers.

1953

First Hissile Safety BranchfoTilled at DFSR.

'1954 • • • Start of joint Air Force-Industry conferences sponsored by IlFSR

t-merein safety considerations of various sub-systems would be
considered by sub-system and safety specialists.

1954-5 •• First !metro use of the term nQystem safety" in a technical publication.
Al though numerous system safety principles 1'rere in evidence, the

classification of prevention data was limited to sub-systems of'

(24, 25)

aircraft.

1957 • • • First lrnown paper relating flight safety engineering to reliabili ty
and effectiveness in weapon system design and operations.

(26)

1958 ••• First quantitative system safety all.alysis effort; perfor~11ed in
connection ruth the Dyna-Soar, manned space glider. (4, 36)
Tl1is
was a eritical analysis of inission accident potential and contained
much of the safety "allotment of probability shares".

1958-9 •• Missile safety activities greatly enhanced by the Air Force 'Vr.i.th
formation of the ~lissile Safety Division.
Entry into the

1960 I S for system safety discipline was highlighted

by

ini.tiation of customer contract requirements for, system sai'ety effort.

To be

sure, the entire history of aviation has stressed means for life protection at
least on a

s~-system

or component basis.

Hcniever, a by-procluc t of the
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transition into the space age vras the

sys~r'l-vr.ide

approach to safety through

contract requirements.
A nevI order of magnitude in man-vehicle hazard prevention was required
because of the unique emergency, rescue, and survival problems attendant to the
X-20 mission •. (14:2)

This generated a "Fire Prevention and Safety Section of

the Dyna-Soar (Project) Engineering Office n at 1-1right-Patterson Air Force Base
and com)arable activity at the prime contractor's facility (the Boeing Canpany).
In July 1960, a System Safety Office was established at the United States Air

Force 11issile Division for the Dyna-Soar s.ystem development as well as for maQY
other unmanned ~.:steIils. (41:1)

Obviously, the qualitative and quantitative

safety requirements established during the entire Dyna-Soar program were milestone' events in safety related to management.
Progress accelerated .men in June 1962 the Ballistic Systems Division (BSD)
of the USAF released BSD Exhibit 62.41, rtSystem Safety Engineering:
Specification for the development of Air Force Ballistic lussiles.

1t

Hilitary
(41:3)

This was, in effect, the first specification applicable on a syster,lS vdde basis
in the interest of safety although it tras confined to ballistic missile systems.

The sO'lUldness of the 62-41 document is illustrated by the fact it became
the pattern for the military specification applied to all types of Air Force
systems •. (13)

j.D:L-8-38l30 (USAF) covering missiles and aircraft lias released

in September 1963, enti tled 'ItGeneral Requirements for Safety Engineering of

Systems and Eqm.pmentfl • (45)

MIL-S-5B077 (11[0) was released by the U.S. Arr.rry

in June 1964 entitle~ "Safety Engineering of Aircraft Systems, Associated Sub-

systems, anc~ Equipnient;

General Requirements forrl. (48)

The NavrJ adoption of the system safety· principle hit a snag.

The Navy

had becane so completely systeIn effectiveness oriented that they were reluctant
to

encot~.rage

any separate specification for safety.

They preferred to 't-fait for

a broader prograr.l 11hich l-Tould encompass safety, relaibili"ty,

main~ability,

and other similar requirenlents under one heading. (49)

The 1964-65 time period continued to see more significant developments in
safety relative to managernent.

The

tir

Force System Corrmand (AFSC) continued

USAF leadership in system safety by establishinG a task force to accanplish
tt-ro projects:

(a) Prepare a System Safety Hanagement 1·1anual to be used by Air

Force System Project Officers,

(b) Revise l-IIL-S-38130 and other appropriate

~steLl

safety. . A third closely related project was

regulations relative to

- 13 undertaken at the Systems Eni::;ineering Group of AFSC, namely to

pr~pare

the

comprehensive safety criteria handbook.
Late in

1965, the Department of Defense (DOD) instituted development of an

interservice system safety specification.
a~proval in

This achieved Army-Navy-Air Force

Harch 1966, l·ras circulated to industry shortly thereafter, and lias

released as UIL-S-3B13OA in

1966.

1-1hile this safety requirements activity vlas und enray , the 1960-65 period
also salT the introduction of system safety papers on a large scale by numerous
techllical societies such as the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

(AIAA.), the Society of Automotive Engineers (~E), and the American Society of
Hechanical, Engineers (ASHE).

A system Safety Symposium

Seattle co-sponsored by the Boeing

Cam?~

't-TaS

conducted in

and the University of Washington in

June 1965.' 'Also, an Aerospace System Safety Society l'1as formed in the Los
Angeles area in late 196), and quicl-:ly expanded to all parts of the countrJ.
Its purpose is'to:
ttl.

2.

Facilitate the interchange of ideas and ini'onil8.tion aIilong
management and enf:;ineering persormel nho have an 'interest
in the area of Syster.l Safety.
the further recognition of System Safety as a
and technical responsibility in the development
of aerospace system.~.

Encoura~e

manag~aent

3.

Promote the principles and techniques of System Safety as
a valuable tool in system development efforts outside the
aerospace industry.

4. Promote professionalism and recognition of professionalism
amonG persons V10rldng in the System Safety area".

(17 :1)

One final chronological note involves the educational process for s,ystem
safety.

In 1964, the Aerospace Safety Division of the University of Soutllern

California began conductinb a Illasters degree program in il.erospace Operations
Hanagement for the USAF in Europe.
interdisciplinar.y

~proach

This program had. as it origin the same

used for safet,y officer training and intensive course

l"10rk (ten weeks and tuo 't-1eel~s duration respectively) conducted since 1953(12:)26)

Then, starting in the S}ring of 1966, a specific set of System Safety

graduate courses toTere initiated to provide a system safety area of eITl)hasis '
1-11 thin this aerospace management graduate program.

been initiated in

syste~I'i

Also, a short course had

oafety analysis at the University of Uashington in

1965, and can be expected to be repeated periodically.
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Precedent Concept

No discussion of the evolution of systemsai'ety l·TOuld be cCJilplete 1.0.thout
reference to a principle referred to as the Jlknot-m precedent" concept.

It is

important because it ties together the history of acciden-t,s lath the evolution
of accident prevention effort.

I t can be explained as fo1101-1s:

liThe knol·m precedent is the basis for recognizing accident cause
factors and potentials, in that once a factor has been demonstrated
as being capable of accident causation, it can be expected to recur
loti. th a given frequency and in IllUCh the same manner as errors tend
to perpetua te themselves •••• A •••• c~use factor, like history,
tends to repeat i tsel! • n (15 :4)
The lmOlm precedent concept bas pennittecl grolrlth of syster.l sai'ety on one
ha.."'ld, yet it provides a tremendous challenge on the other.

accidents occur, the resultant data reflected

prevention infor.mation becomes

Therefore, as part of the total expanding industrial

immense.
~ecia1ists

A.s

~s

As more and more
~chnoloB:Y,

are required in safety to keep abreast of ini·ormation developments.

observec~

numerous times in tracing the literature pertaining to vmat is

nOl-7 Imol'm as system safety, countless exa.:.lples t-lere observed. regarding people
not being familiar lnth t-That vTas accomplished, ,,1ritten or spoken earlier.

This

vlas particularly true of raany of· the missile safety personnel, same of whom

still feel system safety

li'Or~:

started in 1962.

This ·is not a critic ism of

them any more than it is a criticism of all safety personnel to date who
have not purposefully chosen to document their ideas and made them available

to the industrial cOlJl.r.llmity at large.
precedent concept.

This is a requirement of the

knOl~

"'.
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IV

SAFETY REIA TED TO HAHA.GE.·IENT

Whither I-Ianagement
In industry, there are managers and safety specialists of one form or
another.

In both cases they represent a rel[.:tionship that has evolved 't·1ithin

recent times.

The dynamics related thereto, hot1ever, have not been influenced

solely by a maturing approach to accident prevention by safety specialists.
It is also true that manaGement, as its ovm art and science, has certainly not
been static.

Thus, before further relating safety to management, it is necessary

to note certain past developments and current trends in management.

The

fol101·1ing are fundamental to understandinG safety's role in the broad management structure.
1.

The exploc1ing technoloijY •••• This is perhaps most acute in industry.

Technological information-is

doublin~

every five years.

It has produced not

only almost unbelievable complexities of tasks, but also has required expenditure of great personal energies as vrell as high dollar costs.

This has

required that the line managers; the decision makers, solicit techhical

ass,istance fran outside their classic chain of canmand.
The ndoers", the line function people, simply do not have the rnental
capacityand/or the time to acquire and assimilate all the available !cnowledge
that can be usecl to optimize their actions.

The result has been increased

specialization and the so-called matrix organizations, or staff activities
't'1hich go well beyond the traditional advisory nature of staff l·lork. (21)
:i-ianagel~lent

people are relyj.nr:; tlOre on the specialist to 1-1atch a g:i.ven

discipline for them,

e.~.,

system safety people to provide for safety inputs

into the system.
2.

The behavioural approach to resoJ]rce

m~pement

•••• Today, one might

chuckle over the manager ill the old days l1ho placed an order on the bulletin
board

~fuich

read:
"By Order of the Hanagement:
There rdll be no more
accidents" •

HOl'1eVer, analysis of the management discipline will reveal the human side
of

ente~rise

has been accepted only relatively recently as a more effective

- 16 Authoritative directives such

avenue tmvards goal accomplishment. (20:77)

as the above lVere quite serious in their intent, and perhaps even Illore effective
in the culture of the tir.le than one might suspect by today's standards.

The

point here is that today, effective management is accomplished by people
through people more than ever before.

This carries 1-ti.th it the requirement

for more tlsellingu of ideas, more interactions and participation on a person
to person basis.

This is especially so if those ideas are relatively ne't-T and

appear to encroach upon sane pre-established
org2.Ili.zation.

It

sacred conu function 'tvi thin the

Remember that functions are identified 1-11 th :?eop1e in the real

t-1orld.

3.

The rise of system management •••• '1\10 main points about system manageraent

have vitally affected safety efforts.

(a)

The entirety of the life cycle approach:

Table 2 discloses the items

considered as part of a system for management purposes. (46 :1).

It

means that rmen someone or an in,:ustrial finil buys or contracts for a
n system",

they 't-Ji1l buy a single package of harolare plus software to

achieve optimWil system performance.
these elements

l're~"e

a~~stration

and

Prior to the syster.l management,

approached. on a piecemeal basis both in contract
tecl~cal

effort.

(b). .Centralized visibility and control:

Fundamental to the system

manageralent concept is a centralized prograr,l office and various
reference baselines for relatively rigid management control.

These

are applied by both the buyer and seller throughout the entire
contract spectl--uI11.

This .means that requirer,lents are established

ver.y early in the p~ocess (conceptual and definition phases).

Funds

are rarely made availabte for i tams not planned or established as
part of sane syster.l baseline.

4.

The system effectiveness concept •••• This 't-laBmentioned briefly earlier.

I t is of such itilportance, hOl-lever, that it Iilel"its full discussion as a sep-

arate topic incluCiinG

a falOre

detailed return into history to unc;.erstand its

System Effectiveness

During the late 1950 I s and early 1960 I sit, beCaLle quite obvious that air

vehicle systems l-lere being delivered that t-1ere not reliable in the broad
sense of the tem.

A. system may have haG its advertised perfonnance

g

it
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TABIE 2
EImJlEi'JTS INCLUDED

n~

A SYSTEI'JIS CONCEPI'

• Prime mission equipment (e.g., the machines)
• Equipment for training
•

Checkout, test,

an~

maintenance

equi~ent

Facilities required to operate and Illaintain the equipment
Selection and training of personnel
• Operational and maintenance procedures
Instrumentation and data reduction for test and evaluation
•

Special activation (test) and acceptance programs

•

Product support for all aspects of the

• Computer. prograr.1S pertaining to

Systelil

~Tstem

functions

- 18 could ever be put in the air.

Component unreliability, poor maintainability,

hazardous flight chsracteristics,
for the

tasl-~

1-Tere but

incomp~ tibility

uith personnel available

a feu of the problems experienced.

All of these

resulted in progrCL',l slippages and huge cost overrtUls for required "fixes". (34)
By the time the syster,l

l'JaS

tlshaken down", the original operational requirements

may rlell have been outmoded.

In other 110rds, the complex system had

but advances in system manaGer,lent had

arrive~_,

no-~.

Systerll effectiveness then becar,le a term that tried to describe l·rhat the
customer found missing in their system.
defined.

It took nro forms l-men finally

First, the general approach l-1hich l'10uid look something like:

tIThe ability of a Syster.l to do the job for which it is intended".
(2 :I-l)

Then there is the s)ecific approach l'lhich fol10us the current trend to
attempt to quantit,y everytliUng in the management process.
tiThe PROBABILITY that [. syste.l can successft1.l1y meet an operational
demand't-d.thin a Given tii,~e uhen operated under specified conditions 'l •
(2 :I-l)
System effectiveness can be cla.:rUied by statinG, lilt is a function of
availability, dependability, and capabilitytt •
question, Item I get it on demand?U

Availability aIlSl-1ers the

Having it available, denendability

anS't-1ers the question, 'Iliill it l-rork right?1I

And finally, hating it

dependable, capability anS't-1ers the question, rllJill it carry out the mission
I l-lant it to carry out?tI

Other technical areas 't'lhich contribute to syster'l effectiveness are:
• Reliability

• Operability

Haintm.nability
• Quality

• Design Simplicity

Human Factors

Safety
• CODlpatibili ty

The above "ilities" must be recognized in the policy statement reference
framel-lork in ullich- they ,-rere given.

They are criteria or items that a

customer nants uithin constraints of the three priLle tools of Iilanagement;
namely, cost, schec1ule, ancl perfonnance.
operating concepts to achieve more

A cQilpany must be alert for nel-I

e~hasis

on and integration with the

criteria emphasized by the custaner.
Therefore, besides the traditional disciplines \·rhich bear on system

effectiveness, such as the basic design sld.lls, various organization/people
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~ave

evolved and have become identified in the follmr.ing categories:
Quality Assurance

• Human Factors

• Reliabili ty

• Product Support

Systems Engineering
• System Safety
• Value Engineering

• l-laintainability

If the ttl-rants" listed earlier could be referred to as the Ifilities", then
these responses by industry '-lould be called lIility disciplines".
especially, that system

s~.fety

Note,

as it pertains to the industry environment is

listed as one of the Itility't disciplines.
There is no doubt that considerable confusion (bordering on antagonism)
exists in

t~e

l"Ilinds of some managers over these Uilitylt disciplines.

The

fact -remains, hOl'1ever, the ttilities" have evolved because of a deficiency
in previous i(lethocls of raarw.gement

~Tlti.ch

failed to provide adequate system

effectiveness in the broad sense. (38)
There are mal'lY cammon featUres al.long the tlilities lt •
They all base their l'rork .on SOlile similar, i f not identical system"
subsystel',l, component classification hi.erarchy uhen approaching the
analysis tas:: surrounding a. given system.
They all use analytical techniques involvinG statistical probability
and evaluation r,lethods.

•

Interdisciplinar,y

~proaches

are the required rules ra.ther than the

exception i f full effectiveness of the discipline is to be realized.
All must '9iace close reliance ~on tasl~ analysis to identify the
hU[jlan element in the

syste~il.

Reports of s~rs-tCi._l perforraance (or lack thereof) by data feedLlacl~ are
esnential for

't!pC;Tading

discipline i tsel! •

not only the system involved but also the

l-iuch of this feedback data is from common sources.

They all aim at a fori.l of technical' direction by providinB information

and operational
•

They all

ta!~e

guide~es

to design.

the unbiased and independent look at design through

design revien and -other reviel-fs (dral·1ings, test procedures, test
plans, specification, and s'upplier docUInenta.tions).
They all must develop overall progr2lil plans that must be implemented
during the entire product cycle. (23)
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It is the marked differences bettreen the ttilitytr disciplines, hOliever,
that provide insiGht to hm"r they each, individually and collectively, contribute
to system effectiveness.
people involved;

These differences consist of the viel?point of the

their particular backgrouncl, training, and

the information they generate and/or applY.

. in subsequent paragraphs.

~:perience;

and

These differences are examined

The principle viel"1points of the tlilitylt disciplines

are shcnm in Table 3.
This does not lilean

eler,lC~nts

of one area cannot

e~dlibi t

interest in or

share vie't"1points t"1hich are similar to those of other activities.

Hotrever,

as practised today at the norlcing level, the principal vie'!"1points of the
disciplines ShOlrrl are clearly evident.

They are different from each other.

They also lOgically represent principal technical capabilities "nuch is really
the important point.

Unless all are applied to a hiGh degree of profession-

alism, a less than cpt:imized system effectiveness job 't-D.ll be accomplished.

As an illustration of this precept of different vie't-1points, consider a
failure Iilode effect a.nalysis -- a process 'ti'here attempts are made to outguess
future

probl~s

based on experience from the past.

abbreviated outline approach to such an analysis.

4 is an

Shown in Table

It contains many items

(marked by the asterisk) "mch hiGhlight the safety or accident prevention
significance of the failure being considered.
Some of these i terns, e. g • ~ "herr to inspect ••• .for an mpending failure ll
have different rtieam.n:;s to different people.

To the quali ty .assurance man"

this proiJably Lle,..ns hon cloes he do it and to l·;rhat standards.
maintainability man, it probably means uhen (:oes he
people/procedures.

(~o

To the

it and l-nth l-That

To the safety ruan, it liol,;'.J.d solicit the question as to

whether the procedure is sufficient in recognition of an

~npending

failure

to prevent an accident (usually in cornbinatio;1s ni.th other failures) or, is
there a better l'my to be explored to effect prevention involving this failure?
This application of safety logic carnes before the failure although
chronologic~ in

the desicn process it may be accomplished concUrrently

or after a prelir.lina:-y ftilure mode and effect analysis is made.

That is,

the ability to detect an impendinG failure l-r.ill considerably modify one IS
tljudgnenttl in hOti to treat a Given failure, and

hat"1

to classify it as being

either marginal or criticaJ., or perhaps even catastrophic.
intelligently asl: all types

~f

questions in a

!Jerhaps one extrEI:le or the other.

rrell as being not "safe enOUGh.

faiJ.~

To not

analysis is to go to

It couJ.d result in being too safe, as
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TABIE 3
PRII;CIPAL VIElJPOTh"TS OF THE "ILlTyn DISCIPLINES

Human Factors • • • optunt:m matching of man and machine.
Product Support • • • material and personnel readiness.
I·laintainabili ty • • • the syster,l can be l1orl:ed on conveniently.
Quali ty Assurance • • • verification of product characteristics.

Reliabili ty • • • rJinimum failure l"Tl.thin predetermined goals.
Systems En[;weerinr; • • • Technical data integration.
System Safety

. . . accident prevention.

Value Engineering • • • cost saving.
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TA.BIE4
TYPICAL Em-lENTS TO BE EXAl·iINEJ) DURING

FAILURE .A}JALYSIS

Operating Conclition
Failure most likely

Failure most eritical*
Impending Failure

Sy.mptams/Recogn1tion*
BOrT to inspect tor i t*
J\.ctual Failure Eode

Symptams/Recognition*
Troubleshooting to isolate failure source

Action by Operator(s)
Rec OlilIi1endecl Procedure
Possible Alternatives

Possible Errors*
Effects
On immec1iate conditions
(correct action and incorrect action by operator(s»*

continued operations
(correct action aIKl incorrect action-by operator(s))*
or subsequent additional failures loti. thin same sys'tem*
Interfaces/potential effects on other systems*

(h)

* Items

en~hasize

the urevention

vi~~oint

- 23 This questioninC; vie13point or attitude -- pla.yinG the t-1HI game (l·mat
happens if) -- is considered the prime ingre~ent of the· accident prevention
discip line.

It

appli~s

in virtually eve:cy

tas!~

assignee. to the safety

specialist.
The discussion of attitude leads logically to the next major difference
bett-reen sa.fety and the related systeIil effectiveness disciplines.

It involves

the backgrou11d, e::q>erience, and training of persormel being considered since
it is difficult to isolate an attitude fram a person's

~~osure

to past events.

The accident prevention attitude (looldng for potential failure) is not
although, he soon lee.l""ns hon to practise it to

something one is born l'Tith;

It is

one degree .or another.

so~netl~ing

of eA-perience, be it by a designer or an

that is learnecl by the bitter lessons
oper~:'.tor.

It is learned by retrieving

aIlc.1 studying pieces of 1-1recked equipment and/or people.

some specific safety educa tioIl2.1 process

l-nUCl,l

It is lsru.:'ned by

a t'jjelilpts to short-cut the

other methods time-ldse, and accident-l·lise.
Contrast this

't-n.th

the background. or the types of people used in 'the

failure analysis illustration.

The qualit.y assurance man most likely spent

I,lost of his years as an inspector -- someone 'tmo judges adherence to 11e11
defined requirements'.

His contact 't·rl.th the human elerilent is minimal from the

standpoint of uhy an error is made.

His educational process for advancement

enCQilpaSSes specialization areas in his field of verification of product
characteristics, not accident prevention per se (e.g., non-destructive testing).
Similarly, the maintainability Ii1an can usually be recognized from. the
bruised knuckles he received
fitting.

He understands

·tryin~

hOlT

li1alfunctioning equipment.

to

to put a lr.rench on some hidden hydraulic

assi~n

manpo'trer or othen'lise attend to

Like the qualify assurance man, he may also be

active -in attemptinG to prevent inc1ividual malfunctions.

HOl-rever, his

concern for malfunction prevention usually does not p'ermit separation of the
uheat fram the chaff in the sense of spotlighting hazards.
includinG its required training is an involved, t:Une

Again, maintenance

consumin~,

and specialized

process.
Fraa the experience factor cames the tlilrd area of difference ••• the
safety inforr;1ation legacy.

ThOUGh not orgaaized as best as i t

body of specific accident prevention :knonledge is

il~I.llense.

Properly applied, it can prevent acc:idents. ()O, 31, 44)
discussed more in Chapter V.

couJ.c.~

be, the

It is gro-rD.ng.
This subject't'lill be

- 24 Organization for Safety
The four characteristics of industrial management evolution (exploding
teclmology, hUmanized 2!?proach, the system management trend, and concern for
system effectiveness) cQilbined t11th safety's emerging role have produced
challenges relative to organization for'safcty.

For example, same people

feel 't-lhat safety purports to do is njust Good management, I donlt need a

safety [;roup", or "safety is the prime responsibility of every man, you cant t
give the job to saaeone else n •

There is also a tendency to fully equate

safety to management because of the undeniable fact that a "job vrell done is
inherently safe It •

These vie'us represent extremes l1ilich, most often, reveal

a lack of under!:itanding of a fundamental

p:i.~ecept

about deleBation of nork.

(1, l~, 43:2)
vIbere the confusion has arisen is in 1tresponsibilitytl for safety.

It is

clear that the manager bears prime flresponsibilitytf for accident prevention
under his control;

but no lilore so than a corporate president l-tould have "re-

sponsibilitytt for fiscal solvency_
ordinates, he does

!!2!

1'1he11 a DlaIlar;er dele.;ates liork to sub-

delegate his responsibility.

He 'tall assign duties, he

grants authority, and he creates (not transfers) an obligation or accountability
in the subordinate.

He cannot abandon his ot-m obligation.

To do so rlould

mean he 't-1ould have tremendous influence and yet not be accountable for the

results ,-rherein the entire chain of CODlt..:.and "lould deteriorate.
Hisunderstanding arises because people indiscr:iminately confuse

Itresponsibilit;'t 'iIith both an assigned, duty and an oiJligation created in a
subordinate. (33:60}

And it must be emphasized th!1t an obligation (or

accountabili ty) sjmply can never be delegated.

safety position does not transfer r.lanac;ement I s

Thus, the creation of a
resp~nsibili ty

for safety; -it

simply assigns certain duties, grants certain authorities, and creates

~

obligation for safety •• _. i.e., a further breakdol-m and e:tlphasis of safety
tlithin the

e.xpa..~ding

technology.

An area for concern relative to safety organization 1r.ithin engineering,

is a particularly cliflicul t cOIiluunication problem.
introduce lessons of the past

l~ch h~ve oc~urred

System safety must
in an operational

environ~ent

and cQ.;::rllunicate them to non-operationally o!"ienteC: people, the design engineers.
Similarly, the outpv.t of engineers, either in publications or harduare, often

has to be Utranslatedtlbefore it can be understood and! or applied :in the field
in a practical accident prevention manner.
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Thus, the system safety man must be in a position, organizationally, to
have direct access to

env:i.ronments.

COl".t. ••ull:ications

bet't-1een the enGineering and the operational

Whether he is in an engineering department per se, a test

organization, a field service group or other location is secondary to this
vital requirement.

The Lal'l - Safety Interface
Another facet of safety's relationship ,-rith management requiring understanding involves its legal aspects.

An event of relatively recent origin,
it stems from the sociological trends tm'lm"d absolute liability relative to
a product's performance. (27-29, 32, 39)
That is, if person or propert.y is
injured/damaged, someone must pay.

The legal principles involvebot,h tort

(negligence) 1al-l and those statutes and interpretations relative to 'Harranties.
The probler.l frOlil the safety point of vierT is that tlobjective!llIlprejudiced
comment on accidents, incidents, or malfunctions (are) thre~tened by the prospect
that information related thereto may be subpoenaed in co·~.rts of

la't'1It.

(27 :17·~)

From the general manaGement point of viel-r, it becomes not only a threat to an
aggresive accident prevention progr&l1, but also a very serious economic consideration, because of the absolute part of the liability trend.
An aviation insurance executive inclicated a 150 passenger jet airliner

crash co-ul~ readily incur dar.1ages amounting to over $40,000,000. (8:15)

It

takes little imagination and matheLlatics to realize the impact of just a fetor
losoeo of this order of r:18.gni.tude.

Coincidentally,!.1.!!. magazine reported the

property darilage durinG the infamous vlatts riot to be $40,000,000. (ll:34)
The total 1m1/safety subject is far too involved to explore in depth in this
study_

Suffice to say here, the liaison betueen safety personnel, management,

and the legal staff of any organization must be exJrensive.

Any organization

that cannot demonstrate -- in fact and in nalae -- the modern techniques of

accident orevention, could indeed be vulnerable in liabiUW litigation. (40:5)
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CHAPTER V
ACCIDENT PREVENTIOE TASKS

Framel170rk for Application
a~proach

The traditional

to accident

llilg;ineerins, Eclucation and Enforcement.

prevent~on

Some have added tlEnviromnentti and

All of these factors are recognizable .men considered as the resul ts

nExailple tt •

of a decision process facing management.
decis~on

agai..."l.

has been the three E1s

Assume an accident occurs.

N~l

a

must be made regarding ,-mat should be done to precluae its happening
AssUming a machin~ is involved, one can engineer the machine differently

or change the job procedure;
certain rules or

lallS

the personnel who are :involved can be retrained;

can be enforced (uhich is probably doing it the hard "ray);

the environment contributing to the accident could be luodified or avoided;

and

the manager can personally set an example in the safety attitude.

Hatrever , two vi tal ingredients have been lacldng in these traditional.
approaches -- productive as they are.

cycle !ystem concept and

managen~nt's

These absent items are the to·bal. life

delegation of additional obligation for

safety to an accident prevention specialist.

This means specific prevention

tasks for same time-line i'ral'llEn-lork.
In general, a product passes through the follol·1ing phases -- by lmatever

name they are called:
1.

Custa."1er requirements

2.

Concept-u.a.l design

3. Prototype development

4. Product design
5. Test and Qualification
6. l-lanufacturing
7 •. Use

8. Ultimate disposal
These are not necessarily sequential since they Dlay l-rell overlap.

A~so,

depending upon the particular product, the life cycle could vary from days to

decades.

L"'l any event, accident prevention inefficiency arose in the past

because of th;;:; manner the E I S ,·rere

steps in the

proces~

applie~.

They nere applied only at various

lrl.thout attention beine; paid to l-1here the problem had been

- 27 or ,mere it 't'Tas going.

This is tantamount to trying to conduct a business

'tuthout a ,plarming function.

In general terms it results in depletion of

personnel energies by continually Uputting out fires tt at the expense of the
tot~

In safety, it results in after the fact thinking rather than

basic job.

accident urevention.
t
It is necessary, therefore, to establish
safety job can be efficiently accomplished.

sorl~e

framel10rk in 't'iI'hich the total

In today's technology, this

logically becomes some fonil of a system life cycle in l-1hich tasks 't'lould. be

planned, organized, staffed and controlled;

i.e., managed.

then involves a fundaIilental prei,lise relative to systeIil safety;
either accepted or rejected by management.

Implementation
one uhich is

The premise is that syste.ll safety

is a necessary further breakdO't"m of the increasingly cOI:Ll?lex technology facing

and by assigning specific safety tasks to a safety specialist

mana~ement;

'tdthin the systems frBl~l9't-Tor!:, more accident prevention (and better mission

accomplishment) can be achieved than by previous manageIlle'nt techniques.
The Safety Task Checklist
Prior

~o

the advent of the system safety concept, there was lit"i:;,le fonnalizing

of safety tasles in the specialized sense.

Hence, it' ,-ras not surprisinG that

management lias reluctant to delegate l-lork to a safety specialist.

Unless a

task can be clearly identified and shOtm to contribute productively towards a
given objective as part of scientific management" it has no meaningful function.
System safety specification implies certain tasks to be perfomed in the
name

of safety.

Cammon sense implies others.

Listed beloli are fundamental

system safety tasks that were derived empirically, but these have stood the
test of time.
1.

Establishment of accident 'Orevention requirements as early as possible

in system development, especially through inputs in system specifications.

These would emanate from design ,safety
over the years from bitter experience.

checl~lists

or other such sources gathered

This '\-TOuld help ellidnate fauJ.ts carried

from one system to the next.
2.

Particination in hazard analyses emphasizing the before-the-fact s.ymptam

of failures as well as the effects of failures in the system including its
human element.

A strong argument can also be made" for the final intersystem

failure analysis integration and coordination task (integration of subsystems)
being assigned to safety in vien of the relatively broad
present in a '\-lell

qualifiec.~

safety persormel.

baclq~round

usually
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'Detentination of emergency nrocedures for those conditions l·mere the

equipment, personnel or surrounding property are· endangered by improper perromance of the system.

4.

Participation in design moclam revie't'ls.

This usually occurs at specific

points during systenl development 't-mere the nUIilerous vie'upoints of the "ilities n
are'brought together for objective discussion of the s.ystem in question.

The

unique contribution of safety personnel continues to be the what-ha~pens-if
approach described earlier.
In the broad sense, this' couJ.d be interpreted to
include mission simulations conducted during

5.

develo~aent

and test operations.

l-iaintenance of accident/safety ~omation files pertinent to system

development

~

operation.

Such activity also reqttixes close coordination

'tnth tl?-e organization's technical infonnation centre to establish an adequate
Due to the sensitive nature

safety information storage and retrieval system.

of same types of accident prevention information, it is essential to have a
repository for such material outside the nonrual librar,y.

6.

Liaison 't'r.i th other people and safety or§anizations such as National Safety

Council, American Society of Safety Engineers, Systel'aS Safety Society, etc.
The real payoff" arising out of such liaison is not usually recognized until
t'tvO or three years later.

7.

Recommendations for and conduct of safety . research, study, or testing in

potential safety problem areas not fully resolved during scheduled system
development.

8.

. Provision for safety

edu~ation

system development and test.

and training throughout all elements of

This l-Tould include

llp€,Tading safety people themselves in their

OliT!

prof;;r~1lS

oriented, tol-rards

technolo;;y as t-rel1 as

motivational "tJ7pe training for others i.n the developrllent process.

9.

Utilization of standards, safety inspections and surveys as prevention

techniques l·mere applicable.
10.

Prenaration of ci.ccidentlincidentinve~tigation plans.

accident prevention

techn:iq~

to insure not only rapid and

This i.s another
c~i1prehensive

in-

formation about any mishap" but also to keep safety in its proper perspectives
in the emotionally charged. environment follouing an accident.

prevention efforts, as well as mission accanplishment, suffer
~""1d/or

Future accident
fr~

any inaccurate

preIilat-;lI'e actions taken under a condition marked by lack of investigation

p1annine.
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Participation in accident investigation.

information

feedbac~c

loop.

This is part of the essential

It follous that the people most involved "lith the

specialized prevention efforts 't-Tould be valuable additions to the accident
investigation and analysis team.

Since accic1ent investigation reqtu.res a skill

and technique, a p;roperly qualified safety specialist should participate in the
fact finding portion of the investigation.

12.

Follow-un all action resultinG from accident/incident investigations and

maintain a record thereof.

It Dlay seem superfluous on the surface to cite this

as a se:)arate required safety task.

Unfortunately, history has Sh01ID that

normal follorT-up procedures rarely accomplish the intended purpose l°rithin a
reasonable time span betvreen recamnended action and accomplished fact.

13.

Conuuunication of accident prevention ini'onlation through lorritten material

and by personal contact (face to face), not only 't-ti. th. design engineers, but

also uith other personnel through brief:lngs and safety conferences.

14. Provision for objective response to safety

in~tl.iry

problems of a safety nature can be addresse<l.

This especially includes the need

••• an area to 1-1hich

for a place for people to present an anonyr.lous report of an incident 1-1hich would
be too embarrassillg to report othen-ti.se.

This might be called the nChaplainu

requirell1ent in sat ety •

15.

Develonment of a system· safety plan and 1Uanagement thereof.

The previously

described tasks constitute work that must be collectively coordinated and implemented throughout the life cycle of the system.
These tasks 't°rould be presumably the .assigned duties of a system safety function
t-r.i th the necessary delegated authority from l'tlaDC:.gerllent to carry them out successfully.
Note the difficulty that 'uould be experienced in atterapting to classify these tasks

collectively as either staff or line .functions.
Hote also that theze tasks could be described in the safety engineering frame,-rorl{ and mean one thing, or be described in the operational safety fraI:lev10rk and
mean something else.

Yet,- they are fundarllental S-..fStem safety activities in which

accident prevention action prll1ciples can be

reco~nized.

The concepts of s-J'stem safet;- and the system safety

checl~list

are much broader

in scope than those encmapassed by the traditional occupational safety engineer.

Organizationally, the occt;JCJ..tional safety enrsineer is frequently a segment of
industrial relations.

The system safety concept 't'1oultl sUGgest that the system

safety function l10uld aSSUiile an

organi~at::..onal

position parallel tori th the other

tlilities'involved in system effectiveness, such as reliability, quality assurance
etc.
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CHAPrER VI

C<l1·illNICATION OF SAFETY DlFORHATION

Safety Information Flow
The flow of information is vital to the system management process. (16:73-88)
It must, therefore, be considered vital to the accident prevention process.
can be best understood by
previously.
provided by

recallin~

This

the known precedent concept described

Knovm precedent is the cumulative accident preventi.on lmowledge
hist~ry.

It has also been described in a very practical vein as

learn from the mistakes of others since you might not live long enough to make
them all yourself.
When viewed in a canmunicative safety information flow process, Figure 1,
known precedent becanes a sj.gni.ficant reference point.

Initially it detennines

hardware safety characteristics and "fr ocedures for a given system under development.

These characteristics and procedures are then refined, tested, and put

into operation.

Should they result in an accident free function, the assumption

is justified that the

mown

precedent and the' application thereof was adequate.

In practice, however" accidents, mishaps, incidents, and hazards do occur
from which prevention lessons are learned.

They became part of a feedback loop

which must be applied to the system. in which the event

OCCl,lrred,

and to the more

generalized data bank of "known precedent1f •
Observed from the management point of view (see Figure 2), the safety
infomation

lo~"ic

is quite similar to that shown in the previous figure.

In

the management framework, however, specific actions are suggested rather than
merely mental observation of information flow characteristics.

If adequate

safety requirements are specified wi. thin constraints of cost, schedule and
perfonnance, and i f other management steps are effectively taken through the
implementation phase, then, theoretically, no safetyproblemswill occur.
When the accidents, mishaps, incidents and hazards do occur, there is once
again a feedback process to the management task.

If circumst8nces (eSpecially

Interim solutions
might be necessary.
Interim solutions are not permanent, but merely buy time
2nd keep the system functioning until a pennanent solution is found.
In other
ci:i~es, new 3'::...:..utions might be required.
' Finally, the case might reveal
time) pennit, the original requirements might be changed.

FIGURE 1
COM~.ruNICATIVE

HISTORY

KNOilN
PRECEDENT

SAFETY INFORMATION FW,1' PROCESS

HARlNIARE
CHARACTERISTICS
I---~---------------..)--~

PROCEDURES

RESULTS

RESUIJrS

OF

OF

TESTS

O:FERATIONS

NO PROBLEM

ACCIDENT
l:iISHAP

FIGURE 2

MANAGEMENT UTILIZATION OF SAFETY INFORMATION

HISTCRY

REQUIREMENTS

EVALUATE
.ALTERNATE
SOLUTIONS

DECISIONS

~~

Dfi>1EMENTATION

NO PROBIEM

~------------~

ACCIDENT

(A ]Unction of
Program Timing)

\
(

- 33 factors 1-1hich have already been evaluated as much as is practical and the
decision process essentially results immediately.

The task is to 10lOW which

path to take.
The foregoing discussion emphasizes the dynamics and importance of safet.y
infonnation florI.

An analysis of why an accident occurred can often be better

highlighted by reference to such a flo'w diagram, rather than an unstructured
review of investigation findings.
TYpes of Safety Information

In the general sense, safety inf'onnation is any cOIlmlunication of lmol-1ledge
of value in the accident prevention field.
More specifically, it takes .the
fonn of:
1.

Y.1anagement data reports •••• the increasing volume of documentation

pertaining to the s,ystem development not necessarily under the

headin~

of

safety per sea (31:9-13)
2.

Accident/hazard infonllation •••• actual investigation reports and summaries,

or analyses thereof.

This could also be part of (1) since accidents or hazard

reports could be considered a status report on management's effectiveness.

3.

Procedural/directive irformation •••• those "rays which have demonstrated

good accident prevention results in the past.

(I1anuals, job procedures, tech-

nical orders, etc.).

4.

Technology infonllation •••• those published documents (books, reports,

journal articles) and grossly overlooked unPublished material (bulletins, films,
conntli ttee minutes, letter reports, etc.).

5.

Personal knoL'11edge •••• infon:1ation in the minds of men.
Safety infomation is indeed voluminous.

vmen the

interdisciplin~-

This can be a:?preciated only

nature of accident prevention is recognized.

The

safety practitioner finds it necessary to kn.ow the lanGuage of many fields.
He must do this to be able to apply Imowledge not othenTise recognized as
potentially contributory to accident prevention.
In relation to safety information, the safety specialist becanes, in a

sense, a generalist.

He ,-1111 search many fields, retaininci his specialist

classification only because he is trJ-lng to spotli3ht unique bits of information .
that have specific accident prevention meaning.

- 34 Safety Infor.mation Sources

If

a given discipline chooses to organize its knowledge for advancement

of their phase of the total state of the art, the me,abers of that discipline
_must personally participate in the storage and

r~trieval

~ocumentation

not something that can be delegated to a

process.

This is

centre or a secretar,r.

Although doctmlentation concepts are best understood and implemented by
documentation trained personnel, subject classif"icatiC?n of documents is the key
to

~

oriented infornlation retrieval.

the particular discipline

It:must be accomplished by those in

to be effective. (31) .

A significant amount of data is stored as a direct result of accidents.
Thousands, perhaps millions of IBi-i cards are in existence to tell what happened
during a given period of accident exposure.

Examination of the accident code

books reflects a continuing effort to include material on why the accident
happened, although much of this gets lost on the way from. the investigation to
the key punch operata::-.
lrJhat is known, hOl-rever, of the prevention activity resulting from accident?
Does anyone really !mOt., l'mere the accident lessons go after the pieces were
picked up?

The anst-rers are negative.

An entire

ne't·1

aspect of accident data

recording is needed in the future i f the loop is ever to be tightened between
accidents and prevention.
It can be concluded that the system safety discipline has been trying to
mature in a period of an information explosion.
helpful since resultant -technologies have
classify, store, and retrieve information.

~1

Such an environment could be

became available to economically

Thus, as a young activ:i.ty, the

safety discipline heritage can be efficiently

b~lt

i f those in the field realize

the requirement and were able to do sanething about it.

This is vmere manage-

ment must help by recognizing the value of safety infono.ation and provide funds
accordingly.

- 35 CHAPTER VII
ANATOUY OF SYSm·1 SAFETY

Anatomy of An Accident
nil man has a protracted argument "Ii th his ld.fe.
He stamps out of
the house to the nearest bar and drinks four highballs.
He then
decides to go for a ride.
It is night-t:ime; there is a skim of
snow on the ground, and the ~.rres on our victim's car are smooth.
In rounding a poorly banked curve at excessive speed, the right
front tyre blo't'Ts out, the car leaves the road and is de:l'llolished u •
(10)
'~fuat

The que.stion becomes

caused the accident?"

1'las it the liquor, the

poor vi.sibility, the sn01'I, ·the tyre condition, the highrlay engineerin.g, the
ldfe -- or a combination of all these factors?

be done to prevent this type of accident in

Hore importantly, l'1hat should

J~e

future?

Accidents today are classified personnel error, material factor, rleather,
facilities, and the like.
are in many accidents.

All 'Vlere present il""l the

a::'ov~

case as they' oi'ten

Arguments SOl',letimes ensue as to which factor should

be applied in the finding.

Principally, these findings remain descriptive
hap~)ened

man-made judgments about lmat

in an accident.

To have an accident prevention ·effect on future operations, findings
must proceed through intermediate steps to implemented action or the information
t;;enerated <luring the investigation is virt1.1.ally l'lasted.
on lmat should be done ancltiho sho1.110. do it;
implelile~tation

process itself.

accident report

throl.~h

~

This involves decisions

and finalJ.y the decision

shol.u.d. be done is often indicated in the

the usual recommendations.

However, classifications

or analyses are rarely made of reccmlruendations regardil"'l[; rmat should be clone.
PursuinG this line of

reD.sonin~

becomes the responsibility of some

further, c. recommendeci action presumably

org~za tion

including possibly to do nothing about it.

or person to make a decision

In any.case, rarely, if' ever,

are classifications or analyses of decisions made on accident investigation
recamnendations.

(i.e.,

1.1110

'tTas to make a decision, rrho actually made the

decision, and 't-mat that decision ,-ras) •
Finally, some specific action 't'lould presumably be taken i f a recommendation

is

~proved

by the a?propriate party.

Again, fe't'l i f any classifications or

analyses of implemented action are made based on decisions f.1a.de follo't'Jing
accident investigation recommendations.

(i.e.,

L'1hat

l'l~S done?)

- 36 It should be remembered that a given accident cause

facto~

labelled by the

investigation as raaterial failure, may lrell be treated in several uays.
harch-m.re may be changed "through redesign.

The probler,l may be treated by a

modification in proced'ltre, be it d-uring manufacture, maintenance, or

The solution

~ay

The

operatio~.

be a change .in people through training or replacement, the

decision might be to live t-r.i.th the problem.
prerogative of an

investigatin~

These choices are not

~he

group since they may not have all facts

available on the sonsequences of implementing a,recomraendation.

The

investigating group should not be discouraged fran pointing the way to corrective
action as they see it.

However, a

~

of findings, or even recommendations,

becomes a limited one.
CUrrent methods for analysis of safety infonuation gained fror,l accident
investiGations do not go far enough to really establish l·mere the breakdmIDs
occur betl"reen the acquisition of prevention information and actual prevention
of accidents.

This Lught a)propriately be ca:Lled action failure. (42)

On

occasion, an individual accident is treated in depth, but little is done to
document all accidents canpletely irma occurrence to actual implementation of
corrective action.

Un1ess this is accomplished, hOl-1 does one efficiently

use the efforts of the accident investigators?

H~l

does one assure that the

accident will not reoccur l1hile time t-1as being conSt'[.led in protrac ted decision
and implementation processing?
This is indeed a challenge to management and safety persozmel alike.

It

means a required thorough understandin3 of factors involved in systet1 safety
as 'trell as the totai safety and monagement information

£101-1

described earlier.

Factors in System Safety
Traditionally in

SYSte11

safety, the

~,

the machine and the media

(environment) have been described as factors in accident causation and
consequently, factors in accident prevention.

It l10uld seem management is

an identifiable fourth element in accident prevention of equal or superior
importance to the other HIS. Management's role is difficult to distinguish since current analysis
methods used to assess accident causation do not adequately evaluate the
managelilent process.

Other .rt'.ct,ors in' the systera sai'ety model are the afore-

mentioned infonllation factor, cost and tUne (schedules) ~

It is logical to

assume that management is in the best position to create an environment in which
all of these factors can be exatilined in the I;}Ost efficient manner.

- 37 The Implementation Process
Professional enJ,ineers subscribe to Canons of Ethics

l~1ich

includes

The question is asl~ed,

their safety responsibility in -clear terms. (19)

hOl'1ever, as to ,mat happens to a safety problelil handeC: up the line to a
decision making executive?

To phre.se it another uay, i f someone is in the

decision maldng stream ...uthout a specific set of guidelines established an the
point in question, 't'mat action 't'rill be taken?
human jud@Tlent based

011

The ansuer, of course, is

the knouledge he has or can attain

available for decision.

lvi thin

the time

Thus the implementation role of system safety is to

provide the manager objective data 'tdth nhich his conscience can be exercised.
This is accomplished through frell defined tasks concerning accident prevention.
System safety, as a relatively ne't-r discipline, faces a t"tio-pronged problem
today.

On ane hand is the diminishing safety iLlprovement rate in most areas.
cor,lple~

This means improvements in our increa.singly

be technically more difficult.

(9)

The other probler,l for sd'ety is neither

innovation.

society t°rill continue to

net-I

nor unique.

It concerns

By system safe t,y' s very definition as a further breakdol-m of the

expa.nd.ing- tecimolo[;y, it lr1ill continue to encounter cries of "cultlt ,
"preacherstt, and flpitchmen1l.

This is a nell established and predictable

behavioural reaction on the part of a manager or anyone else to vnlOIn
thing must be

It

some-

sold n •

Safety operates

~·1ith

other strikes against i:f;i as an innovator.

the relatively rare nature of' accidents,

e~q)ensive

though they may be.

First in
Second

is the previously mentioned inability to prove conclusively l'rhy something -an accident -- did not happen.
There is a need to create the aU,10sphere for change, lorhich in turn leads
to the requirement for a specific strategy to implement change.
steps of innovation that shouJ.c1 be

foll~lved

Thirteen

by any innovator are shmm in

Table 5.
Anyone 1-1ho ever tried to sell a nelo1 idea and failed, 'Hill undoubtedly
recognize SOlile of these admonitions as possi')ly being the reason °for that
failure~

- 38 -

TABIE 5
THIRTEEN STEPS FOR, nmOVATION

1.

Beccme accepted by your associates as a respected responsible :individual
before attempting to 1M confidence for a nen ide<l.

2.

Realize the t:ime to start preparing is well in advance of the initial
proposal.

3.

Avoid proprietary jealousies • • • try to create conditions that will
build an ft ol'mership 1t interest that l-1111 make others as interested as
the innovator in putting over neli ideas.

4.

At a preliminary stage, participation should be spread through several

l.evels of organization.

5.

Recognize the tll-Jhat1s in it for me" reaction, and use such personal
interests of associates in soliciting their support and approval.

6.

Rigid thinking of the either - or, black or l-ltdte variety should be
avoided • • • be l1political" in the approach.

7.

l-Iaintain an open minded interest in the ideas of
encourage reciprocity.

8.

Take particular care 'tihen faced ldth a resultant change in the poloJer
structure of the orGanization because of the irmovation • • • plan the
desired change vD.. th the minimum upset of the status quo. '

9.

Recognize timing as an important part of strategy • • • be sensitive to
the particulmo climate of the existing state of affairs • • • decide
'tmen to advaJ."1ce' the idea or keep it in a temporary deep freeze.
~on

oth~rs

• • • it ll:iJ.l

10.

Avoid filinG proposal
encourage resistance.

proposal in rai:lid succession'tmch 1.0.11

11.

Use organizatiorial channels for the purpose they were designed to serve
• • • short cuts are, only a last re~rt. ,

12.

Hever attack resistance head on • • • or 11i th public criticism • • •
Its intensity l1i11 mount in proportion to the volur.l.e of criticism'raised
against it.

13.

Provide clear and nersuasive Dresentction of ideas • • • good
deserve good presentations. .

ide~s
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- 39 Whither Safety
System Safet,y has approached a series of intersections.

There is

significant progress in having safety as a special entity in systems management.

On the other hand, there is an air of "put up or shut up" to this picture.
Funding for safety tasles lo1ill continue only as long as they contribute to

mission success in the form intended.

Hence,

s.ys~m

safety specialists must

not falter in responding to the challenge which they, to a large measure,
brought about themselves.

They would be wise to review the market fluctuations

in the reliability field over the past decade to avoid the mistakes made

therein.

These mistakes have included a super-dependency on statistical

analysis techIdques and a neglect to appreciate the contributions to reliability
objectives available from other disciplines.
The industrial safety field continues to function primarily in the
opera.tional phase of the system life.

I t too, h01t1eVer, is feeling the impact

of the system approach to safety. (37, SO)

It should only be a matter of time

before all of the safeties will be more closely

aligned professionally than

they are today.
Many of the probleIil. areas described in this docUIilent will continue -- sane

diminishing such as the misunderstood meaninr; of system safety -- some increasing
such as the law-safet,y interface problem.
conflicts w.i.il continue.

Staff-line and related organizational

Similarly, management faces continuing problems in

evaluation and measureIilent of accident prevention performance and in safety
infonnation communications.
The extent to lihich this safety integration process is carried out by
managers and by sa:fety speeiilists remains to be seen.

Hopefully, this

document vdll c·ontribute Imowledge towards im"9rove0. mutual understanding bet"leen
safety and mana6ernent.
As a special message for those in the safet.y business, consider

~nis

recessional hymn:
"Every industry is obliged to improve its safety record where it can.
Those who insist on i{;;noring the smaller safety problems about which
something can be done, pointing to the larger problems about which
nothing can be done yet, are mostly evading the issue.
Host ~afety
measures adopted by an industry ~deal wi til small portions of the total
hazard.
Over the years the steady improvement that results is significant.
If each step is discouraged because it doesn't solve the
whole problem, then nothing is accomplished". (35)
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